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Forms of Hebrew Poetry.

ERRATA

Page 296, last paragraph.

Lines 2 and 3, for was not in as original fact read were

not in the original text.

Line 3, for verses read lines.

„ 4, for verse read line.

Lines 4 and 5, for versation read variation.

Line 5, for pNnj; read pK-njr.

Lines 7 and 11, for Lxp read LXX.
Line 7, for letters v b read latter verb.

„ 7, for -ni read liii.

„ 8, for Eccles. read Ecclus.

„ 9, for Ixxiii. 4 : or read xciv. 4 ; we.

seemed to me, tne more important oi tnese ques-

tions should be answered. But it was impossible

then and there to give as full an exposition of the

subject as it requires. In the present volume I

have ampler scope. Yet I must guard against a

misunderstanding. Even here it is not my pur-

pose to add to the already existing exhaustive,

or at least voluminous, discussions of Hebrew

metre. My aim is different : it is rather to

survey the forms of Hebrew poetry, to consider

them in relation to one another, and to illustrate





PREFACE

It is impossible to go far at the present day in

any serious attempt to interpret the prophetical

books, or the books commonly called poetical,

or certain other parts of the Old Testament,

without being faced by questions relating to the

forms of Hebrew poetry. I was myself compelled

to consider these questions more fully than before

when I came to prepare my commentary on

Isaiah for the " International Critical Comment-

ary," and in the introduction to that commentary

I briefly indicated the manner in which, as it

seemed to me, the more important of these ques-

tions should be answered. But it was impossible

then and there to give as full an exposition of the

subject as it requires. In the present volume I

have ampler scope. Yet I must guard against a

misunderstanding. Even here it is not my pur-

pose to add to the already existing exhaustive,

or at least voluminous, discussions of Hebrew

metre. My aim is different : it is rather to

survey the forms of Hebrew poetry, to consider

them in relation to one another, and to illustrate
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tlieir bearing on the criticism and interpretation

of the Old Testament.

I have no new theory ol' Hebrew metre to set

forth ; and I cannot accept in all its details any

theory that others have elaborated. In my
judgment some understanding of the laws of

Hebrew rhythm has been gained : but much

still remains uncertain. And both of these facts

need to be constantly borne in mind in determin-

ing the text or interpreting the contents of

Hebrew poetry. Perhaps, therefore, the chief

service which I could expect of the discussion of

Hebrew metre in this volume is that it may on

the one hand open up to some the existence and

general nature of certain metrical principles in

Hebrew poetry, and that it may on the other

hand warn others that, in view of our imperfect

knowledge of the detailed working of these prin-

ciples, considerable uncertainty really underlies

the regular symmetrical forms in which certain

scholars have presented the poetical parts of the

Old Testament.

The first six chapters of the volume are an

expansion of a course of University lectures

delivered in the spring of 1913. They were

published in the Expositor of May, June, July,

August, September, October and December of

the same year, and are now republished with

some modifications and very considerable addi-

tions. The two last chapters, though written
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earlier, are in the present volume rather of the

nature of an Appendix, being special studies in

the reconstruction of two mutilated acrostich

poems. These also originally appeared in the

Expositor^ the former (Chapter VII.) in September

1898, the latter (Chapter VIII.) in September 1906.

Except for the omission of a paragraph which

would have been a needless repetition now that

the two discussions appear together, and for a

few slight or verbal alterations, and for additions

which are clearly indicated, I have preferred to

republish these chapters as they were originally

written. They were both, and more especially

the former, written before I saw as far, or as

clearly, as I seem to myself at least now to do,

into the principles of Hebrew metre : but addi-

tional notes here and there suffice to point out

the bearing of these more fully appreciated prin-

ciples on the earlier discussions, which remain

for the most part unaffected, largely, I believe,

because in the first instance I followed primarily

the leading of parallelism, and parallelism is

likely for long to remain a safer guide than metre,

though metre may at times enforce the guidance

of parallelism, or act as guide over places where

parallelism will not carry us.

A word of explanation, if not of apology, is

required for the regularity with which I have

added translations to the Hebrew quoted in the

text. In many cases such translation was the
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readiest way of nuikiii^ elear my meaniiiff ; in

otliers it is Tor tlie Hebrew student superfluous,

and parts of the book can scarcely appeal to

others than Hebrew students. But a large part

of the discussions can be followed by those who

are but little familiar or entirely unfamihar with

Hebrew. For tlie sake of any such who may
read the book, and to secure the ^videst and

easiest use possible for it, I have regularly added

translations, except in the latter part of Chapter

IV., where they would have been not only super-

fluous, but irritating to Hebrew students, and use-

less to others.

My last and pleasant duty is to thank the

Rev. Allan Gaunt for his kindness in reading the

proofs, and for offering various suggestions which

I have been glad to accept.

G. BUCHANAN GRAY.
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—parallelism and metre—require to be studied in

dose connexion with one another, and nideed

in closer connexion than has been customary of

late. I deliberately speak at this point of the

question of parallelism and metre ;
for, on the

one hand, it has been and may be contended

that parallelism, though it is a characteristic of

much, is never a form of any, Hebrew poetry,

and, on the other hand, it has been and still is

sometimes contended that metre is not a form of

Hebrew poetry, for the simple reason that in

Hebrew poetry it did not exist. Over a question

of nomenclature, whether parallelism should be

termed a form or a characteristic, no words need

be wasted ; the really important question to be

considered later on is how far the phenomena

covered by the term parallelism can be classified,

and how far they conform to laws that can be

defined. A third form of some Hebrew poetry is

the strophe. This is of less, but still of considerable

importance, and will be briefly considered in its

place ; but rhvme, which is not a regular feature

of Hebrew poetry, and poetical diction need not

for the purposes of the present survey be more

than quite briefly and incidentally referred to.

The first systematic treatment of any of the

formal elements of Hebrew poetry came from

Oxford. There have been few more distinguished

occupants of the chair of Poetry in that university

than Robert Lo^^i:h, afterwards Bishop of London,
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and few lectures delivered from that chair have

been more influential than his De Sacra Poesi

Hebraeorum Praelectiones Academicae. These lec-

tures were published in the same year (1753) as

another famous volume, to wit, Jean Astruc's

Conjectures sur les memoires originaux dont il

paroU que Moyse s^est servi pour composer le

livre de la Genese. It is as true of Astruc as of

Lowth that " in theology he clung to the tradi-

tional orthodoxy "
;
^ yet Astruc was the first

to apply a stylistic argument in a systematic

attempt to recover the original sources of a portion

of the Pentateuch, and Lowth, by his entire

treatment of his subject, marks the transition

from the then prevailing dogmatic treatment of

the Old Testament to that treatment of it which

rests on the recognition that, whatever else it

may be, and however sharply distinguished in

its worth or by its peculiarities from other litera-

tures, the Old Testament is primarily literature,

demanding the same critical examination and

appreciation, alike of form and substance, as

other literature. Owing to certain actual char-

acteristics of what survives of ancient Hebrew

literature, documentary analysis has necessarily

played an important part in modern criticism of

the Old Testament ; and if, narrowing unduly

the conception of Old Testament criticism, we
think in connexion with it mainly or exclusively

^ T. K. Cheyne, Founders of Old Testament Criticism, p. 3.
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of (locuinciittiry analysis and questions of origin,

Astnir may seem a more important founder of

Modern Critieism than I.owtii. l*ut in reality

tlie general implications of Lowth's discussion of

Hebrew poetry, apart from cerUiin special con-

elusions reached by him to which we sliall pass

immediately, make his lectures of wider signifi-

cance than even Astruc's acute conjectures ; and

we may fairly claim that, through Lowth and

his two principal works, both of which were

translated into German, tlie Lectures by Michaelis,

the Isaiah by Koppe, Oxford, in the middle of

the eighteenth century, contributed to the critical

study of the Old Testament and the apprecia-

tion of Hebrew literature in a degree that was

scarcely equalled till the nineteenth century was

drawing to its close.

It is a relatively small part of Lowth's lectures

that is devoted to those forms or formal char-

acteristics of Hebrew poetry with which we are

here concerned : of the thirty-four lectures one

only, the nineteenth, is primarily devoted to that

form w^ith which Lo^vth's name will always be

associated, though the subject of parallelism was

already raised in the third lecture. The maturer

and fuller discussion of this and kindred topics

was first pubUshed in 1778 as a preliminary dis-

sertation to the translation of Isaiah. Briefly

summed up, Lowth's contribution to the subject

was twofold : he for the first time clearly
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analysed and expounded the parallclistic struc-

ture of Hebrew poetry, and he drew attention to

the fact that the extent of poetry in the Old

Testament was much larger than had generally

been recognised, that in particular it included

the greater part of the prophetic writings.

The existence and general characteristics of

parallelism as claimed by Lowth have never been

questioned since, nor the importance for interpre-

tation of recognising these ; nor can it be ques-

tioned, once the nature of parallelism is admitted,

that parallelism occurs in the Prophets as well

as in the Psalms, and in many passages of the

Prophets no less regularly than in many Psalms.

If, then, on the ground of parallelism, the Psalms

are judged to be poetry, the prophetic writings

(in the main) must also be regarded as poetry ;

and, if, on the ground of parallelism, a translation

of the Psalms is marked, as is the Revised Version,

by line divisions corresponding to the parallel

members of the original, a translation of the

Prophets should also be so marked ; and by

failing so to mark the prophetic poetry, and

thereby introducing an unreal distinction between

the form of the Psalms and the form of the pro-

phetic writings, the Revised Version conceals

from those who use it one of the most important

and one of the surest of the conclusions which

were reached by Lowth in his discussion of

Hebrew poetry.
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WhctluT after all parallelism is itself a true

differentia betweeji prose and poetry in Hebrew,

may be and will be discussed ; but it will be useful

before proceeding to a closer examination cither

of parallelism or of other alleged differentiae

between prose and poetry, to recall the earlier

scattered and unsystematic attempts to describe

the formal elements of Hebrew poetry.

It has always been recognised that between

mediaeval Jewish poetry and the poetry of the

Old Testament there is, so far as form goes, no

connexion ; nor, indeed, any similarity beyond

the use, especially by the earliest of these

mediaeval poets such as Jose ibn Jose and

Kaliri, of acrostic, or alphabetic schemes such as

occur in Lamentations i.-iv. and some other

poems ^ in the Old Testament. The beginnings

of mediaeval Jewish poetry go back to the ninth

or tenth century a.d. at least ; it arose under the

influence of Arabic culture, though it may also

have owed something to Syriac poetry ; it

flourished for some centuries in the West, and

particularly in Spain. This poetry was governed

by metre and rhyme ;
^ and the metre was quanti-

tative. The same period was also, and again

o^\'ing to the influence of Arabic culture, an age

^ Enumerated below, p. 244 f.

* The introduction of rhyme into Hebrew poetry is attributed to

Jannai ; rhyme was also employed by Kaliri. Both Jannai (probably)

and Kaliri were Palestinians, and both lived in or before the ninth

century a.d. : see Graetz, Gesch. des Judenthums, v. 158, 159.
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of Jewish grammarians and philologists. These

recognised the difference between the old poetry

and the new, but contributed little to an under-

standing of the forms of the older poetry beyond

a tolerably general acquiescence in the negative

judgment that that older poetry was not metrical.

In any case, no living tradition of the laws of the

older Hebrew poetry, the poetry of the Old Testa-

ment, survived in the days of the poets Chasdai

(a.d. 915-970), Solomon ibn Gabirol (1021-1058,

or 1070), Judah hal-Levi (born 1085) ; of the

grammarians and philologists, of whom some

were poets also, Dunash ibn Labrat (c. 920-990),

Menahem ibn Saruk (c. 910-970), Abu'l-Walid

(eleventh century), Ibn Ezra, and the Kimhis

(twelfth century). The older poetry had long

been a lost art. Whatever these mediaeval

scholars say of it has, therefore, merely the value

of an antiquarian theory ; and however interest-

ing their theories may be, they need not detain

us longer now.

But there exist a few far earlier Jewish state-

ments on the formal elements of the poetry of

the Old Testament which run back, not indeed

to the time of even the latest poems within the

Old Testament, but to a time when, as will be

pointed out in detail later on, poetry of the

ancient Hebrew type was still being wTitten.

Statements from such a period unquestionably

have a higher degree of interest than those of the
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mediaeval Je\visli scliolars. Whether as a matter

of laet they point to any diseernment of the real

prineiples of that poetry, and whether they do

not betray at once miseoneeptions and laek of

pereeption, is another question. At all events,

it is important to observe that while the authors

of these statements were Jews, the readers with

a view to whom they wTote were Greeks. So far

as I am aware, there is no discussion of metre,

or parallelism, or in general of the formal elements

of Hebrew poetry, in the Rabbinieal writings, that

is to say in Jewish literature written in Hebrew
or Aramaie, until after the gradual permeation

of Jewish by Arabie scholarship from the seventh

or eighth century a.d. onwards. We owe the

earliest statements on Hebrew poetical forms to

two Jews who wrote in Greek—to Philo and to

Josephus.

Philo's evidence is slight and indirect as to

the poetry of the Old Testament. In the De
vita Mosis i. 5 he asserts that Moses was taught

by the Egyptians " the whole theory of rhythm,

harmony and metre " (rrjv re pvOfiiKrjv koX dp/jiovLKrjv

Kul fM€TpcKr]v dewpiav) ; but he nowhcrc states that

the poems attributed to Moses in the Pentateuch

are metrical. Of Jewish poetry of a later age he

speaks more definitely, if the De vita contem-

plativa is correctly attributed to him, and if the

sect therein described was a Jewish sect. It is

asserted in this tract (cc. x. xi.) that the thera-
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peutae sang hymns " in many metres and tunes,"

and in particular in iambic trimeters.

The three statements of Josephus on the

subject are much more specific and definite. Of

Moses he savs, in reference to Exodus xv. 2 ff.,

that " he composed a song to God ... in hexa-

meter verse " (eV k^a^ierpw rovoy) ; ^ and again,

in reference to Deut. xxxii., that Moses read to

the Israehtes " a hexametrical poem " (-n-oii^atv

e^dfierpov), and left it to them in the holy book.^

Of David he says that " he composed songs and

hymns in various metres {f^erpov ttocklXov), making

some trimetrical, others pentametrical." ^

These exhaust the direct testimony of Jews,

who lived while poetry similar to that in the Old

Testament was still being written, to the metrical

character of that poetry. It is possible that we
have an indirect testimony to more specific

Jewish statements or theories in certain of the

patristic writers. It will be sufficient here to

refer to what is said by Origen and Eusebius and

Jerome ;
* all these scholars belong to a period

before the new style of poetry adopted by the

mediaeval Jews had begun to be written, though

perhaps none of them belong quite to the age

when the older poetry was still practised as a

living art.

1 Ant. ii. 16. 4. 2 ^^t. iv. 8. 44. » Ant. vii. 12. 3.

* The passages from these and other patristic writers have been

brought together and discussed by J. Doller {Rhyihmus, Metrik und
Strophik in der bibl.-hebr. Poesie, Paderborn, 1899 ; see pp. 18-35).
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Oij^jcn's reference to the sii})ject of Hebrew
metre is to be found in a seholion on Psalm

exviii. 1 (LXX). lie agrees with Josephus that

Deuteronomy xxxii. is hexametrieal, and that

some of tlie Psalms are tri metrical ; but as an

alternative metre used in the Psalter, he gives

not the pentameter, as Josephus had done, but

the tetrameter. At the same time he elearly

recognises that Hebrew verses are different in

character (hepoi,) from Greek verses. Ley finds

two further statements in Origen's somewhat

obscure words : (1) that the metrical unit (den

vollen Vers) in Hebrew consists of two stichoi, not

of a single stichos
; (2) that Hebrew metre was

measured by the number of accented syllables.*

Eusebius refers to metre in Hebrew poems as

follows :
" There would also be found among them

poems in metre, like the great song of Moses and

David's 118th Psalm, composed in what the

1 The seholion in question was published by Cardinal Pitra in Ana-
lecta Sacra, ii. 341, and reprinted thence byPreuschen in the Zeitschrift

fiir die AT. Wissenschaft, 1891, pp. 316, 317 ; in the same Zeitschrift

for 1892 (pp. 212-217) Julius Ley translated and commented on the

seholion. The text being still none too well known or accessible, it

may be well to reproduce it here. The words commented on are

Ma/cdpioi oi dfiwuoi ii> 6S(f, ol Tropevd/xevoi iv v6/m(j) Kvplov, and the seholion

runs as follows :

—

ovtu ye arlxos iarlv " ol yap wap' 'E^palois ffrixoi, uis

fKeyi Tts, ffi/j-eTpoi eicnv ' iv e^afJiiTpifi fj-ev r) iv rip Aevrepoyo/niifi (fi5-q
' iv Tpifiirptf

di Kal TeTpafxeTpCf) ol xfaXfiol. ol ffrlxoi o^v, ol Trap' 'E^paioLt, irepol eiciv iraph.

Toil's Trap r)fjuv. 'Eav deXwfiev evOaSe rriprjaai, rovs (XtLxovs iroLovfuv. " Majcdptot

ol Afj.wiJ.0i iv oStf, ol iropevo/xevoi iv v6fi(j} Kvplov." Kai oCrws dpx6fJ.€0a Sevripov

Tov ?^r]s' lariov Toivvv 5rt oi "EXXT/i/es ol ipurivevcravTes ireiroiriKaffi rbv irap

E;3paiois ffTixov iv toiovtois dvo (cbs [6] toOto ivriypa^ov ypd\f/as olovel TreirolriKe

T7)v dpxv^ ToO (Tt'lxov fier^ iKdiaews) ' rbv 5k doKovvres devrepov, firj 6vTa SfiJTepov,

dXXa \€ifj,fj.a rod irporepov p.eT alad-qaeui ' koL tovto ireiroltjKev iirl 6Xov rod

prtjTov.
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Greeks call heroic metre. At least it is said

((paa-l yovv) that these are hexameters, consisting

of sixteen syllables ; also their other composi-

tions in verse are said to consist of trimeter and

tetrameter lines according to the sound of their

own language." ^ The reference to Deuteronomy

xxxii. and Psalm cxviii. (cxix.) and the specific

metres mentioned are as in Origen ; but whether

or not Origen suspected or asserted measurement

by accented syllables, Eusebius clearly refers to a

measurement by syllables, and thereby produces

the impression that the Hebrew hexameter was

of the same nature as the Greek : whereas Origen

distinctly asserts that Hebrew metres are as

compared with the Greek erepoL. At the same

time, the final words in Eusebius have something

of the character of a saving clause.

Scattered over Jerome's writings are a larger

number of specific statements, which may be

summarised as follows :

1. Job iii. 2-xl. 6 consists of hexameters ; but

the verses are varied and irregular.^

2. Job, Proverbs, the songs in Deuteronomy

(i.e. Deut. xxxii.) and Isaiah, " Deuteronomii et

Isaiae Cantica," are all written in hexameters or

1 Praep. Ev. xi. 5. 5 : the translation given above is Gifford's.

2 " Hexametri versus sunt, dactylo spondaeoque currentes ; et

propter linguae idioma erebro recipientes et alios pedes non earumdem
syllabarum, sed eorumdem temporum. Interdum quoque rhythmus
ipse dulcis et tinnulus fertur numeris lege metri solutis," Praef. in

Job (Migne, Pair. Lai. xxviii. 1082).
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pcnttimctcrs.* Yet elsewhere ^ *' Dcuteronomii

Cantieuni " is said to be written in iambic tetra-

meters.

8. Psalms ex. and cxi. are iambic trimeters.*

4. Psalms exviii., cxliv. and Proverbs xxxi.

10-31 are iambic tetrameters. '^

5. Lamentations i. ii. are in " quasi sapphico

metro "
; but Lamentations iii. in trimeters.^

6. The prophets, though the text of them

is marked off by commas and colons, are not

metrical.'

But these statements occur in such connexions,

or are accompanied by such quahfying phrases,

as to indicate that Jerome did not intend them

to be taken too strictly, or as exactly assimilating

Hebrew poetry in respect of its measurements to

classical poetry. Thus, the hexameters in Job

are said to admit other feet in addition to dactyls

and spondees ; the " sapphic metre " of Lamenta-

tions i. ii. iv. is qualified as " quasi "
; and in

forestalling incredulity, such as the Emperor

Julian is said to have expressed, as to the existence

of metre in Hebrew literature, Jerome speaks of

the Hebrew poems as being " in morem nostri

Flacci "

—

after the manner of Horace.

There is one further important observation

to be made with regard to Jerome : the authori-

1 " Quae omnia hexaraetris et pentametris versibus . . . apud suos

composita decurrunt," Praef. in Chron. Eusebii (Migne xxvii. 36).

2 Ep. XXX. (ad Paulam) (Migne xxii. 442).

3 Praef. in Isaiam (Migne xxviii. 771).
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ties whom he cites for his statements are not his

own Hebrew teacher, but Philo, Josephus, Origen,

and Eusebius,^ to the first two of whom Origen

in turn may refer indefinitely in his phrase

eXeye rt?.

From this we may with some probabihty con-

clude (1) that Jerome's views of the nature of

Hebrew poetry do not represent those of Jewish

scholarship of his day ; but (2) that they are a

reproduction of the statements of Josephus, or

deductions made by Jerome himself from or in

the spirit of Josephus' statements. On whom
Eusebius relied for the statement ((fyaal yovv)

that the Hebrew hexameter contained sixteen

syllables we cannot say, but his informants were

scarcely Jewish contemporaries of his.

If, then, any theory or tradition of the metrical

character of the old Hebrew poetry formulated

^ " If it seem incredible to any one that the Hebrews really have
metres, and that, whether we consider the Psalter, or the Lamentations
of Jeremiah, or almost all the songs of Scripture, they bear a resemblance
to our Flaccus, and the Greek Pindar, and Alcaeus, and Sappho, let

him read Philo, Josephus, Origen, Eusebius of Caesarea, and with the
aid of their testimony he will find that I speak the truth "

: Preface to

the translation of Job (Fremantle's translation, p. 491) : Migne xx\uii.

1082. This was written about a.d. 392 ; but Jerome had expressed

himself to much the same effect ten years earlier in a passage, partly

cited already in the original, ia his Preface to the Chronicle of Eusebius :

" What can be more musical than the Psalter ? Like the writings of

our own Flaccus and the Grecian Pindar it now trips along in iambics,

now flows in sonorous alcaics, now swells into sapphics, now marches
in half-foot metre. \\Tiat can be more lovely than the strains of
Deuteronomy and Isaiah ? WTiat more grave than Solomon's words ?

What more finished than Job ? All these, as Josephus and Origen tell

us, were composed in hexameters and pentameters, and so circulated

amongst their own people."—Fremantle, p. 484 : Migne xxvii. 36.
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by those who actually ^^Totc it still survives, our

primary souree for it is Josephus. But does

wliat Josephiis says depend on a j^reviously

existing theory or tradition ? In all probability

it does not. Josephus, in eommending Hebrew

poetry to his Greek readers, followed his usual

practice of describing things Jewish in terms that

would make a good impression on them. And
so he calls Deuteronomy xxxii. hcxametrieal—

a

term which some modern scholars would still

apply to it—but he gives his readers no clue to,

even if he himself had any clear idea of, the

difference between these hexameters and those

of Greek and Latin poetry. Neither he nor any

of the Christian scholars who follow him defines

the nature of the feet or other units of which six,

five, four, and three compose the hexameters,

pentameters, tetrameters, and trimeters respect-

ively of which they speak ; and, indeed, so loosely

are these terms used that Jerome describes

Deuteronomy xxxii. on one occasion as hexa-

meter, and on another as tetrameter. Some

modern scholars continue to use these same terms,

but define more or less precisely what they mean

by them ; and the Hebrew hexameters of the

modern metrist have far less resemblance to a

Greek or Latin hexameter than any of the numer-

ous English hexameters with which English poets

have at intervals experimented from the age of

EHzabeth down to our own times. There is no
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reason for believing that Josephus, Origcn, or

Jerome really detected, or even thought that

they detected, any greater similarity ; Jerome's
" quasi," Origen's eVe/jot, cover, as a matter of

fact, a very high degree of difference.

Early Jewish observations on Hebrew metre

are neither numerous nor valuable ; but observa-

tions on the characteristic parallelism of Hebrew
poetry seem to have been entirely non-existent

earlier than the time of the mediaeval Jewish

grammarians. Josephus was stimulated to dis-

cover or imagine metre in Hebrew poetry by his

desire to commend it to the Greeks ; he had no

such stimulus to draw attention to parallelism,

for that corresponded to nothing in the poetry

of Greece or Rome. And another cause worked

against the recognition by the Jewish Rabbis of

the part played by parallelism in Hebrew poetry.

But before defining this cause it will be convenient

to record the extent to which Lowth's analysis

of parallelism was anticipated by the mediaeval

Jews.

Dukes ^ drew attention to the fact that D.

Kimhi (c. a.d. 1160-1235) in his comment on

Isaiah xix. 8 calls parallelism " a reduplication of

the meaning by means of synonymous terms "

(niDtn ^^^h^21 ]-'Tj ^idd), and that Levi ben Gershon

had called it an elegance (nins in), and also

noted the fact that the same style was customary

1 Zur Kenntnis der neuhebr. religidsen Poesie (1842), p. 125.

C
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with tlic Arabs. Schniicdl, in 18G1,* drew atten-

tion to the still earlier use by Ibn Ezra (a.d.

1098-1168) of these same expressions as well as

of some others with referenee to parallelism. So

far as I am aware, similar observations in writers

earlier than Ibn Ezra have never yet been dis-

covered.- Ibn lizra's observations may be sum-

marised as follows : it is an elegance of style, and

in particular a characteristic of the prophetic

style, to repeat the same thought by means

of synonymous words.^ Whether in regarding

parallelism as peculiarly characteristic of the

prophetic style (mNn:n i"n) Ibn Ezra anticipated

Lo^vth's observation that Old Testament pro-

phetic literature is, in the main, poetical in form,

is doubtful : for the examples of parallelism

given by Ibn Ezra are drawn, not from the

prophetical books, but from the prophetic poems

in the Pentateuch attributed to Jacob, Moses,

and Balaam.

Far more important is Ibn Ezra's insistence

that parallelism is a form of poetry, and that

when a WTiter repeats his thought by means of

synonymous terms he is not adding to the sub-

stance, but merely perfecting the form of what

he had to say. This represents a reaction against

1 In Monatsschrift fiir Gesch. u. Wissenschaft des Judenihums, p. 157.

2 Cardinal Pitra was of opinion that Origen's scholion given above

(p. 12 7(.) recognised parallelism, but this is doubtful.

3 Ibn Ezra cites as examples Genesis xlix. 6 a, b, Deuteronomy
xxxii. 7 c, d, Numbers xxiii. 8.
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a mode of exegesis that treated such repetition

as an addition to the substance. It was this

mode of exegesis, doubtless, that mihtated against

the discernment of the real nature of parallelism

by earlier Je^vish scholars. How could inter-

preters who attributed importance to every letter

and every external peculiarity of the sacred text

admit that it was customary in a large part of

Scripture to express the same thought twice over

by means of synonymous terms ? If the fact

that ns^^i in Genesis ii. 7 is written with two
yods, though it might have been written with

one, was supposed to express the thought not

only that God " formed " man, but that He
formed him with two " formations," or " inclina-

tions," to wit, the evil inclination and the good
inclination, how could two parallel lines convey
no fuller meaning than one such line standing

by itself ? The influence of this exegetical prin-

ciple lingers still ; at an earlier time it was far-

reaching. For example, in Lamech's song (Gen.

iv. 23), " the man " and " the young man " came
to be treated not as what in reality they are,

synonymous terms with the same reference, but
as referring to two different individuals, one old

and one young, w^ho were, then, identified ^vith

the ancient Cain and the youthful Tubal-Cain.^

Again, the reduplication of the same thought in

^ See the commentary of Rashi (eleventh century a.d.) on Gen.
iv. 23.
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two panillcl lines is not recognised in:

Thrroforo, the ^v^ckf•d shall not stand in the jiulgmcnt,

Nor siniK rs in the congregation of the righteous (Ps. i. 1).

Rabbi Nehemiali, a Rabbi of the second century

A.D., said *' tlie wicked mean the generation of

the Flood, and the sinners mean the men of

Sodom." ^ If no other difference of reference

could be postulated between two parallel terms

or lines or other repetitions of a statement, it

was customary to explain one of the present world

and the other of the world to come.^ " Day and

night " is a sufficiently obvious expression for

" continually "
; and a poet naturally distributed

the two terms between two parallel lines without

any intention that what he speaks of in the one

line should be understood to be confined to the

day, and what he speaks of in the second line to

the night : thus, when a Psalmist says (xcii. 1),

It is a good thing . . .

To declare thy kindness in the morning

And thy faithfulness in the night,

what he means is that it is good to declare both

the kindness and the faithfulness of God at all

times. Yet even some modern commentators

still continue to squeeze substance out of form

by making Psalm xlii. 9 (8)

—

By day will Yahweh command his kindness,

And in the night his song shall be with me

—

^ Sanhedrin x. 3.

* See e.g. Sanhedrin x. 3 for several examples of second-century

exegesis of this kind.
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mean more than that the Psalmist is the constant

recipient of God's goodness ; and herein these

modern commentators follow, in misconceiving

the influence of form, the early Jewish interpreter

Resh Lakish (third century a.d.) who explained the

verse thus :
" Every one who studieth in the Law

in this world which is like the night, the Holy One,

blessed be He, stretches over him the thread of

grace for the future world which is like the day."

To sum up this part of our discussion : Jewish

Rabbis in the second century a.d. misunderstood

the parallelism that is characteristic of most of

the poetry of the Old Testament, and, with the

exception of Philo and Josephus, no Jews appear

to have given any attention to any metrical laws

that may also have governed that poetry ;
^ and

1 Talmud B. Hagigah 12 b ; ed. Streane, p. 64. Another passage

where some modem commentators have failed to see how much the

real range of thought is defined by parallehsm is Hos. u. 5 a, b

—

Lest I strip her naked,

And set her as on the day she was bom.
These two Unes are entirely synonymous. For the correct understand-

ing of the second line the most important thing is to recall Job i. 21,
" Naked came I out ofmy mother's womb "

; the two lines mean simply

this : Lest I strip her to the skin so that she becomes as naked as a

child just drawn from the womb. Such a note as Harper's in the Inter-

national Critical Commentary (p. 227), which is partly based on Hitzig's,

is not really interpretation : the lines do not mean that Israel is to

become a nomadic people again. Strangely enough, the modem
commentaries which I have consulted do not give the really pertinent

reference to Job i. 21 : and it was not until I turned to Kimhi that I

found a commentator who did. He very correctly paraphrases the

second line : I will cause her to stand naked as on the day of her birth,

and regards it as repeating the meaning of the first Une by synonymous
terms (rnjiB- m^oa hiS2 [";•."!)•

2 It is possible enough that the practice of distinguishing certain

poems (viz. those in Ex. xv., Deut. xxxii., Judg. v. and 2 Sam. xxii.)

by spacing within the lines, a practice still regularly observed in printed
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what Josephus says on that subject is expressed

in Greek terms, was wi'itten as part of his apology

for all things Jewish, and appears at most to

imply tiiat Josephus had some perception of

difference of rhythm in different Hebrew poems.

The account he gives wears a rather more learned

air, but is in reality as vague and insufficient as

the account given to Dr. Dalman by some of

those who supplied him with his specimens of

modern Palestinian poetry.^

editions of the Hebrew Bible even when other poems such as Psalms

and Job are not so distinguished, goes back to this period. It is

certainly vouched for by sayings in both Talmuds <j. Meg. iii. 74, col.

2, bottom ; 6. Meg. 16 b ; cp. Shabbalh, 103 b, bottom), of which the

Jerusalem Talmud is commonly considered to have been completed

c. A.D. 350, the Babylonian c. a.d. 500 ; and by the time that the

tractate Soferim was written (probably c. a.d. 850), according to state-

ments therein contained {Soferim, ed. Joel Miiller, xiii. 1, p. xxi), it was

customarj- in accurately written MSS. to distinguish Psalms, Proverbs,

and Job in the same way ; and in some of the earliest existing MSS.
Psalms and Job as well as the four passages above mentioned are so

distinguished. But it is difficult, not to say impossible, to derive from

these facts any theory of the nature of parallelism, or of the rhythm

of the lines so distinguished : on the contrary, the different divisions

of these poetical passages in different MSS., the failure to distinguish

at all such obvious poems as the blessing of Jacob in Gen. xUx., the

poems attributed to Balaam in Num. xxiii., xxiv.,and the blessings of

Moses in Deut. xxxiii. (cp. Ginsburg's edition of the Hebrew Bible),

and the fact that the directions in the Talmud for writing certain

passages ctlxvp^^ group together'' the poems in Ex. xv., Deut. xxxii.,

etc., and the lists of the kings of Canaan in Jos. xx. 9-24 and of the sons

of Haman in Esth. ix., rather suggest the absence of any clear theory

of either parallelism or rhythm.
^ " In modem Arabic folk-poetry the purely rhythmical has begun

to drive out the quantitative principle so that a distinction may be

drawn between quantitative and rhythmical poems." . . .

" I have never been able to discover how the composers of this folk-

poetn,- go to work in the composition of these poems. To the question

whether there was nothing at all in his lines that the poet numbered so

as to secure regularity (Gleichmass), I received from several different

quarters the reply, that nothing at all was numbered, that for the folk-
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And yet, in the second century a.d., Hebrew

poetry of the type found in the Old Testament

had not yet become a long obsolete type, as it had

become when the new art of rhymed, metrical

poems without parallelism was brought to per-

fection in the tenth to the twelfth centuries ; con-

temporaries of Josephus were still employing

parallelism with as much regularity and skilful

variation as the best writers of the Old Testament

period ; and in all probability, in many cases at

least, rh}i:hmical regularity of the same kind, and

as great, accompanied these parallelistic com-

positions, as is found in any of the Biblical poems.

But later than the second century a.d. only

meagre traces of parallelism of the types found

in the Old Testament, or of the same kind of

rhythms as are used there, can be found

;

and certainly, when the new Hebrew poetry

was created, it dispensed with parallelism—^vith

parallelism, at all events, as any constant feature

of the poems.

Without prejudging the question whether

parallelism in Hebrew necessarily constitutes or

implies poetical form, it will be convenient at

this point to take a survey of those parts of

ancient Jewish literature outside the Old Testa-

ment in w^hich either parallelism is conspicuous,

poetry there was only one standard (Mass)—absolute caprice. No
doubt it may be supposed that the individual poet instinctively imitates

the form of some poem that is known to him."—G. H. Dalman, Pald-

stinischer Diwdn, pp. xxii, xxiii.
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or otluT features are prominent wliieh distinfjuish

those parts of the Old Testament eommonly

regarded as poetry. Most of this hterature,

especially the latest of it, survives only in trans-

lation ; and, with regard to much of it, it is

disputed whether it actually runs back to a

Hebrew original at all. The exact date, again,

of much of it is uncertain, and I shall, therefore,

attempt no rigid chronological order of mention ;

in general the period in question is from the third

or second century B.C. to the second century a.d.

Of the apocryphal books it was clear even

before the discovery of the Hebrew original that

Ecclesiasticus (c. 180 B.C.) must have possessed

all the characteristics of ancient Hebrew poetry
;

and even the alphabetic structure of li. 13-30 had

been inferred.^ But Ecclesiasticus may well be

older than some of the latest poems in the Old

Testament.

The Hebrew original of the first book of

Maccabees (c. 90 B.C.) has not yet been recovered

:

but, even through the translations, it is easy to

detect certain passages to which the use of

parallelism gives an entirely different character

from the simple prose narrative of the main body

of the work. Such passages are the eulogies of

Judas (iii. 3-9) and Simon (xiv. 6-15) and also

i. 25-28, 36b-40, ii. 8-11 (13 a). Isolated distichs,

1 By G. A. Bickell in the Zeitschrifl far katholische Theologie, 1882,

pp. 319 £f.
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such as occur in ii. 44 and ix. 41, may be citations

from now lost poems, as vii. 17 is from a still

extant Psalm (Ixxix. 2, 3). In ix. 20, 21 reference

is made to an elegy on Judas and the opening

words are cited. It is possible to infer the Hebrew

original of these words with practical certainty,

and to detect in

How hath the valiant man fallen,

He that delivered Israel,

the opening of a poem constructed after the same

form 1 as elegies in the Old Testament.

In the book of Judith, which may have been

written about 150, or as some think about 80 B.C.,

we find a long poem of praise and thanksgiving ;

in part, it is a close imitation of earlier poems in

the Old Testament ; but its parallelistic, as was

also presumably its rhythmical, regularity is by

no means least where it is most independent, as,

for example, in the lines (xvi. 8-10)

—

She anointed her face with ointment,

And bound her hair in a tire
;

And she took a hnen garment to deceive him.

Her sandal ra\4shed his eye,

And her beauty took his soul prisoner,

The scimitar passed through his neck,

The Persians quaked at her daring,

And the Medes at her boldness were daunted.

Not only the Apocrypha, but the Pseudepi-

grapha, contain much, the New Testament,

* See below, pp. 96 £f.
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pcrliaps, ii litllc, Unit \v;is ori^Miuilly written in

Hebrew and was poetical in iorm. Among these

specimens of late Hebrew poetry we may certainly

include the eighteen " Psalms of Solomon " (c.

50 B.C.) ^ and perhaps some of the most ancient

elements of the Jewish liturgy, such as the "Eight-

een Blessings " (c. a.d. 100), and the blessings

accompanying the recitation of the Sh^ma' ;

possibly also the Magnificat and other New Testa-

ment Canticles.^ Several of the apocalypses also

include poems ; in those which he has edited

more recently, Dr. Charles has distinguished the

poetry from the prose by printing the former in

regular hues. Without admitting that all parts

thus distinguished by him or others possessed

1 The parallelistic structure is indicated in my translation of these

Psalms in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament

(ed. R. H. Charles), ii. G31-652.
2 The Hebrew text of these and of the " Eighteen " is conveniently

brought together in W. Staerk, Altjudische liturgische Gebete (Bonn,

1910). The rhythm is indicated in the notes and German translation

in P. Ficbig, Berachoth : Der Mischnairaclat Gegensprilche, pp. 26 ff.

* Dr. Burney has recently argued that the parable of the last Judg-

ment in Matt. xxv. 31-40 was a Hebrew poem ; and his Hebrew trans-

lation from the Greek text of the Gospel, his metrical analysis of the

poem and his English translation, as far as possible in the rhythm of

iiis Hebrew reconstruction, deserve careful attention. See the Journal

of Theological Studies for April 1913 (vol. xiv. 414-424).

Parts, but parts only, of Matt. xxv. 31-46 are thrown into parallel

lines by Dr. Moffat also in The New Testament : a new translation.

That parts only are so arranged in this passage is the more noticeable

because in a considerable number of other, longer or shorter, passages

in this translation of the New Testament an arrangement in lines is

adopted. It is, however, tolerably clear that this line arrangement is

not always intended to imply poetical form. And certainly, even for

example in the parts of 1 Cor. xiii. which are so arranged, the form is

not that of Hebrew parallelism ; in vv. 1-3 the formal effect is obtained

by exact repetition of the same phrase (" but if I have no love "), not

by repetition of the same thought by means of synonymous terms.
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poetical form in the original, I think it may be

safely said that such apocalypses as the Twelve

Patriarchs, the Book of Jubilees, the Apocalypse

of Baruch and IV. Esdras do each contain some

such passages.

Now of these books or passages which show

the same characteristics as the poetry of the Old

Testament, some at least were written by men
who were contemporary both with Josephus

and also with those who after a.d. 70 founded

that Jewish school at Jamnia of whose methods

of exegesis (in the second century a.d.) examples

have been given above. At the very time that

the Rabbis were examining scripture with eyes

blind to parallelism, other Jews were still writing

poems that made all the old use of parallelism.

This may be proved by reference to the Apocalypse

of Baruch : for with regard to this book I believe

that it may be safely asserted ^ (1) that it was

written in Hebrew, (2) that it was written not

earlier than c. a.d. 50, and therefore (3) that

its author was in all probability a contempo-

rary, though perhaps an elder contemporary, of

Josephus and of the founders of the school of

. Jamnia. But this book contains a long passage

(xlviii. 1-47) that is among the most regular and

sustained examples of parallelism in the whole

range of Hebrew literature ; a sufficiently large

portion of it may be cited here to prove this ;

^ Cp. R. H. Charles, The Apocalypse of Baruch.
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tlic translation is in tlic main tliat of Dr. Charles ;

for the line division, which in one place {v. 14)

involves an important change of punctuation, I

am responsible.*

2 O my Lord, Thou summoncst the advent of the times, and

they stand before Thee ;

Thou causest the power of the ages to pass away, and

they do not resist Thee :

Thou arrangest the method of the seasons, and they

obey Thee.

3 Thou alone knowcst the goal of the generations,

And Thou revcalest not Thy mysteries to many.
* Thou makcst known the multitude of the fire,

And Thou weighcst the lightness of the wind.

^ Thou explorcst the limits of the heights,

And Thou scrutinisest the depths of the darkness.

6 Thou carest for the number whieh pass away that they

may be preserved,

And Thou preparest an abode for those that are to be.

^ Thou remembercst the beginning which Thou hast made.

And the destruction that is to be Thou forgettest not.

8 With nods of fear and indignation Thou givcst command-
ment to the flames,

And they change into spirits,^

1 The translation, without line division, referred to above is that in

R. H. Charles, The Apocalypse of Baruch (1896). Since the above words

were written, Dr. Charles has published a revised translation with

division into parallel lines in The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the

Old Testament (Oxford, 1913), vol. ii. p. 504 f. In this later translation

Dr. Charles has adopted the punctuation in v. 14, given above ; its

correctness, indeed, becomes obvious so soon as the sustained parallel-

ism of the passage is recognised. Verse 2 is now divided by Dr, Charles

into six lines : the division into three, as above, shows the parallelism

more clearly.

2 I suspect corruption in v. 8a,b. In the original text " flames "

was probably a parallel term to " spirits " (cp. Ps. civ. 4), and not, as

in the present text of the versions, that which changes into spirits.

Moreover, the two lines are Ukely to have been more nearly equal to

one another in length : the inequality between them presents a striking

contrast to what is foimd in the rest of the poem.
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And with a word Thou quickcncst that which was not,

And with mighty power Thou holdcst that which has not

yet come.
^ Thou instructcst created things in the understanding of

Thee,

And Thou makest wise the spheres so as to minister in

their orders.

^° Armies innumerable stand before Thee,

And they minister in their orders quietly at Thy nod.
^^ Hear Thy servant,

And give ear to my petition.

12 For in a little time are we born,

And in a little time do we return.
13 But with Thee, hours are as a time (?),

And days as generations.

1* Be not therefore wroth with man ; for he is nothing

;

And take not account of our works ;
^^ for what are we ?

For lo ! by Thy gift do we come into the world.

And we depart not of our own will.

1^ For we said not to our parents, " Beget us,"

And we sent not to Sheol, saying, " Receive us."
^"^ What, then, is our strength that we should bear Thy wrath,

Or what are we that we should endure Thy judgment ?

1^ Protect us in Thy compassions,

And in Thy mercy help us.

The Apocalypse of Esdras (IV. Esdras) was

probably written shortly after a.d. 100, and

though it contains nothing quite so regular and

sustained as the passage just cited from the

Apocalypse of Baruch, a considerable number of

passages are printed both by Professor Gunkel ^

and Mr. Box ^ as poetry, and, some (e.g. viii.

20-30) at least, with good reason.

1 In E. Kautzsch, Die Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen des AT.,
ii. 352-401 (cp. p. 349).

2 G. H. Box, The Ezra-Apocalypse ; and also in The Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament (ed. R. H. Charles), ii. 542-624.
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Panilk'lisin, llu'ii, ccrlainly continued into the

second century a.d. to be a feature in Hebrew
poetry, or in Hebrew literature written in a form

differinfT from ordinary prose. Whether poetry

distinguished by the sustained use of parallehsm

was still composed after the second century is

doubtful ;
^ but in this connexion two recently re-

covered documents may be very briefly referred to.

* Certainly no literary work that is at present generally admitted
to be later than the second century is marked by such sustained

parallelism as we find in parts of the Apocalypse of Baruch, or by any-
thing approaching it. But the Talmud contains a few snatches of

occasional poetry one or two of which, at least, are characterised by
parallelism and by something closely resembling rhythms found in the

Old Testament. The most pertinent example is that attributed in

Moed Ka{an 25 b to an elegist (xnEo) on the death of Hanin who is

described as r.K'ci '3t n-jnn, which is interpreted by Le\'y (Neuheb.

Worterbuch, ii. 83 a) as meaning that Hanin was a son-in-law of R.
Juda Nasi. The elegy alludes to the fact that Hanin died on the day
that his son was bom. It nms :

—

ipaij ju'i per I njsna njinS nnor

K:':n izn ^ny:^ nya I n:Hi innor nj;3

This may be rendered, though the last lines are not free from ambiguity
(see Levy, loc. cit.) :,

Joy was turned into weariness.

Gladness and sadness were united
;

\Mien his gladness came, he sighed,

>Mien his favour came, he that was favoured, perished.

The parallelism is obvious ; and the rhythm of the first distich is

3 : 3 (see below, p. 159 f.). Parallelism and rhythm are rather less con-

spicuous in another elegy cited at the same place, viz. :

nnn^ pns hj> I vhi i;;':n nnnn

c'C'3 n'S'S era h]! I d'D'd mV'S dt:

The palm-trees shook their head
Over the righteous that was as a palm-tree (cp. Ps. xcii. 13).

(So) let us turn night into day (i.e. weep unremittingly)

Over him who turned night into day (in the study of the law).

Yet another elegy cited in the same place contains the lines

"I'P 'aiiK ipy no I nanVr nSsj D'tnx^ ex.

If on the cedars the flame fell,

\\Tiat can the hyssops on the wall do ?
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Dr. Charles ^ finds a considerable element of

poetry in the fragments of a Zadokite work of

which the Hebrew text was first edited (with

translation and introduction) by Dr. Schechter^

in 1910. In the opinion of some this work is

considerably later than IV. Esdras ; but Dr.

Charles has strong reasons for concluding that

it was written before a.d. 70. Be the date, how-

ever, what it may, except in quotations from the

Old Testament, parallelism in this work is not at

all conspicuous ; whether, therefore, the passages

marked by Dr. Charles as possessing poetical

form actually do so, turns on matters which have

to be considered later. Happily, in this case the

question can be considered, not through transla-

tions merely, but with the original text before us.

The Odes of Solomon, of which the Syriac text

was first edited by Dr. Rendel Harris ^ in 1909,

were scarcely written before a.d. 70, and they

may belong to the second century a.d. ; in the

which recall, though the lines are longer, the ring of Ps. xi. 3. Two
similar distichs follow. A further example occurs in Hagigah 15 b :

—

Even the keeper-of-the-door (of Gehenna)
Stood not his ground before thee, O our teacher.

As the sustained parallelism which is so characteristic of much of
the Old Testament and Jewish literature to the second century a.d.

appears to run back to origins in the popular poetry of the early

Hebrews, so parallelism seems to have maintained an existence for

some time in the occasional poetry of the later Jews, after it had
ceased to be employed in more formal literature.

^ Fragments of a Zadokite work translated . . . 1912.
* In Documents of Jewish Sectaries, vol. i.

3 The Odes atid Psalms of Solomon published from the Syriac Version,

1909 (ed, 2, 1911).
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opinion of some tliey were written even later.

The original langnage of these Odes is still un-

determined. But some of them {e.g. v., vi.,

vii.) are strongly parallelistic in eharacter, though

Dr. Harris refrained from distinguishing the

parallel members in his translation.

It was long ago pointed out by Lo^vth that

parallelism ean be retained almost unimpaired

in a translation ; easier still, therefore, was it for

Jews to reproduce this feature in works written

in the first instance in some other language than

Hebrew ; and to some extent they did so. The

Book of Wisdom, which rests on no Hebrew

original, but was written, as it survives, in Greek,

is the best proof of this. It is possible that the

author of Wisdom attempted to imitate other

features of ancient Hebrew poetry as well as its

parallelism in his Greek work ; but these are

questions that cannot be pursued now.

There is no other considerable book originally

written in Greek which employs parallelism

throughout ; but it has been held with differing

degrees of conviction and consensus of opinion

that Tobit's prayer (Tob. xiii.), the Prayer of

Manasses, the Song of the Three Holy Children,

and the latter part of Baruch were written in

Greek, or at least, not in Hebrew ; and a Hebrew

original for the Odes of Solomon was postulated

neither by their first editor, nor by many who
have followed him, though more recently Dr.
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Abbott^ has adduced some evidence which he

thinks points to such an original.

The question of the original language of each

of these works might, perhaps, with advantage,

be reconsidered in connexion with the general

question of the extent to which parallelism was

adopted in Jewish writings not written in Hebrew.

We have on the one hand the clear example of

the use of parallelism in Wisdom, and on the

other the exceedingly slight use of parallelism,

for example, in the Sibylline oracles ; and we

may recall again in this connexion the avoidance

of paralieHsm in mediaeval Hebrew poetry. These

avoidances or absences of parallelism are certainly

worthv of attention in view of the ease with which

this feature of Hebrew poetry could have been

reproduced in Greek works, and even combined,

if necessary, with the use of Greek metres like the

hexameters of the Jewish Sibylline books. Was it

merely due to the fact that the one was writing

in Hebrew and the other in Greek, that the author

of the Apocalypse of Baruch in his loftier passages

employs the form of ancient Hebrew poetry,

whereas his contemporary, St. Paul, even in such

a passage as 1 Corinthians xiii.,^ avoids it ? Or

may we detect here the influences of different

schools or literary traditions ?

1 E. A. Abbott, Light on the Gospel from an Ancient Poet.

2 See above, p. 26, n. 3.
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CHAPTER II

PARALLELISM : A RESTATEMENT

The literature of the Old Testament is divided

into two classes by the presence or absence of

what since Lowth has been known as paralle-

lismus memhrorum, or parallelism. The occur-

rence of parallelism characterises the books of

Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes (in part).

Lamentations, Canticles, the larger part of the

prophetical books, and certain songs and snatches

that are cited and a few other passages that occur

in the historical books. Absence of parallelism

characterises the remainder of the Old Testament,

i.e. the Pentateuch and the books of Joshua,

Judges, Samuel, Kings and Chronicles (with

slight exceptions in all these books as just in-

dicated), Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Ruth, and

part of the prophetical books, including most of

Ezekiel, the biographical parts of Jeremiah, the

book of Jonah (except the psalm in chapter ii.),

and some passages in most of the remaining

prophetical books. It had become customary to
37

' ,
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distinguish these two divisions of Hebrew Htera-

ture as poetry and prose respectively : parallehsm

had eome to be regarded as a mark of poetry, its

absenee as a mark of prose ; and by the application

of the same test the non-canonical literature of

the Jews from the second century B.C. to the

second century a.d. was likewise coming to be

distinguished into its prose and poetical elements.

The validity of parallelism as a test to dis-

tinguish between prose and poetry in Hebrew

literature might be, and has been either actually

or virtually, challenged on two grounds : (1)

that parallelism actually occurs in prose ; and

(2) that parts of the Old Testament from which

parallelism is absent are metrical and, therefore,

poetical in form.

Parallelism is not a feature peculiar to Hebrew

literature :
^ it is characteristic of parts of Baby-

lonian literature, such as the Epics of Creation

1 Nor even to Semitic literature. Many interesting illustrations

from folk-songs and English literature are given by Dr. G. A. Smith in

The Early Poetry oj Israel, pp. 14-1 G. Yet in most of these there is

more simple repetition without variation of terms than is common in

Hebrew, and an even more conspicuous difference is the much less sus-

tained use of parallelism. In view of the great influence of the Old
Testament on English literature and the ease with which parallelism

can be used in any language (cp. p. 32 above), it is rather surprising

that parallelism, and even sustained parallelism, is not more conspicu-

ous in English. But abundant illustrations of this sustained use may
be found in the Finnish epic. The Kalevala, if Mr. Crawford's transla-

tion keeps in this respect at all close to the original, with which I have

no acquaintance. Even here there are differences, as for example in

the absence of the tendency, so marked in Hebrew, for parallelism to

produce distichs. I cite a sufficiently long passage to illustrate what is

a frequent, though not a constant, characteristic of the style of The
Kalevala :

—
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(the Enuma elU and others), the Gilgamesh epic </

and the hymns to the gods.^ It is as apparent

in translations from Babylonian as in the English

versions of the Psalms or the prophets ; as ex-

amples from Babylonian literature it may suffice to

cite the well-known opening lines of Enuma elis
^—

When above the heaven was not named,
And beneath the earth bore no name,

And the primeval Apsu, the begetter of them.

And Mimimu and Tiamat, the mother of them all

—

" Listen, bride, to what I tell thee :

In thy home thou wert a jewel,

Wert thy father's pride and pleasure,
' Moonlight,' did thy father call thee,

And thy mother called thee ' Sunshine,'
' Sea-foam ' did thy brother call thee.

And thy sister called thee ' Flower.'

When thou leavest home and kindred,

Goest to a second mother,

Often she will give thee censure,

Never treat thee as her daughter,

Rarely will she give thee coimsel,

Never will she sound thy praises.
' Brush-wood,' will the father call thee,
' Sledge of Rags,' thy husband's brother,
' Flight of Stairs,' thy stranger brother,
' Scare-crow,' will the sister call thee.

Sister of thy blacksmith husband ;

Then wilt think of my good counsels.

Then wilt wish in tears and murmurs,
That as steam thou hadst ascended.

That as smoke thy soul had risen,

That as sparks thy hfe had vanished.

As a bird thou canst not wander
From thy nest to circle homeward.
Canst not fall and die like leaflets.

As the sparks thou canst not perish.

Like the smoke thou canst not vanish."

J. M. Crawford, The Kalevala, i. 341, 2.

^ A convenient collection of all of these (transUterated text and trans-

lation) will be found in R. W. Rogers, Cuneiform Parallels to the Old
Testament. 2 Cp. Rogers, pp. 3 £f.
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and these lines irom a hymn to the god Sin *

—

When Thy word in heaven is proclaimed, the Igi^'i prostrate

themselves ;

When Thy word on earth is proehiimed, the Anunaki kiss

the ground.

When Thy word on high travels like a storm-wind, food and

drink abound ;

When Thy word on earth settles down, vegetation springs

up.

Thy word makes fat stall and stable, and multiplies living

creatures ;

Thy word causes truth and righteousness to arise, that

men may speak the truth.

Whether these passages are prose or poetry,

and whether, if poetry, they are such primarily

because of the presence of parallelism, turns on

the same considerations as the corresponding

questions ^^dth reference to parallelistic passages

in Hebrew : and further discussion of these must

be postponed.

But parallelism is characteristic not only of

much in Babylonian and Hebrew literature : it

is characteristic also of much in Arabic literature.

And the use of parallelism in Arabic literature is

such as to give some, at least apparent, justifica-

tion to the claim that parallehsm is no true

differentia between prose and poetry ; for parallel-

ism in Arabic accompanies prose—prose, it is true,

of a particular kind, but at all events not poetry,

according to the general opinion of Arabian

grammarians and prosodists. Not only is paral-

1 Cp. Rogers, pp. 144, 145.
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lelism present in much Arabic prose : it is

commonly absent from Arabic poetry, i.e. from

the rhymed and carefully regulated metrical

poetry of the Arabs. In illustration of this, two

passages may be cited from the Ma^dmdt of

^ariri. The translations here given are based

on Chenery's,^ but I have modified them here

and there in order to bring out more clearly the

regularity of the parallelism in the original : for

the same reason I give the translation with line

divisions corresponding to the parallel members.

The first passage, which consists of part of the

opening address of Abu Zayd in the first Makamah,

is from the prose fabric of Hariri's work ; the

second is one of the many metrical poems which

are wrought into the prose fabric. The parallel-

ism of the prose passage, as of innumerable other

passages which might equally well have served as

examples, is as regular and as sustained as that

of any passage in Hebrew or Babylonian litera-

ture, and indeed in some respects it is even more

monotonously regular : it is complex too, for at

times there is a double parallelism—a parallelism

between the longer periods, the lines of the trans-

lation, and also between the parts of each of

these (the half lines of the translation). This

prose passage is as follows ^ :

—

1 T, Chenery, The Assemblies of Al Hariri, i. 109 f. and 192.

2 In order that parallelism may be better studied I have hyphened

together word groups in English that correspond to a single word (com-

bined in some cases with inseparable particles) in Arabic. But I have
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O-thou-n ckU'SS in petulance, trailing' the garment of vanity !

O-thou-headstrong in follies, turning-aside to idle-tales I

How long wilt-thou-j)erscverc in thine error, and eat-sweetly-

of the pasture of thy wrong ?

And how far wilt-thou-be-extreme in thy pride, and not

abstain from thy wantonness ?

Thou provokcst by-thy-rebellion the Master of thy forelock ;

And thou gocst-boldly in-the-foulness of thy behaviour

against the knower of thy secret

;

And thou hidest-thyself from thy neighbour, but thou-art

in sight of thy watcher ;

And thou concealest-thyself from thy slave, but nothing

is-concealed from thy Ruler.

Thinkcst thou that thy state will-profit-thee when thy
departure drawcth-near ?

Or-that thy wealth will-dclivxr-thce, when thy deeds

dcstroy-thcc ?

Or-that thy repentance will-suffice for thee when thy foot

slippeth ?

Or-that thy kindred will-lean to thee in-the-day-that thy

judgment-place gathereth-thec ?

How-is-it thou-hast-walked not in-the-high-road of thy

guidance, and hastened the treatment of thy disease ?

And blunted the edge of thine iniquity, and restrained

thyself—thy worst enemy.

Is-not death thy doom ? What-then-is thy preparation ?

And is-not-grey-hair thy warning ? What-then-is thy
excuse ?

And is-not-in the grave's-niche thy sleeping-place ? What-
then-is thy speech ?

And is-not-to God thy going ? Who-thcn-is thy defender ?

Oft the time hath-awakened-thee, but-thou-hast-set-thyself-

to-slumber :

And admonition hath-drawn-thee, but-thou-hast-strained-

against-it

;

And warnings have-been-manifested to thee, but-thou-hast-

made-thyself-blind ;

generally omitted to hyphen the frequently recurring article, " of

"

(before a genitive), pronouns and the copulative particle (" and ") :

none of these form separate words in Arabic.
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And truth hath-been-established to thee, but-thou-hast-

disputed-it

;

And death hath-bid-thee-remember, but-thou-hast-sought-

to-forget,

And it-hath-bcen-in-thy-power to impart, and thou-

impartcd'st not.

The poem I select as an example is translated

by Chenery as follows :

—

1 Say to him who riddles questions that I am the discloser

of the seeret which he hides.

Know that the deceased, in whose case the law preferred

the brother of his spouse to the son of his father.

Was a man who, of his free consent, gave his son in marriage

to his own mother-in-law : notliing strange in it.

Then the son died, but she was already pregnant by him,

and gave birth to a son like him :

And he was the son's son without dispute, and brother of

the grandfather's spouse without equivocation.

6 But the son of the true-born son is nearer to the grand-

father, and takes precedence in the inheritance over

the brother ;

And therefore when he died, the eighth of the inheritance

was adjudged to the wife for her to take possession ;

And the grandson, who was really her brother by her

mother, took the rest

;

And the full brother was left out of the inheritance, and
we say thou hast only to bewail him.

This is my decision which every judge who judges will

pattern by, every lawyer.

Nothing could be more prosaic than this last

passage : and the only approximation in it to

parallelism is line 5 ; nevertheless it is, so far as

form goes, a perfect poem in the original : the

rhymes are correct, and the well-known metrical

form called khafif is maintained throughout.
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So far, then, as Arabic literature is concerned,

it is an unquestionable fact that sustained and

re<jrular paralklism is a frequent eharaeteristic of

prose, while the absence of i)arallelism is frequently

characteristic of metrical poems. And yet this

is not of course the whole truth even in regard

to Arabic literature. Most literatures consist of

poetry and prose : and what in them is not

poetical in form is prose, and vice versa. But in

Arabic there are three forms of composition : (1)

nathr
; (2) na^m, or H'r ; (3) saf. The usual

English equivalents for these three Arabic terms

are (1) prose, (2) poetry, (3) rhymed prose ; but
" rhymed prose " is not, of course, a translation

of saf : that word signifies primarily a cooing

noise such as is made by a pigeon ; and its trans-

ferred use of a form of literary composition does

not, as the English equivalent suggests, represent

this form as a subdivision of prose. We should

perhaps do more justice to some Arabic discus-

sions or descriptions of saf by terming it in

English " unmetrical poetry "
;

^ and in some

respects this " rhymed prose " or " unmetrical

poetry " is more sharply marked off from ordinary

^ " The oldest form of poetical speech was the saf. Even after this

stage of poetical form had long been surpassed and the metrical schemes

had already been fully developed, the saj' ranked as a kind of poetical

expression. Othenvise his opponents would certainly never have called

Mohammed sd'ir (poet), for he never recited metrical poems, but only

spoke sentences of saj . In a saying attributed to Mohammed in the

Tradition, too, it is said :
' This poetry is saj'.' "—Goldziher, Abhand-

lungen zur arabischen Philologie, p. 59.
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prose than from the metrical poetry between

which and itself the simplest form of metrical

verse, termed rejez,^ may be regarded as a transi-

tional style.

To the Arabic saj\ as rhymed prose, Hebrew

literature has, indeed, little or nothing analogous

to show ; to saf as unmetrical poetry possibly,

and certainly in the opinion of some writers it has

much. For example, if we disregard the rhyme,

such passages as that cited above from Hariri

have, in respect of parallelism of terms and the

structure of the corresponding clauses, much that

is similar alike in Hebrew psalms and Hebrew

prophecy. And to some of these we may return.

At this point I raise this question with reference

to Hebrew, and a similar question might be raised

with reference to Babylonian literature : ought

we to recognise three forms of composition as in

Arabic, or two only as in most literatures ? Since

rhyme is so conspicuous in Arabic, and so incon-

spicuous in Hebrew, this may at first seem a

singularly ill-considered question : and yet it is

not ; for however prominent rhyme may be in

Arabic poetry, it is perfectly possible to think

the rhyme away without affecting the essential

form of Arabic poetry, or of the Hebrew mediaeval

poetry that was modelled on it. It would have

been as easy for an Arabic poet, had he wished

' " Fundamentally rejez is nothing but rhythmically disciplined

saj'.''^ " Many Arabic prosodists do not admit that rejez possesses the

character of sir."—Goldziher, ibid. pp. 76, 78.
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it, as it was lor Milton, to dispense with rhyme :

his poetry would have remained sufficiently dis-

tin^ijuishcd from prose by its rigid obedience to

metrical laws. So, again, it is possible to think

away rhyme from the rhymed prose without

reducing tliat form of composition to plain prose
;

the parallelism, and a certain balance of the

clauses, would still remain ; and as a matter of

fact much early Arabic parallelistic composition

existed from which regular rhyme was absent.*

Had then the ancient Hebrew three forms of

composition—metrical poetry and plain prose,

and an intermediate type differing from poetry

by the absence of metre, and from prose by obedi-

ence to certain laws governing the mutual relations

between its clauses—a type for which we might

as makeshifts employ the terms unmetrical poetry

or parallelistic prose ?

I am not going to answer that question im-

mediately, nor, perhaps, at all directly. But it

seems to me worth formulating, even if no certain

answer to it can be obtained. It may help to

keep possibilities before us : and, perhaps, also

to prevent a fruitless conflict over terms. In the

present discussion it is not of the first importance

to determine whether it is an abuse of language

1 Goldziher (op. cit. pp. 62 ff.) argues that rhyme first began to be

employed in the formal public discourses or sermons (khuiba) from the

third centurj" of the Hejira onwards. " The rhetorical character of

such discourses in old time was concerned only with the parallelism of

which use was made " (p. 64).
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to apply the term poetry to any part of Hebrew
literature that does not follow well-defined metrical

laws simply on the ground that it is marked by
parallelism ; what is of importance is to deter-

mine if possible whether any parts of the Old

Testament are in the strictest sense of the term

metrical, and, alike whether that can be deter-

mined or not, to recognise the real distinction

between what is parallelistic and what is not, to

determine so far as possible the laws of this

parallelism, and to recognise all parts of the

ancient Hebrew literature that are distinguished

by parallelism as related to one another in respect

of form.

It is because I approach the question thus that

I treat of parallelism before metre : parallelism

is unmistakable, metre in Hebrew literature is

obscure : the laws of Hebrew metre have been

and are matters of dispute, and at times the very

existence of metre in the Old Testament has been

questioned. But let us suppose that Sievers, to

whose almost overwhelming contributions ^ to

this subject we owe so much, whatever our final

judgment as to some even of his main conclusions

may be, is right in detecting metre not only in

what have commonly been regarded as the

poetical parts of the Old Testament, but also

throughout such books as Samuel and Genesis ;
^

1 See below, pp. 143-154.

* Ed. Sievers, Metrische Studien, ii. " Die hebraische Genesis," and
Meirische Studien, iii. " Samuel."
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even then tlic importance and value oi' the

question formulated above remains. It is true

that some questions may require resetting : if

Sanuiel and Genesis are metrical tliroughout, if

even the genealogies in Genesis v. and xxxvi. are,

so far as form goes, no less certainly poems than

the very prosaic Arabic poem cited above, it will

become less a question whether the Old Testa-

ment contains metrical poems than whether it

contains any plain prose at all. But the distinc-

tion between what is parallelism and what is not

will remain as before : we shall still have to dis-

tinguish between parallelistic prose and prose

that is not parallelistic, or, if the entire Old Testa-

ment be metrical, between parallelistic and non-

parallelistie poetry.

The general description and the fundamental

analysis of parallelism as given by Lowth, and

adopted by innumerable subsequent writers, are

so well known that they need not be referred to

at length here : nor Avill it be necessary to give

illustrations of the familiar types of parallelism

known as synonymous and antithetic. But I

may recall Lo^vth's own general statement in the

Preliminary Dissertation (Isaiah, ed. 3, p. xiv) :

" The correspondence of one verse, or line, with

another, I call parallelism. When a proposition

is delivered, and a second is subjoined to it, or

drawn under it, equivalent, or contrasted with it,

in sense ; or similar to it in the form of gram-
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matical construction ; these I call parallel lines,

and the words or phrases, answering one to

another in the corresponding lines, parallel terms.

Parallel lines may be reduced to three sorts : A/

parallels synonymous, parallels antithetic and

parallels synthetic." ^ C ) i
>v\ ^ c f i c

The vulnerable point in Lowth's exposition of

parallelism as the law of Hebrew poetry lies in

what he found it necessary to comprehend under

the term synthetic parallelism : his examples

include, indeed, many couplets to which the term

parallelism can with complete propriety be ap-

plied ; in such couplets the second line repeats

by means of one or more synonymous terms part

of the sense of the first ; and by means of one or

more other terms adds something fresh, to which

nothing in the first line is parallel. In virtue of

the presence of some parallel terms such lines

may be called parallel, and in virtue of the pre-

sence of some non-parallel terms they may be

called synthetic, or in full the lines may be termed

synthetic parallels, and the relation between them

synthetic parallelism ; but more convenient terms

for such lines, which are of very frequent occur-

rence,^ and for the relation between them, would

be incomplete parallels and incomplete parallelism.

In any case, term them as we will, such examples

as these are in reality not distinct from, but mere

subdivisions of synonymous or antithetic parallel-

^ Many examples are cited below : see pp. 72-82.

E
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ism as the case may be. On the other hand there

are other examples of what Lowth ealled syn-

thetie paralkhsm in wiiieli no term in the second

line is parallel to any term in the first, but in

whieh the seeond line consists entirely of what is

fresh and additional to the first ; and in some of

these examples the two lines are not even parallel

\ to one another by the correspondence of similar

grammatical terms. Two such lines as these

may certainly be called synthetic, but they are

parallel to one another merely in the way that

the continuation of the same straight line is

parallel to its beginning ; whereas synonymous

and antithetic parallelisms, even of the incomplete

kind, do really correspond to two separate and,

strictly speaking, parallel hnes. Now, if the

term parallelism, even though it be qualified by

prefixing the adjective synthetic, be applied to

lines which, though synthetically related to one

another, are connected by no parallelism of terms

or sense, as well as to lines which are connected

by paralleHsm of terms or sense, then this term,

(synthetic) parallehsm, will really conceal an all-

important difference under a mere semblance of

similarity. And, indeed, Lowth himself seems'

to have been at least half-conscious that he was

making the term synthetic parallelism cover too

much : for he admits that " the variety in the

form of this synthetic parallehsm is very great, and

the degrees of resemblance almost infinite ; so that
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sometimes the scheme of the parallehsm is very-

subtile and obscure " {Lectures, ii. 52) ; he very

fairly adds in illustration a really test couplet, viz.

—

I also have anointed my king on Sion,

The mountain of my sanctity (Psa. ii. 6).^

He perceives, though he does not dwell on the

point, that this couplet marks zero among " the

degrees of resemblance almost infinite " ; for

when he says, " the general form and nature of

the Psalm requires that it should be divided into

two parts or versicles ; as if it were,

' I also have anointed my king ;

I have anointed him in Sion, the mountain ofmy sanctity,'
"

he supplies, by repeating the words, " I have

anointed," the one and only point of resemblance

that exists between the two lines in his own
reconstruction of a couplet which, in its true

original form, is really distinguished by the entire

absence of parallelism between its lines. As in

this instance, so often, the use of the term syn-

thetic parallelism has served to conceal the fact

that couplets of lines entirely non-parallel may
occur in poems in which most of the couplets are

parallels, and in which the " general form and

nature " of the poem suggest a division of the

synthetic but non-parallel elements " into two

parts or versicles."

^ The verse is so divided by Lowth ; for reasons which will appear

later it should rather be divided :

I also have anointed my king,

On Sion, the mountain of my holiness.
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Not only did Lowth thus experience some

doubt wliether parallelism as analysed by himself

was the one law of Hebrew poetry, but he ex-

pressly concludes his discussion of these " subtile

and obscure " examples of synthetic parallelism

with a suggestion that behind and accompanying

parallelism there may be some metrical principle,

though he judged that principle undiscovered and

probably undiscoverable.

In spite of the general soundness of Lowth's

exposition of parallelism, then, there is, perhaps,

sufficient reason for a restatement ; and that I

shall now attempt.

The extreme simplicity of Hebrew narrative

has often been pointed out : the principle of

attaching clause to clause by means of the " waw
conversive " construction allows the narrative to

flow on often for long periods uninterrupted, and,

so to speak, in one continuous straight line. Now
and again, and in certain cases more often, the

line of successive events is broken to admit of

some circumstance being described ; but the same

single line is quickly resumed. An excellent

example of this is foimd in Genesis i. : with the

exception of verse 2, which describes the condi-

tions existing at the time of the creative act

mentioned in verse 1, the narrative runs on in a

single continuous line down to verse 26 ; thus

—

12 3 26
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The continuity of a single line of narrative is

in parts of Genesis ii. nearly as conspicuous : as

to other parts of Genesis ii. something will have

to be said later .^ But if we turn to certain other

descriptions of creation elsewhere in the Old

Testament, we immediately discern a difference.

Thus we read in Psalm xxxiii. 6, 7, 9 :

—

By the word of Yahweh the heavens were made,

And by the breath of his mouth all their host.

He gathered as into a flask the waters of the sea,

He put into treasure-houses the deeps.

For he spake and it came to pass,

He commanded and it stood sure

;

and in Isaiah xlv. 12 the words of Yahweh run

as follows :

—

/ made the earth.

And man upon it I created ;

My hands stretched out the heavens,

And all their host I commanded.

And again in Proverbs viii. 24-29 creation is

described in a series of subordinate periods :

—

When there were no depths . . .

When there were no fountains abounding with water

;

Before the mountains were settled,

Before the hills . . .

While as yet he had not made the earth, nor the fields,

Nor the beginning of the dust of the world

;

When he estabhshed the heavens . . .

When he set a circle upon the face of the deep ;

When he made firm the skies above.

When the fountains of the deep became strong.

When he gave to the sea its bound.

That the waters should not transgress his commandment,

When he marked out the foundations of the earth.

1 See pp. 221 f.
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Now wliether, as Sievers maintains, Genesis i.

is as strictly metrical as Psalms, Proverbs or

Isaiah xl.-lxvi., or whether, as has been commonly

assumed. Genesis i. is plain, unadorned and un-

metrical prose, between Genesis i. on the one

hand and the passages just cited from Psalm

xxxiii., Isaiah xlv. and Proverbs viii. there are

these differences : (1) whereas Genesis i. is carried

along a single line of narrative, the other passages

are, in the main at least, carried forward along

two lines, parallel to one another in respect of

their meaning, and of the terms in which that

meaning is expressed
; (2) whereas Genesis i.

consists in the main of connected clauses so that

the whole may be represented by a single line

rarely broken, the other passages consist of a

number of independent clauses or sentences, so

that they must be represented by lines constantly

broken, and at fairly regular intervals, thus

—

Stated otherwise, as contrasted ^vith the

simpler style of Genesis i., these other passages are

characterised by the independence of their succes-

sive clauses or short sentences, and the repetition

of the same thought or statement hy means of

corresponding terms in successive short clauses or

sections. Where repetition and what may be

termed parallelism in its fullest and strictest sense

occur, a constant breaking of the line of narrative

or statement is the necessary consequence : a
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thought is expressed, or a statement made, but

the wi'iter, instead of proceeding at onee to ex-

press the natural sequel to his thought or the next

statement, breaks off and harks baek in order to

repeat in a different form the thought or state-

ment which he has already expressed, and only

after this break and repetition pursues the line of

his thought or statement ; that is to say, one line

is, as it were, forsaken to pursue the parallel line

up to a corresponding point, and then after the

break the former line is resumed. But the break

in the line and the independence of clauses may
occur even where there is no repetition of thought

or correspondence of terms ; just as breaks

necessarily occur occasionally in such simple

narratives as that of Genesis i. The differences

between the two styles here shade off into one

another ; and everything ultimately depends on

the frequency and regularity with which the

breaks occur. Where the breaks occur with as

much regularity as when the successive clauses

are parallel to one another, we may, even though

parallelisms of terms or thought between the

clauses are absent, term the style parallelistic,

as preserving one of the necessary consequences

of actual parallelism.

But not only is the question whether a passage

belongs to the one style or the other, so far as it

depends on the recurrence of breaks and the con-

sequent independence of the clauses, one of degree;
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the question whether two sueli independent Hncs

arc correspondent or })aiallel to one another is

also at times a question both of degree and of

exact interpretation. To return to the passages

already cited ; when the Psalmist writes :

He gathered as into a flask the waters of the sea,

and then adds,

He put into treasure houses the deeps,

it is clear that at the end of the first line he breaks

the straight line of continuous statement : the

second line adds nothing to the bare sense, and

it carries the writer no further forward than the

first ; the two sentences thus correspond strictly

to two equal and parallel lines : where the first

begins the second also begins, and where the first

ends there also the second ends : each line records

exactly the same fact and the same amount of

fact by means of different but synonymous terms.

And the same is true of the two lines.

For he spake and it came to pass.

He commanded and it stood sure.

We can Avithout difficulty and with perfect pro-

priety represent these two couplets thus

—

But what are we to sav of,

I made the earth,

And man upon it I created ?

This is certainly not the simplest form of putting

the thought to be expressed : the terms " made "
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and " created " are synonymous, and the whole

thought could have been fully expressed in the

briefer form, " I made the earth, and man upon

it." But have we, even so, completely delimited

substance and form, the thought to be expressed

and the art used in its expression ? Probably

not ; the writer continues :

My hands stretched out the heavens,

And all their host I commanded.

Here we cannot simply drop a term as in the

previous lines and leave the sense unimpaired ;

but the correspondence of thought between the

two sets of statements may yield a clue to the

essential thought of the whole ; as the first two

lines mean no more than this : I created the earth

and its inhabitants ; so the second means simply

this : I created the heavens and their inhabitants.

But have we even yet determined the funda-

mental thought of the passage ? Did the writer

really mean to express two distinct thoughts in

each set of lines ? Was he thinking of the crea-

tion of man as something independent of the

creation of the earth ? Did he mean to refer

first to one creative act and then to a second and

independent creative act ? Or did he regard

the creation of man as part of the creation of

the earth, so that his lines are really parallel state-

ments, a parallelism, to wit, of the part with the

whole, and not successive statements ? This

seems to me most probable ; his thought was :
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Yahweh created the heavens and the earth ; but

instead of expressing this in its simplest form by

a sentence that would properly be represented by

a single contimioiis line, he has artistically ex-

pressed it in a form that may once again, though

with less complete propriety, perhaps, than in the

case of the couplet from Psalm xxxiii., be ex-

pressed by two groups of parallel and broken

lines :

If the thought of man and the host of heaven

had a greater independence than this view recog-

nises, we must still treat the statement (which is

not, like Genesis i., the continuous statement of

successive acts) not as a continuous line, but as

a line broken at very regidar intervals, thus

—

though, if we wished diagrammatically to bring

out the similarity in the verbal cast or grammati-

cal build of the clauses rather than the independ-

ence of the thought, we might still adopt the

form

—

Before leaving this diagrammatic description

I merely add, without illustrating the statement,

that a poem rarely proceeds far along two parallel

lines each broken at the same regular intervals,

thus

—

Either the two lines are broken at different points,
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or one is for the time being followed to the neglect

of the other, thus

—

I pass now by a different method to a more

detailed examination of parallel lines, and of the

degree and character of the correspondence

between them. Irrespective of particles a line

or section to which another line or section ap-

proximately corresponds, consists of two, three,

four, five or six words, very seldom of more.

Complete parallelism may be said to exist when

every single term in one line is parallel to a term

in the other, or when at least everv term or

group of terms in one line is paralleled by a corre-

sponding term or group of terms in the other.

Incomplete parallelism exists when only some of

the terms in each of two corresponding lines are

parallel to one another, while the remaining

terms express something which is stated once

only in the two lines. Incomplete parallelism

is far more frequent than complete parallelism.

Both complete parallelism and incomplete paral-

lelism admit of many varieties ; and this great

variety and elasticity of parallelism may perhaps

best be studied by means of symbols, even though

it is difficult to reduce all the phenomena to

rigidly constant and unambiguous symbolic

formulae. I have already elsewhere ^ suggested

that the varieties of parallelism may be con-

^ Isaiah (" International Critical Comm."), p. Ixvi.
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veniently described by denoting the terms in the

first line by letters—a . b . e, etc.—and those in

the second line by the differentiated letters

—

a' . b' . c', where the terms, without being identical

(in which case a . b . c would be used for the

second line as well as for the first), correspond,

or by fresh letters—d . e . f, where fresh terms

corresponding to notliing in the first line occur.

The simplest form of complete parallelism is

represented by a . b

a', b' :

here each line consists of two terms each of which

corresponds to a term in the corresponding posi-

tion in the other line. Examples are

—

I-will-divide-thera ^ in-Jacob,

And-I-will-scatter-them in-Israel.—Gen. xlix. 7c.d.

He-looketh-in at-the-windows,

He-glanceth through-the-lattice.

Cant. ii. 9 (the same chapter contains several other examples).

I-am-bent-with-pain at-what-I-hear,

I-am-dismayed at-what-I-see.—^Isa. xxi. 3.

1 Where the suffix in one Une corresponds to a noun in the other it

may sometimes be convenient to represent the suffix by an independent

symbol. If both suffixes were so represented here the scheme would be

a . b . c
a' . b . c'.
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For their-transgressions are-many,

Their-backturnings are-increased.—Jer. v. 6.

Hear Thy-servant,

And-give-ear-to my-petition.—^Apoc. Bar. xlviii. 12.

Complete parallelism between lines each con-

taining three terms will be represented by

a . b . c

a' . b' . c'

Examples are

—

Red-are his-eyes with-wine,

And-white-are his-teeth with-milk.—Gen. xlix. 12.

By-the-breath of-God they-perish,

And-by-the-blast of-his-anger are-they-consumed,—Job.

iv. 9.

For the-heavens like-smoke shall-vanish-away (?),

And-the-earth like-a-garment shall-wax-old.—Isa. li. 6.

More frequent than the fundamental scheme

as given above and just illustrated are variations

upon it, of which examples will be given below.

Complete parallelism of lines with four terms

each, the terms being symmetrically arranged,

will be represented by

a . b . c . d

a' . b' . c' . d'
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All cxuniplc is

—

SIN nSi?" yrj imi

A-soft answer turntth-jiway wrath,

Jkit-a-<,'rifV(ius word stirrcth-up anger.

—

^Prov. xv. 1.

This sclicmc occurs not infrequently in anti-

thetic proverbs, and Proverbs xv. contains several

other examples ; but it is rare elsewhere. Varia-

tions on this scheme also will be given below.

\Viiere the parallel sections consist of more

than four terms, and sometimes when they con-

tain as few as four terms, each section tends to

break up into two of those independent clauses

which we have seen to be in part the necessary

consequence of parallelism, and in part a common,

even when not a necessary, accompaniment of

the style distinguished from simple narrative.

For example, Isaiah xlix. 2 is one of the nearest

approximations to the scheme,

a . b . c . d . e . f

a' . b' . c' . d\ e' . f

but here the last two terms in each section stand

independent of the foregoing ; thus :

And-he-made my-mouth as-a-sharp sword : in-the-shadow

of-his-hand he-hid-me ;

And-he-made-me ^ into-a-polished arrow : in-his-quiver he-

concealed-me.

^ The sufBx me (b') is here parallel to the independent term my
mouth (b) ; and so is the suffix his in his quiver to the independent term
his hand : in this case, however, I have represented shadow of his hand
under the single symbol (e).
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Such a combination of clauses is commonly
termed " alternate parallelism " and is said to

consist of four lines, of which the third is parallel

to the first and the fourth to the second. This

may be a convenient description : but the main

point is that, within the main independent

sections indicated by the parallelism, other

almost equally independent breaks giving rise

to subordinate independent clauses occur. This

fact is emphasised in many specimens of Arabic
" rhymed prose "

; in the passage already cited

on pp. 42 f. from Hariri, almost all the parallel

sections fall into two independent clauses ; and

it is these independent, but, from the point of

view of the parallelism, subordinate, sections that

rhyme with one another ; that is to say, similarity

of rhyme connects, while emphasising their dis-

tinction, the shorter independent clauses which

are commonly not parallel to one another, and

change of rhyme marks off the well-defined longer

sections which are regularly parallel to one

another. It is interesting to observe that in the

lines cited from Isaiah xlix. it is the entire parallel

periods and not the subsections that rhyme with

one another, though in view of the irregular use

of rhyme in Hebrew this may be a mere accident

—

• T

In the illustrations of parallelism w^hich have
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been given so far not only has there been com-

plete eorrespondence, term by term, between the

parallel lines, but eaeh corresponding term in

the second line has occurred in the exactly corre-

sponding position in the second line. But in any

considerable passage Hebrew writers introduce

in various ways great variety of effect, a far

greater variety, I believe, than was commonly

sought or obtained by Arabic writers. These

varieties of parallelism can be readily and con-

veniently shown by a use such as I have suggested

of symbols. I proceed to classify and illustrate

some of the chief classes of variations on the

fundamental schemes which have been already

described and illustrated.

Variety is attained by varying the position of

the corresponding terms in the two lines.

In the simplest form of parallelism, which

consists of lines containing two terms only, only

one variation is possible from the scheme,

a . b

a'.b'

of which several illustrations have already been

given. This of course is

a . b

b'.a'

and this variation occurs very frequently, e.g.—
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If thou-seck-her as-silver,

And-as-for-hid-treasures scarch-for-hcr.

—

Prov. ii. 4.

Go-not-forth into-the-ficld,

And-by-the-Avay walk-not.—Jer. vi. 25.

Further examples will be found, for example,

in Deuteronomy xxxii. 16, xxxiii. 9d, e.

As the number of terms increases the greater

becomes the possibility of variety and the number
of actual variations ; thus

a . b
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tlu* first line at tl.c end of the second line (i.e.

h instead ol" 1)'), occurs in Job xxxii. 17

—

Will-answer I also my-part,

Will-declare my-knowledgc I also.

An exani})le may be found in Deuteronomy

xxxii. 30 a, b of
a . b . e

b' . a' . e'

tl^N -rnN ciTi^ HTN

nin ID^D^ D^DtDI

How should one pursue a-thousand,

Or-two put-to-llight ten-thousand.

The same poem also contains four examples

(Deuteronomy xxxii. 3, 18, 23, 38) of the scheme

a . b . c

e' . a' . b'

It may suffice to cite v. 18 (reading rswn for

ntnn nS^ lis

The roek that-barc-thee thou-wast-unmindful-of,

And-forgattest the God that-gavc-thee-birth.

Another example of this scheme may be found

in Proverbs v. 5.

The tendency in poetry to give the verb its

normal (prose) position at the beginning of the

first line, but, in order to gain variety, to throw
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the verb to the end of the second hne,^ renders

the two remaining variations of the fundamental

scheme, viz.

—

a . b . c

b\ c\ a'

and
a . b . c

c' . b' .
Q.'

very frequent, though of course both of these

schemes may also arise from other causes.^

Examples of the former of the two schemes just

given are

—

nro n^iN ddh p-h^

Therefore shall-slay-them a-lion out-of-the-forest,

A-wolf of-the-steppes shall-spoil-them.—Jer. v. 6.

Glorify-not-thyself in-the-presence of-the-king,

And-in-the-place of-great-men stand-not.—^Prov. xxv. 6.

Four further examples may be found in

Proverbs ii. 5, 8, 10, 20. See also e.g. Job iii.

6 b, c ; Amos v. 23 ; Isaiah xi. 6 a, b, Ix. 16 a, b ;

Judith xvi. 10 (the last couplet in the passage

cited above, p. 25).

1 The alternative of throwing the verb to the end of the first line,

and giving it the normal (prose) position in the second line, thus bringing

the two verbs together, is much less frequent. But a good example of
this is Deut. xxxii. 38 : see also w, 3 and 18 in the same chapter.

2 As e.g. in Job iv. 17.
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Exiinipk's ol"

a . b . c

c' . b' . a'

arc

pn min d^didt

Who liath-nR'asurccl witli-thc-hollow-cif-his-hand the waters,

Or-thc-hcavcns with-a-span hath-rej^ulated ?—Isa. xl. 12.

That thy-barns may-be-filled-with plenty

And-that with-new-wine thy-vats may-overflow.

—Prov. iii. 10.

See also e.g. Isaiah xl. 26 c, d, 27 c, d ; Amos v. 7

;

Psalm iii. 8 c, d.

The possible variations on

a . b . c . d

a\ b\ c' . d'

are of course much more numerous ; the actual

examples are far fewer, partly because complete

parallelism over these longer periods is much
rarer, partly because these parallelisms in four

terms occur particularly in Proverbs, and proverbs,

being complete in themselves, do not call for the

variety which is naturally enough desired in a

long continuous passage. It may suffice to refer

to one variation : when the first line begins with

a verb and its object, immediately following, is

expressed by an independent term, and the desire

for variety throws the corresponding clause to
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the end of the second hne, the scheme naturally

produced is

a . b . c . d

c'.d'.a'.b'

as for example in

TD ^anmi pi?^ HDm
i?tDT rr^D"' Tr\B\D mill

And-he-shall-smite thc-violent^ with-the-rod of-his-mouth,

And-with-the-breath of-his-lips shall-he-slay the-wicked.

—Isa. xi. 4.

n
Another way of obtaining variety is to use in

the second line two or more terms which, taken

together, are parallel in sense to a corresponding

number of terms in the first line, though the

separate terms of the one combination are not

parallel to the separate terms of the other com-

bination. In its extreme form parallelism of this

variety consists of two entire lines completely

parallel in sense but Avith no two terms taken

separately parallel to one another.^ Denoting

correspondence as before by a . a', etc., and the

number of terms above one in which particular

corresponding ideas are expressed by a figure

attached to the letters, the kind of schemes that

occur are

—

a2 . b

a'2 . b'

1 Reading pi' for px, the earth.

2 See e.g. Gen. xlix. 15 c, d, 20 ; Ps. xxi. 6 ; Job iii. 10, 23, iv. 14.
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For example

—

^mON HDINH "loS 'WD

Adah nn(l-$illah, hear my-voicc,

Yc-wivis of-Laimch givt-iar-to my-word.—Gen. iv. 23.

Here, too, further variety may be obtained

by varyin<2: the position of the eorresponding

terms or groups of terms, so that sueh schemes

as
a .b2

b'2 . a'

arise ; an example of this is Proverbs ii. 17,

Who-forsaketh thc-fricnd of-her-youth,

And the-covenant of-her-God forgetteth.

And another very effective variation arises

when what is expressed by two terms in the first

line is expressed by one in the second line, which

in turn has two other terms corresponding to one

in the first : one such variation is

a2 . b

a' .b'2

which is exemplified by Genesis xlix. 24,

inmp jn^Ni ntrm

m^ ^27-17 17D"'1

And-his-bow abode firm,

And-the-arms of-his-hands were-agile

—

where the two words ;n^Nn nmm, abode firm, taken
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together are parallel to iid^i, were agile, and the

single term ^r^wp, his-bow, to the two terms ''i?"i"i

VT, ihe-arms of-his-hands, taken together.

An example of

a . b . c2

a . c' . b'2

is afforded by Job iii. 17,

where imD% are-at-rest, corresponds to m i^in,

cease-from raging, and the single term wicked to

the phrase nD ^if^v, which is compound in Hebrew,

though it is represented by the single word weary

in E.V.

Once more in Deuteronomy xxxii. 11,

He-spread-out his-wings, he-took-him,

He-lifted-him-up upon-his-pinions,

the single term imiN-^i;, upon-his-pinions, at the

end of the second line is parallel to the two terms

VD33 m"iD% he-spread-out his-wings, at the beginning

of the first line, taken together, and the scheme is

a2 .b

b' .a'

Further examples of some of these or similar

schemes will be found in Deuteronomy xxxii.

22 c, d, 35 c, d ; Psalms ii. 2 a, b, 9, Ixviii. 10
;
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Proverbs xv. 9; Job iii. 25, iv. 4, xxxiii. 11;

Ciuitic'lcs ii. 8 c, d, 12.

Oc'ciisionjilly one or other of the compound

parallel phrases is interrupted by the insertion

of another parallel term in the midst of it ; so,

for example, in Psalm vi. 6,

For thcrc-is in-dcath no-remcmbrancc-of-thce ;

In-Shcol who shall-praise thee ?

death and Sheol are parallel terms, and the phrase

there is no remembrance of thee to the interrogative

phrase, which is equivalent to a negative state-

ment, who shall praise thee ? But in the first

line the parallel term is inserted between the two

parts of the parallel phrase.

Ill

The third main method of introducing variety

into parallelism and avoiding the monotonous

repetition of the same scheme consists in the adop-

tion of various forms of incomplete parallelism.

The variety of effect rendered possible by this

method is immense, except in the shortest

parallels consisting of two terms only : with

these the fundamental variations are reduced

to two, viz.

—

a . b

b'.c
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and
a . b

a' . c

Examples of these are

—

Wherefore did-the-knees receive-me,

And-why the-breasts that I-should-suck (Job iii. 12),

and
^mptnn nns

Anguish hath-seized-me,

Pangs as-of-a-woman-in-travail (Jer. vi. 24),

unless we prefer to treat the former of these

examples on the ground of the differentiation of

the interrogative particles as an example of

a . b . c

a' . c' . d

and the latter example as

a . b

a'2

The latter kind of ambiguity frequently arises.

Further variety is obtained when variations

corresponding to those illustrated under i. and ii.

are combined with incomplete parallelism : this

frequently happens, especially when one at least

of the parallel members contains more than two

terms. But before giving illustrations of such

variations it will be convenient to point out that
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iiu'oiupk'ic |);iiall(lisnis fall into two ])ro{ul classes

which may be (hstinguislicil as incomylcte parallel-

isfn ivith compensation anil inco7nplete parallelism

without compensation. If one line contains a

trivcTi Tmiiibcr of terms and another line a smaller

numl)cr of terms, the parallelism is generally^

incom})lete ; such incomplete parallelism may
be termed incomplete parallelism without com-

pensation ; but if the two lines contain the same

number of terms, though only some of the terms

in the two lines are parallel, the lines may be said

to constitute incomplete parallelism with com-

pensation. Thus such schemes as

a . b . c

a'.b'
or

a . b . c

a'2

are incomplete without compensation ; whereas

such schemes as

a . b . c

a' . d . c'

or

a . b . c

a'2 . b'

are incomplete parallelism with compensation.

* Not invariably ; for such schemes as

a2 .b
a' .b'

give to the two lines an unequal number of terms, and yet the parallelism
may be said to be complete. See e.g. Lam. ii. 11, cited below, p. 97.
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I now give illustrations of different schemes

of both types.

A
Incomplete parallelism without compensation.

I-will-restore thy-judges as-at-the-first,

And-thy-counsellors as-at-thc-beginning (Isa. i. 26),

is an example of

a . b . c

b'.c'

and so are Proverbs ii. 18 ; Canticles ii. 1, 14 ;

Numbers xxiii. 19 c, d, 24 a, b, xxiv. 5 a, b ; Psalm

vi. 2 ; Deuteronomy xxxii. 7 c, d, 21 a, b, 34.^

Who-rideth through-the-heavens as-thy-help,

And-in-his-dignity through-the-skies (Deut. xxxiii. 26),

^ A further example of this scheme occurs in the present text of

Hos. vii. 1

—

jnDB' nijni I d'tsk py nhny

Revealed are the iniquity of Ephraim
And the wickedness of Samaria.

On the second of these lines Harper ("International Grit. Comm.")
remarks :

" Here a word is needed to complete the parallelism as well

as the metre." But this is incorrectly put, unless it can be shown that

incomplete parallelism is impossible, or improbable in this connexion
;

and this cannot be done in view of another case of incomplete parallel-

ism (a . b . c
I

a' . c') in u. 3, which Harper retains. Since the line

quoted above and v. 3 are possibly not metrically identical {v. 3 being

perhaps 3 : 3), a metrical consideration in favour of supplying a word
in V. 1 may survive ; but the argument from parallehsm is invalid.
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is an example of

a . b . c

c'. b'

and so is Isaiah xlii. 23 a, b.

A man have I slain for wounding me,

And a youth for bruising mc (Gen. iv. 23),

is an example of

a . b . c

a'. c'

and so is Hosea vii. 3.

DDDJl DID ]DiD O

For of the vine of Sodom is their vine,

And of the fields of Gomorrah (Deut. xxxii. 32),

is an example of

a . b . c

a'.b'

B

Incomplete parallelism with compensation.

DIN mmo TTI?E1

Yahweh, when-thou-wentest-forth out-of-Seir,

When-thou-marchedst out-of-the-field of-Edom (Jud. v. 4),

is an example of

a . b . c

b' . c'2
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and other examples are Deuteronomy xxxii.

13 c, d, xxxiii. 23; Job iii. 11; Isaiah xH. 26 a, b,

Ix. 3.
,

Ipi'^ p:; Tin

And-so-dwelt Israel securely,

By-itself the-fountain of-Jacob (Deut. xxxiii. 28),

is an example of

a . b . c

c' . b'2

and other examples are Amos v. 24 ; Proverbs ii.

1, 7 ; Job iii. 20 ; while Isaiah xliii. 3 c, d ex-

emplifies the scheme

a . b . c

c'2 . b'

In Judges v. 26,

nDn^ttjn -rn^^ m^

Her-hand to-the-tent-peg she-stretched-forth,

And-her-right-hand to-the-workmen's mallet,

will be found an example of

a . b . c

a' . b'2

and another example of the same scheme in

Psalm xxi. 11.

Examples of compensation by means of a

fresh term or terms are

—

Yahweh from-Sinai came,

And-beamed-forth from-Seir unto-them (Deut. xxxiii. 2),
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wliic'h is an cxainplc of

a .1) . c

c' . b' . (1

Lct-them-ascribc unto-Yahweh glory,

And-his-praise in-the-islcs let-thcm-dcclarc (Isa. xlii. 12),

which is an example of

a . b . c

c'. d . a'

Examples of distichs in which each line has

but one parallel term and two terms non-parallel

are given below (p. 94), and instances of com-

pensation by a fresh term in lines containing two

terms only have already been given above (p. 73).

I will conclude the present discussion ^vith

two illustrations of the value of a minuter analysis

of parallelism than has hitherto been considered

necessarv, and of some such method as I have

been suggesting of measuring or classifying the

various types of parallelism.

An effective scheme of parallelism that occa-

sionally occurs consists of two hnes each contain-

ing three terms but held together by a single

parallel term in each line, these parallel terms

standing one at the end of the first line, and the

other at the beginning of the second. The scheme

is

—

,

a . b . c

c' . d . e
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Now, if the articulation of the parallehsm is not

observed, couplets of this type are reduced to

ordinary prose, or even to nonsense, or at best

feeble repetition ; but if it is properly articulated,

the couplet is an effective form of •" synthetic

parallelism " as Lowth would have called it, of

incomplete parallelism with compensation as I

should term it. Examples of this type occurring

in Genesis xlix. 9 (cf. Num. xxiv. 9) and Deutero-

nomy xxxiii. 11 are correctly articulated in the

Revised Version :

He-stooped-down, he-couched as-a-lion,

And-as-a-honess : who shall-rouse-him-up ?

Smite-through the-loins of-them-that-rise-up-against-him,

And-of-them-that-hate-him, that they-rise-not-again.

But if the parallelism is not correctly perceived,

and the words otherwise articulated, how un-

satisfactory does the former of these couplets

become !
" He stooped down, he couched as a

lion and as a lioness : who shall rouse him up ?
"

This suggests a comparison with two different

beasts, whereas the parallelism really expresses

comparison with the lion-class, which it denotes

by the use of two synonymous terms. Yet this

very mistaken articulation is found in Numbers
xxiii. 23, both in the Revised Version and, I

regret to say, in my commentary on Numbers.

If we articulate

Now shall it be said of Jacob and Israel,

What hath God wrought

!
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the natiiml sii<,'<(('sti(ni is tliiit Jacob and Israel

are different entities, whieli they are not ; Jacob

and Israel are liere, as elsewhere in these poems

(Num. xxiii. 7, 10, 21, 23; xxiv. 5, 17, 18 1'.),

synonymous terms belonging to different members

of the parallelism. The proper articulation of

the passage is,

Now shall it be said of Jacob,

And of Israel, What hati God wrought

!

and it is interesting to c>bserve that tliis not very

common type of parallelism occurs twice (see

also xxiv. 9) in the oracles of Balaam.

The strongly marked pause in the middle, and

the marked independence of the last part, of the

second line are characteristic of all the distichs

just cited. If from these observations we turn

immediately to Hosea iv. 13 c, d, we shall prob-

ably conclude that the difficulties which have

been felt ^vith regard to these lines are unreal,

that the emendations which have been proposed ^

wholly unnecessary, and that, in respect of

parallelism and structure, the lines closely re-

semble Numbers xxiii. 23, xxiv. 9, and Deutero-

nomy xxxiii. 11 ; in this case the correct articula-

tion is, , ,

HDib") p7N nnn

Under oak and poplar,

And terebinth : for good is the shade thereof.

^ See e.g. W. R. Harper, Commentary on Amos and Hosea (" Inter-

national Critical Commentary"), pp. 260, 261.
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My second illustration of the advantages of

some method that enables similarities and dis-

similarities of parallelism to be easily detected

and presented is of a different character, and

shows the bearing of these studies on textual

criticism.

Psalm cxiv. consists of eight couplets, each of

which, in the present text at all events, shows

one form or another of incomplete parallelism,

for the most part with compensation. The char-

acteristic incompleteness of the parallelism rings

through even a translation :

1 When Israel went forth out of Egypt,

The house of Jacob from a barbaric people,

2 Judah became his sanctuary,

Israel his dominion.

3 The sea saw it and fled,

Jordan turned backward,

4 The mountains skipped like rams.

The hills like young sheep.

5 What aileth thee, O thou sea, that thou fleest.

Thou Jordan, that thou turnest back ?

6 Ye mountains that ye skip like rams.

Ye hills hke young sheep ?

7 At the presence of the Lord tremble, O earth,

At the presence of the God of Jacob,

8 Which turned the rock into a pool of water,

The flint into a fountain of water.

The scheme in the Hebrew is as follows :

la.b.c 2a.b.c
b'2.c'2 b' .c'

G
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n ji . b . c

a' (''2

l H . b . c

a'

G
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ruption), thus again turning incomplete into

regular complete parallelism,

a . b . c

a' . b' . c'

Thus merely by a study of the parallelism this

reconstruction is rendered improbable quite apart

from the question whether metre requires any

such changes, or whether Dr. Briggs's is not a

much more prosaic poem than that of the Hebrew

text.

In the LXX Psalm cxiv. is united with Psalm

cxv. This union has been very generally regarded

as not representing the original text : in addition

to the reasons commonly given for holding that

the division between the two Psalms in the

Hebrew text is correct, we may now add the differ-

ence in the type of parallelism. In cxv. 5-7 we

find three successive examples of complete paral-

lelism, and although elsewhere in the Psalm there

are examples of incomplete parallelism, these are

mostly incomplete parallelisms of a different kind

from those which occur in Psalm cxiv.
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CHAPTER III

PARALLELISM AND RHYTHM IN THE BOOK OF

LAMENTATIONS

The Book of Lamentations has played a con-

spicuous part in the constantly renewed discus-

sions of the subject of Hebrew rhythm. Apart

from any analysis of its cause, and without

any exceptional degree of attention, the reader

of the Hebrew text, or even indeed of the English

version, of the Lamentations, perceives some-

thing in the rhythm or cast of the sentences that

is common to practically the whole of the first

four chapters of the book. This same something

that brings these four poems into a common class,

sharply marks them off from the fifth chapter or

poem, and at the same time, too, from the greater

quantity of the poetry of the Old Testament,

though careful examination has discovered not

a little in various books of the Old Testament

that resembles the first four chapters of Lamenta-

tions in the peculiarity in question.

But though this striking peculiarity is common
87
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to tlu' four poems constituting the first four

chapters of Lamentations, there are other features

that (hstin<niisli tliem one from another—the

(lifferint; alj)habetic sequences that arc followed

by the initial letters of successive divisions of the

poems (q preceding s in ii., iii., and iv., following

it in i.), the differing lengths of the divisions,

the differing degrees of passion, spontaneity and

vividness with which the subject, common to

them all, is handled. These differences have

attracted and received attention ; but, so far as

I am aware, the differences in the use of parallel-

ism as between the four poems have not yet

been analysed : and, yet, such differences exist.

Owing to uncertainties of text and interpreta-

tion, it does not seem to me easy or even practic-

able to give exact statistics of these differences ;

yet, by the help of a more accurate measurement

of parallelism, such as I have suggested in the

previous chapter, it will, I hope, be possible to

make manifest the existence and general char-

acter of the differences ; and, in any case, by an

examination of these chapters, I hope to carry

further my line of approach to rh}i:hmical ques-

tions through parallelism.

Though I cannot undertake any compre-

hensive survey of the history of the study of

rh\i:hm in Lamentations, it will be worth while

to refer to two discussions of the subject—^that

of Lo^\i:h, who was the first to point out and to
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attempt to analyse the rhythmical peculiarity

of Lamentations i.-iv., and that of Budde, who,

by a series of contributions to this subject, begin-

ning ^vith his fundamental article in the Zeit-

schrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft for

1882, has profoundly influenced subsequent in-

vestigation and terminology.

Lo^vth devoted his 22nd and 23rd lectures to

the Hebrew elegy, and he returned to some of

the points then discussed in the preliminary dis-

sertation to his Isaiah (vol. i. pp. xxxiv-xliii,

ed. 3). The genius and origin of the Hebrew

elegy, of the l^inah or nehi as the Hebrews called

it themselves, he traces to their manner of cele-

brating the funeral rites ; and in particular to

the employment of professional mourners who

sang dirges. The natural language of grief, he

remarks, " consists of a plaintive, intermitted,

concise form of expression "
: and as in other

arts, so in that of the Hebrew elegy, " perfection

consisted in the exact imitation of nature. The

funereal dirges were, therefore, composed in

general upon the model of those complaints

which flow naturally and spontaneously from

the afflicted heart : the sentences were abrupt,

mournful, pathetic, simple and unembellished.

. . . They consisted of verse and were chanted

to music." ^

Lowth then points out the peculiarity of the

1 Lectures . . . (ed. Lond. 1787), ii. 123, 127.
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first four poems in Laincjitations, and remarks :

" \\\' are not to su])posc this peculiar iorm of

vorsilication utterly without (lesi<(u or importiince :

on the contrary, 1 am persuaded, that the prophet

adopted this kind of theme as being more dii'fuse,

more copious, more tender, in all respects better

adapted to melancholy subjects. I must add,

that in all pi(>ba])ility the funeral dirges, which

were sung by mourners, were commonly com-

posed in this kind of verse : for whenever, in the

prophets, any funereal lamentations occur or any

passages formed upon that plan, the versification

is, if I am not mistaken, of this protracted kind.

. . . However, the same kind of metre is some-

times, though rarely, employed upon other occa-

sions. . . . There are, moreover, some poems

manifestly of the elegiac kind, which are com-

posed in the usual metre, and not in unconnected

stanzas, according to the form of a funeral dirge." *

The peculiarities of this elegiac versification

are best summarised in the Isaiah, as follows :

" The closing pause of each line is generally very

full and strong : and in each line commonly,

towards the end, at least beyond the middle of

it, there is a small rest, or interval, depending on

the sense and grammatical construction, which

I would call a half-pause. . . . The conjunction

"1 . . . seems to be frequently and studiously

omitted at the half-pause : the remaining clause

^ Lectures, ii. pp. 13G, 137.
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being added, to use a grammatical term, by ap-

position to some word preceding ; or coming in

as an adjunct, or circumstance depending on the

former part, and completing the sentence." ^

The parallelism accompanying the versification

of this kind is, according to Lowth, for the most

part of the constructive order,^ which is, as we
have previously seen, Lowth's way of saying that

strict parallelism is at best incomplete, and is

more often entirely absent.

There is in the passages just cited or summar-

ised a surprising amount of correct and acute

observation or fruitful suggestion. Some sub-

sequent scholars neglected this important part of

Lowth's inquiries, and, in consequence, Ewald,

for example, never clearly saw, as Lowth had

seen, the sharp distinction between Lamentations

i.-iv. and v.

For our present purpose it will suffice to refer

much more briefly to Budde's important discus-

sions. In the main his advance on Lowth con-

sisted in the detailed working out of two important

points : (1) the nature of the unequal division of

the rhythmical periods ; and (2) the extent to

which the rhythm characteristic of Lamentations

i.-iv. occurs elsewhere in the Old Testament. As

to the division of the rhythmical periods, Budde's

position may be stated thus :—(1) the kinah

rhythm rests on the division of the rhythmical

^ Isaiah, ed. 3, p. xxxix. ^ /j^'j. p, xxxv.
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period into two unequal ])arts of which the longer

part precedes the sliorter part
; (2) tlie normal

K'litrlli of the longer part is three words, of the

shorter two words ; (3) but by legitimate varia-

tions a longer part consisting of four words may

be followed by a shorter consisting of (a) three,

or (b) two, words
; (4) the period is never equally

divided ;
* if, as sometimes happens, each part

consists of two words, the two words of the first

part are heavier and weightier than the two

words of the second part
; (5) between the two

parts of the verse, there is no strict and constant

rhythmical relation beyond the fundamental fact

of inequahty of length.

To some of these metrical questions I shall

return : meantime I proceed to examine the

parallelism of the poems, and I will begin with

the isolated fifth chapter which happens to be

an excellent storehouse of examples of the types

of parallelism occurring in poetry that is free

from the well-marked peculiarities of Lamenta-

tions i.-iv. By comparison with the more ordinary

parallelism of Lamentations v., any peculiarities

in the parallelism of Lamentations i.-iv. may be

the better discerned.

The majority of the twenty-two verses of

Lamentations v. may be treated as containing

six terms equally divided among the two stichoi

that compose each verse, i.e. each stichos normally

^ Zeilschr. fitr die alttest. Wissenschajt, 1882, pp. 4 f.
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contains three terms. Seventeen of these dis-

tichs show strict parallehsm between at least one

term in each stichos ; of the remaining five dis-

tichs, one (v. 5) is too uncertain to classify, and

two {vv. 8, 16) are best regarded as lacking strict

parallelism. In the two verses or distichs that

still remain {vv. 9 and 10) the stichoi are certainly

not parallel to one another : but these two verses

in their entirety seem to be (incompletely) parallel

to one another : for disregarding the first half of

V. 10, which may be corrupt, we may represent

the parallelism between the two verses thus :

a . b . c . d . e . f

. . . d'.e'.f

If this parallelism of the last parts of these verses

was intentional, it is likely enough that such

naturally parallel terms as "id»d3, our soul (R.V.

lives), i3"Tii', our skin, which occur in the first parts

of the verses, were originally more really parallel

than they now are.

Of the twenty-two distichs, then, contained in

Lamentations v., seventeen at least show parallel-

ism between the stichoi. In five, or, on one

interpretation of v. 12, in six, of these the parallel-

ism is complete :
^ in the remaining twelve (or

eleven) incomplete. The several examples may
be classified thus :

—

1 For the meaning of the terms complete and incomplete paralleUsm

see above, pp. 59, 74.
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I. Examples of Complete Parallelism

Form. Nuinbir of Occurrences. Verses.

a . 1) . c
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The occurrence in this poem of incomplete

paralleHsms without compensation raises ques-

tions that must be considered later.

In turning now to consider Lamentations i.-iv.

we are faced with a difficulty of terminology.

Lamentations iii., as is well known, consists of

sixty-six Massoretic verses distinguished from one

another by the occurrence, at the beginning of

each, of the letter of the alphabet appropriate

to the alphabetic scheme, so that each of the first

three verses begins with n, each of the next three

with 1, and so forth. Chapters i. and ii., though

they number each but twenty-two Massoretic

verses, contained ^ each of them sixty-six sec-

tions of the same length as the Massoretic verse in

iii., and these sections are still easily distinguish-

able, though the letters of the alphabetic scheme

occur at the beginning of every fourth section

only. Chapter iv. consists of forty-four similar

sections. What is the proper term to apply to

these sections : are they lines or couplets, stichoi

or distichs ? Are they, as compared with the

stichoi of chapter v., " protracted lines," as

Lowth described them, or, as compared with the

distichs of chapter v., truncated couplets or

distichs, as Budde considers them ? These ques-

^ In the present text, owing to what is generally recognised as

textual expansion (in i. 7, ii. 19), the number of sections is sixty-seven

both in chaps, i. and ii. The R.V. for the most part distinguishes the

sections correctly, but occasionally so divides the verses (e.g. i. 1, ii. 2,

and even iv. 22) as to give them the appearance of consisting of four

sections.
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tions can best be coiisiclcred later : I will, for the

time being, use the neutral term section, meaning

by that a Massoretic verse in chapter iii. and the

equivalent sections of the remaining chapters, i.e.

tlie third of a Massoretic verse in i. and ii., and

the half of such a verse in iv. Similarly, for the

two parts of these sections, the longer first and

the shorter second part, I will use the term sub-

section.

As the normal nimiber of terms in a verse of

chapter v. is six, so the normal number of terms

in each section of chapters i. and iv. is five. It

follows from this at once that in chapters i.-iv.

the common form of complete parallelism

a . b . c

a' . b' . c'

will not readily ^ occur in a normal' section, and,

as a matter of fact, it does not, I think, occur at

all in any section, whether normal or abnormal.

This, however, is not equivalent to saying that

complete parallelism between the subsections is

either impossible or actually non-existent in

these poems ; on the other hand complete paral-

lelism actually occurs, though relatively with

much less frequency than in chapter v. An
example is ii. 11 :

—

^ The force of this qualifying adverb will become clear later. As a

matter of fact, though ^/ ' k'
'
^' does not occur, a corresponding type

of incomplete parallelism with compensation does occur : see iv. 11.
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Consumed with tears are mine eyes,
|
in a ferment are my

bowels.

The scheme is a2 . b
|
a' . b' ; and it is prefer-

able to regard iii. 4,

He hath worn out my flesh and my skin,
|
he hath broken

my bones,

as an example of a . b2
|
a' . b' rather than of the

scheme a . b . c
|
a' . b'.

Other examples of complete parallelism in

chapters i.-iv. occurring in sections that are not

perhaps strictly normal are

Upon the mountains they ehased us,
|
in the wilderness they

lay in wait for us.

He hath filled me with bitterness,
|
he hath sated me with

wormwood.

These will be found in iv. 19 and iii. 15 ; they

are both examples of a . b
|
a' . b', or, if we

prefer to regard the pronominal suffixes as in-

dependent terms, ofa.b.c|a'.b'.c; another

example occurs in iv. 13, and there are perhaps

a few others : but in the 242 sections of chapters

i.-iv. there are but few, if any, more examples

of complete parallelism than in the twenty-two

distichs of chapter v. ; or, in other words, com-

plete parallelism is, relatively, about eleven times

as frequent in chapter v. as in chapters i.-iv.
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If, however, tlie section of chapters i.-iv. be

a " protracted line," wc miglit expect to find

complete parallelism occurring as between the

sections rather than as between the subsections.

As a matter of fact, incomplete parallehsm be-

tween the sections is not uncommon in chapters

i.-iv. ; it is less common, indeed, than parallelism

between the stichoi in chapter v. ; it is, on the

other hand, much commoner than parallelism

between whole verses, of which we noted but one

example, in chapter v. And yet coinplete paral-

lehsm between sections is exceedingly rare, and

in fact, I think, does not once occur. Probably

the nearest approach to complete parallelism

between sections is where four of the five terms

correspond, as in ii. 2 a, b, where the scheme is

a . b . c . d . e

a' . c' . d\ e'2

Tlic-Lord hath-swallowed-up unpityingly all the-homesteads

of-Jacob,

He-hath-thrown-down in-his-wrath the-strongholds of-the-

daughter of-Judah.

A much greater relative amount of those forms

of what Lowth called synthetic or constructive

parallelism, in which there is a complete absence

of strict parallelism, is another feature of Lament-

ations i.-iv. which sharply distinguishes these

poems (with one exception) from Lamentations v.
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Other differences exist as between one or more

of these poems and chapter v. ; and these will

appear when we turn, as we must now, to a closer

examination of the parallelism in chapters i.-iv.,

and of the differences in this respect to be dis-

cerned as between these chapters considered

severally.

Budde quotes with approval a remark of De
Wette's that in Lamentations " merely rhythmi-

cal parallelism," another term for Lowth's con-

structive or synthetic parallelism, is most promi-

nent, and that parallelism of thought, when it

occurs, occurs mostly as between the subsections,

i.e. between the clauses or sentences which con-

sist alternately of (as a rule) three and two terms,

not between the sections, which consist, as a rule,

of five terms
; put otherwise, this amounts to

the assertion that parallelism in these poems is

chiefly of the general type

a . b . c

a\b'

not of the type

a . b . c . d . e

a'.b'.c'.d'. e'

Budde's only criticism of this is that De Wette
considerably underrates the extent of this

parallelism between the subsections, which we
may briefly term subsectional parallelism. But
neither De Wette nor Budde carried the analvsis
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of this rcatuic sufliciently far ; had they done so

they would have seen that a general statement

such as they make cannot be rightly made with

reference to all the poems indiscriminately. I

hope to show that the statement that " merely

rhythmical parallelism " is most prominent is

substantially true of chapters i. and iii. and

very misleading in reference to chapter ii., and

in a less degree in reference to chapter iv.
;

and also that the statement that parallelism,

when it occurs, occurs mostly between the sub-

sections is the very opposite of the truth with

regard to chapter ii., though substantially correct

with regard to chapter iv.

I will examine chapter iii. first. In a certain

sense the whole of the first eighteen verses or

sections might be said to consist of eighteen

parallel statements of the fact that Yahweh is

chastening the speaker ; the first person singular

pronoun appears in each separate verse, and gives

a certain degree of parallelism to them all ; and

similarly throughout the poem large groups of

sections express, mainly by a succession of figura-

tive statements, the same thought : but beyond

this general repetition of thought there is seldom

any real parallelism of individual terms or even

of groups of terms. Moreover, there is a feature

of this poem that suggests that some even of the

apparent examples of parallel sections are due

more to accident than design ; I refer to the fact
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that the clearest apparent examples of sectional

parallelism occur between the last section begin-

ning with one letter of the alphabet and the first

section beginning with the next letter ;
^ thus,

there are throughout the poem no sections more

parallel to one another than, and few as much so

as, the following (vv. 12, 13 ; 48, 49 ; 60, 61).

He hath bent his bow and set me as a target for his arrow

;

He hath caused to enter into my kidneys the shafts of his

quiver.

In streams of water my eye rmis down for the destruction

of my people ;

My eye hath poured doAvn unceasingly, because there are no

respites.

Thou hast seen all the vengeance they took, all their devices

against me ;

Thou hast heard all their reproaches (of me), O Yahweh, all

their devices against me.

The first of these couplets consists of the last line

beginning with t and the first with n, the second

of the last line with d and the first with s, the

third of the last with t and the first with m.

There are not more than about a dozen ^

couplets of contiguous sections that are as

^ The significance of this does not seem to me to be affected by the

fact that in Ps. cxi., cxii. the alphabetic scheme distinguishes each
stichos, not each distich, by successive letters of the alphabet, and
therefore regularly and necessarily gives to parallel stichoi different

initial letters.

^ The sections that may most reasonably be regarded as more parallel

(though whether always by the intention of the writer is doubtful) to

one another than is almost any section of the poem to any other are :

i2, 13 ; 19 (pointing nji), 20 ; 28, 29, 30 (?) ; 34, 35, 36 (?) ; 40, 41
;

4S, 49 ; 60, 61 ; 64, 65. The italicised numbers are cited above.
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I)arall(l to one another as the foregoing, or

indeed tliat are strietly parallel to one another

at all.

In about one-third of the entire number of

sections parallelism more or less clear and con-

spicuous between subsections ^ occurs ; examples

are vv. 10 (a . b . c2
|
a' . b') and 14 (a . b . c

|

b' . d) :—
D^nncon n^nw

|
^S win iin m

As a bear lying in wait is he unto me,
|
a lion in secret places.

I am become a derision to all peoples,
|
their song all the day.

Clearly, then, since subsectional parallelism

occurs in considerably less than half, and prob-

ably in not more than a third, of the sixty-six

sections of the poem, and sectional parallelism,

which might have occurred thirty-three times,

actually occurs scarcely a dozen times at most,
" merely rhj^thmical parallehsm " is more con-

spicuous here than real parallelism of thought

and terms ; whether subsectional is much or any
more relatively frequent than sectional parallel-

ism depends on the view taken as to the reality

of parallelism in the couplets specified on p. 101

and as to the character of the more doubtful

examples of subsectional parallelism given below.

^

^ The clearest examples of subsectional parallelism occur in the
following fifteen verses : 4, 9, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 23, 25, 33, 47, 58,

60, 61. The text of some even of these (e.g. 22, 23, 33) is open to
question : but probably parallelism existed in the original text. More
doubtful examples maybe found in vv. 5, 7, 11, IC, 19, 30, 39, 43,53,56,65.
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Chapter ii. differs greatly from chapter iii.

The repetition in chapter iii. of the initial letter

before each of the three sections belonging to it

corresponds to a real independence, as a general

rule,^ of the sections in that poem. On the other

hand, the three sections which belong to each

letter of the alphabet in chapter ii., but of which

the first section only is distinguished by beginning

with that letter, are closely connected with one

another ; and this connexion is formally marked

by the frequency with which the entire sections

within the several alphabetic divisions are parallel

to one another. The exact number of these

sectional parallelisms depends on interpretation,

and in some cases on textual questions : but I

believe it may be safely asserted that in a large

majority at all events of the twenty-two alpha-

betic divisions two at least of the three sections

are parallel to one another, and in several all

three sections are so. I should myself put the

number of parallelisms between two, if not all

three, sections as high as eighteen, if not higher.^

Over against this frequency of sectional paral-

lelism we have to set the relative infrequency

of subsectional parallelism : this latter kind of

parallelism, which might have occurred sixty-six

^ Vv. 34-36 form an exception.
^ Absence of parallelism or a near approach to it will be fomid in

w. 4, 17, 18, 22, but even this may be partly due to textual corruption.

In most of the remaining verses paralleUsm is obvious, in all it was
probably intended.
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times, actually occurs only a dozen' times, more

or less, aeeor(iin<^ to the view taken of two or

three doubtful eases.

Thus it is not true oi chapter ii. that " merely

rhythmical parallelism " is more frequent than

real parallelism of thought and term, nor is it

true that parallelism occurs mainly between the

subsections
;

quite the reverse : we must, to be

accurate, put the case thus : In chapter ii. real

(though incomplete) parallelism is very frequent

;

the fundamental parallelism is between the sec-

tions ; but this is occasionally reinforced by an

additional and secondary parallelism between the

subsections, much in the same way that the

fundamental rhymes at the close of the (alternate)

lines of a quatrain are in some English poems

occasionally reinforced by an additional rhyme

in the middle of one or more lines, as often in

Coleridge's Ancient Mariner, e.g,—
The sun came up upon the left,

Out of the sea came he !

And he shone bright, and on the right

Went down into the sea.

The fact is, parallelism in Lamentations ii. is

singularly intricate and skilfully varied. It is

rarely complete either as between sections or sub-

sections, but it is generally clear enough and

sufficient to constitute a real formal connexion

1 SeetT.4a(?), 5 b, 6a(?), 7 a, 9 a (read mc for -i3bo nan), 10 b, 11a,

{not 13 a : A.V,), 15 c (present text), 17 a, e, 18 c, 20 b, 21 c.
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between the three sections of the several alpha-

betic divisions, or at least between two of them,

the remaining section being sometimes not parallel,

as is frequently one stichos of a tristich in other

poems. Since the nature of the parallelism in

chapter ii. and, consequently, an important formal

difference between chapters ii. and iv. have

hitherto not been clearly observed, I give a few

verses of this poem with a translation and notes

on the parallelism :

—

iV2 nn n^^
|

-^d-tn idni Ts^n ^ hd^n i

1 How hath the Lord beclouded ^ in his anger
|
the daughter

of Sion !

He hath cast down from heaven to earth
|
the ornament of

Israel

;

And he hath not remembered his footstool
|
in the day of

his anger.

Here all three sections are parallel : observe

the daughter of Sion (d 2) ||
the ornament of Israel

{d'2)\\his footstool (d"2), and beclouded (a)
||

cast down from heaven to earth (a' 3) \\hath not

remembered (a"). Moreover, the unity of the entire

alphabetic division is emphasised by the addi-

tional parallelism in his anger (b)
||
in the day of

his anger (b' 2) in the first and last sections ; a

similar effect is obtained in i;. 12 which opens with

DnoN^, to their mothers, and closes with dhdn, their

mothers. Variety is obtained not only by varying

^ Hath . . . beclouded : read a'y'n for a'v, beclouds.
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the niiinber of terms by means oi' Nvhich corre-

sponding ideas are expressed, but also very effect-

ively by bringing the object of the verb much
nearer to the beginning in the third section than

in the two that precede : a somewhat similar

effect is obtained in v. 8 (cp. also i. 1).

There is no subsectional parallelism in any of

these three sections.

ip5^ niND 'jD riN
I

Son n^i "^3-tm 2?Si 2

mirr^ ni ^Tiio
|
imn:>n Dirt

rr^imi nDSoo
|
hhn psS :;^irr

2 The Lord hath destroyed unsparingly
|
all the homesteads

of Jacob ;

He hath pulled down in his wrath
|
the strongholds of

Judah ;

He hath brought to the ground, hath profaned
|
the realm

and its prinees.

Here, again, all three sections are parallel, but

in none is there parallelism between the sub-

sections. This time all the object-clauses stand

at the end of their respective sections and, as in

V. 1, the parallel verbs or verbal clauses pN^ s'^m

hhn {he hath brought to the ground, hath profaned)

,

Din {he hath pulled down), :?f?i {hath destroyed) at

the beginning. The additional parallehsm of

terms is not as in v. 1 between the first and

third, but between the first and second sections

{unsparingly
\\
in his wrath), imless, indeed, with

Lohr, we emend by transposing the clauses He
hath brought to the ground and in his wrath ; then.
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as before, the fuller parallelism will be between

the first and third sections.

]V!i nn ^3pi
I

IDT piN^ intD^ lo

10 They sat on the ground dumb—
|
the elders of Sion

;

Lifted up dust on their head,
|
were girded with sack-

cloth
;

They lowered to the ground their head—
|
the virgins of

Jerusalem.

Here in the second section we find subsectional

parallelism ; each clause in it mentions one sign

of mourning and grief ; parallel to each of these

clauses and to one another are the first clauses of

the first and third sections, but these sections

contain no subsectional parallelism : on the other

hand, the second parts of the first and third

sections are very strictl}^ parallel to one another

{the elders of Sion \\
the virgins of Jerusalem). But

there is still further and in part rather subtle

verbal parallelism between the sections : note p^S
{on {to) the ground) in the first and third sections

;

DmNT and ]tDN-i {their head) in the second and third

respectively ; and the antithesis iS:?n {lifted up)

and n^~iin {lowered) which is emphasised by the

parallelism in a way which it is impossible to

represent adequately in translation : what they

lift up is dust, what they cast down is their heads !

Very clearly, then, sectional parallelism is again

primary ; but here it is reinforced by subsectional

parallelism in one of the three sections.
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A correct appreciation of the main and second-

ary j)arallelisni in tliis poem may set some ques-

tions ol' textual interpretation in a new liglit.

Verse 3 reads,

^NntD"' \'^p h'2
\

^t^ "'inn :jiy

TM9 •'DDD
I

13^D"' -nON I'tDH

lie hewed off in fierce anger
|
all the horn of Israel

;

He turned backward his right hand
|
from the face of the foe ;

And he kindled in Jacob a flaming fire
|
which devoured

round about.

^^^l0se is the right hand here referred to, Israel's

or Yahweh's ? It is commonly taken to be

Yahweh's, and there is certainly much to be said

for this view. But the parallelism of the sections,

which certainly exists in any case, would become

still clearer and more complete if the right hand

be Israel's. Then, for the use of the pronoun

only in the middle section corresponding to the

two parallel proper names for the nation in the

first and third sections, there are two exact

parallels in this poem : see vv. 5 and 10.

In both 4 a and 15 c it is generally admitted

that a word or more has intruded. But which

word or words should we omit ? If subsectional

parallelism was primary, and as frequent as it is

in Lamentations iv. and Isaiah xiv., parallelism

would furnish a strong argument for those who
retain isd, as a foe (parallel to as an enemy), in

V. 4, and both the clauses perfection of beauty
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and joy of the whole earth in v. 15. But, since

subsectional parallelism is merely secondary and

not very frequent in this poem, such an argument

has little if any weight : and it may certainly be

doubted whether it is nearly strong enough to

justify those who omit noN'^tD, with the character-

istic m in V, 15, in order to retain both the

parallel clauses at the end of the verse without

at the same time keeping a section so long as the

existing text presents.

Verse 8 is also interesting. Had subsectional

parallelism been primary, the author would

naturally have written

—

Rampart and wall lament
; j

together they languish ;

but to gain a closer parallelism with the two pre-

ceding sections, each of which begins with a verb

of which Yahweh is the subject, he avoided what

would have been a more perfect subsectional

parallelism and wrote instead

—

He caused to lament rampart and wall;
|
together they

languish.

By many who refrain from postulating unity

of authorship for the Book of Lamentations,

chapters ii. and iv. at least are attributed to the

same writer. Be this as it may, there is an

appreciable difference, though it has hitherto

been overlooked, in the use of parallelism in the

two poems, just as there is a difference in the

length of the alphabetic divisions. In chapter ii.
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sectional parallelism is iuiulamcntal and frequent,

subsectional parallelism secondary and relatively

rare : in chapter iv. subsectional parallelism is

relatively more frequent, perhaps even consider-

ably more frequent than sectional parallelism,

though neither type is quite so unmistakably

primary or quite so persistent as the sectional

parallelism in chapter ii. Subsectional parallel-

ism occurs in nearly, if not quite, or even more

than, a half ^ of the sections in chapter iv. as com-

pared with a bare fifth in chapter ii. ; on the

other hand, less than half, perhaps scarcely a

third, of the sections are parallel to one another,^

1 The sections in Lamentations iv. number 44, of which two (v. 15)

are through corruption very uncertain. Subsectional parallehsm is

clearest in these 17 sections : 1 a (see below), 2 a, b, .'3 a, b, 7 a, b, 8 a, b,

11 a, b, 12 a, 13 a, 16 b, 18 b, 19 b, 21 a. To these should be added the two

similarly constructed sections, 6 a, 9 a, perhaps also 5 a, b (antithetical

parallels), G b, 14 a, 15 a, 21 b, 22 a, b. Subsectional parallelism is at all

events sufficiently frequent to raise the question whether the text of

V. 1 is correct ; subsectional parallelism would indeed be perfect even

in the present text if we ventured to divide the section equally (cp.

R.V.) : but rhythm, as we shall see later, forbids this, and if the text

is sound Dr. Smith {Jerusalem, ii. 279) rightly arranges as follows :

How bedimmed is the gold, how changed
The best of the gold.

I suspect, however, that either (1) kjs*' is a gloss (Aramaic ?) on cvv,

or (2) that 2'zn should be omitted, leaving ens parallel to am as in

Job xxxi. 24. Then we have either

How bedimmed is the gold,

Even the best fine gold,

or
How bedimmed is the gold,

Changed the fine gold.

2 The most conspicuous sectional parallelisms will be found in xw.

4, 5, 8, 17, 22 : see also w. 1, 7, 19, but in these latter verses, as also in

the antithetical sections of v. 3, the sectional parallelism is much less

conspicuous than the sxTionjonous subsectional parallehsm in one or,

in most of the verses, in both sections.
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and there is little or nothing of that subtle linking

of the sections which occurs in chapter ii.

In Lamentations i., in spite of the sustained

and well varied parallelism of the first three

sections, strict parallelism is decidedly less frequent /

than in either chapter ii. or chapter iv., or even

than in chapter iii. Subsectional parallelism is

perhaps rather more frequent ^ than in chapter

ii., where it is infrequent and secondary : but

sectional parallelism is very decidedly less fre-

quent ^ than in chapter ii. : the result is that it

is difficult to select either type of parallelism as

primary ; and the more important fact is that

the form of the greater part of this poem is

independent of strict parallelism.

It is not surprising that the Book of Lamenta-

tions has driven even unwilling scholars to the

consideration or reconsideration of the question

of metre or rhythm in Hebrew poetry. Budde,

who, like many others, had in 1874, after an

examination of existing theories in regard to

Hebrew metre, rejected them all and expressed

the most thoroughgoing scepticism with regard

to any new theories that might arise, found him-

self eight years later, after a study of Lamenta-

tions, venturing, to quote his own phrase, " on

^ See vv. 1 (three antithetical parallels), 2 a, c, 3 a, b, 4 b, e, 5 a, 7 c, d,

13 c, 16 a, b, 18 b, 20 a, c ;
possibly also vv. 8 a (omit p-^y ?), b (omit o ?),

c, 9 c, 13 a, 22 a.

2 See vv. 1, 10 a, b, 11a, b, 12 b, c, 15, 20 a, b: perhaps also 2b,c,

4 a, b, 5 a, c, 8.
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the dangerous slippery ice "
; and it lias generally

been admitted that he skated with considerable

skill over the corner of the ice to which he confined

himself.

The challenge lies here : there is a common
and well-marked peculiarity in the 242 sections

that make up the first four chapters of Lamenta-

tions ; it is a rhythmical peculiarity, and yet a

rhythmical peculiarity that cannot be explained

by the parallelism. In putting it thus, I recog-

nise, as I think we well may, that parallelism

might create rhythm, and may even, as a matter

of fact, in the remote past have created the

dominant Semitic and Hebrew type of rhythm

in particular : a habit of expressing a thought

in a given number of terms, and then repeating

it by corresponding terms, would necessarily pro-

duce a certain rhythmical effect : thus, for

example, the habit of expressing thought in the

mould symbolised by

a . b . c

a'.b'.c'

would produce a rhythm which may be expressed

by 3:3; and thought expressed in a mould

symbohsed by
a . b . c

a\b'

would produce a rhythm that may be expressed

by 3 : 2.

But as soon as parallelism becomes incomplete,
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and still more when it becomes merely synthetic,

i.e., strictly speaking, disappears, and yet the

lines retain the same number of words or terms,

obviously the rhythmical relation between the

lines is no longer, even if it was originally, merely

secondary : thus rhythm is no longer a mere

result of parallelism, but an independent desire

for rhythm is at least a contributory cause, if

with

a . b . c

a'.b'.c'

such schemes as

a . b . c

a'2 . c'

a . b . c

a' . d . e

a . b . c

d . e . f

constantly alternate, but schemes such as

a . b . c

a'2 . b\ c'

or

a . b . c

a'.b'.c'.d

rarely or never ; or, again, if with schemes such as

a . b . c . d . e

a'.b'.c'.d'.e'

or

or
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there altcriuitc schemes such as

but not such as

or with schemes

a . b . c . d . c

a' . b'2 . d' . e'

a . b . c . d . e

a' . b'2 . c' . d' . e'

a . )) . c

a'.b'

schemes sucli as

a . b . c

a'2

or

a . b . e

a'.d

but not such as

a . b . c

a'2 . b'

Now, if my analysis is even approximately

correct, what, stated in general terms, are the facts

of the Book of Lamentations, and the questions,

which, once the facts are analysed and classified,

almost necessarily arise ? Lamentations iii. con-

tains sixty-six sections unmistakably marked off

from one another by the alphabetic scheme : there

is no complete parallelism between any two suc-

cessive sections : there is incomplete parallelism

betw^een perhaps fifteen groups of two sections :

there is none at all between the rest. Why are
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these sections nevertheless of equal length, or at

least even in the present text so closely approxim-

ated to equality of length ? Again, these sections

fall into subsections : in some twenty sections the

two subsections are parallel to one another, though

often only incompletely parallel ; why alike in

these twenty sections and in the remaining forty

odd sections in which there is no parallelism

between the subsections does the longer sub-

section precede the shorter : why is the ratio

between the two subsections so constant ?

Again, why are the twenty-two alphabetic

divisions of Lamentations ii. each divided into

three equal divisions marked off from one another

by a strongly marked division of sense, each

section again into subsections by a less strong but

still clearly marked pause ? Why do the sections

so constantly consist of five terms, the subsections

of three terms and two terms respectively, the

shorter regularly following the longer ? Why all

this, though, while many of the sections are

parallel to one another, complete parallelism

between sections scarcely, if ever, occurs, and

though in only about a dozen out of the sixty-six

sections does even incomplete parallelism occur

between the subsections ?

The answer to all these questions and the

similar questions which Lamentations i. (with a

difference) and Lamentations iv. provoke has

been increasingly found by admitting the play
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of a rhythmical principle ; and what is called

the Ifinah rhythm has accordingly gained recogni-

tion amongst many who still remain sceptical of

other Hebrew rhythms.

\Vliat, then, is really meant by the J^inah

rhythm ? A certain ambiguity seems to lurk in

the usage of the term. Does it mean five terms

forming a complete sentence with a well-marked

pause after the third ? or a succession of such

sentences ? If the first sentence of Genesis

—

D"'D»n-nNi pNrr-nN
|
o^hSn nii rr^mNnn—occurred in

any of the first four chapters of Lamentations,

every one would accept it as a rhythmically

normal line. Is, then, the first sentence in

Genesis an example of kinali rhythm occurring

sporadically in prose, as hexameters occur spor-

adically in the Authorised Version ? Scarcely, for

it is probable that those who define T^inah rhythm

as verse unequally divided by a pause, and

normally in the ratio 3 : 2, tacitly mean by

kinah rhythm a succession of such verses. And
certainly it was the frequent repetition of such

verses in Lamentations i.-iv. that first drew atten-

tion to the peculiarity of their style or rhythm.

Five words with a pause after the third is,

even in Hebrew prose, too frequently occurring

and too easily arising a phenomenon to possess

by itself anything distinctive. An hexameter is

a noteworthy phenomenon wherever it occurs ;

five words with a pause after the third are not

;
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on the other hand, a dozen or twenty repetitions

of five words with a pause after the third do con-

stitute something as noteworthy as an hexameter.

Not the sporadic occurrence, but the regular

recurrence of a particular type of word-combina-

tion is apart from, or in addition to, any parallel-

ism that may accompany it, the peculiarity of

Lamentations i.-iv. And yet, as soon as we

frame the conclusion thus, it is necessary, if all

the facts, especially of chapter i., are to be

recognised, to add that the particular type of

word-combination in question falls into two sub-

types ; and as soon as we define the sub-types as

consisting respectively of combinations of five

words with a pause occurring after the third, and

combinations of four words equally divided by

a pause, we may at first appear to destroy the

whole theory of a kinah rhythm which we were

attempting to formulate. The actual fact is not

quite so serious as this, for while the normal

section of five accented words, unequally divided,

may contract to four words equally divided, it

probably does not expand to six words equally

divided.

However, whether the facts seriously weaken

the theory or not, the main question at present

is this : is Budde correct in denying that the

sections in Lamentations were ever (in the original

text) equally divided ? And is his attempt to

maintain the appearance of inequality by calling
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t-vvo words " heavy " as against two otlicrs that

air to be eallecl " Ii<,'hl," any better tliaii the

allenipt to cover up the absence of parallehsm

between two hnes by speaking ol' them as synthetic

parallels ?

To this question we shall return. Meantime,

I will only say that the theory of light and heavy

groups of words seems to me to suffer shipwreck

on the very first verse of the book : for it is very

difTicult to believe that if n^ian ^nn at the end of

the second section is light, m^non ^mm at the

beginning of the third is heavy. The truth is

rather that Lamentations i. 1 b, c are both lines

of four w^ords equally divided : and Sievers is

probably not far wrong in finding a full half of

the entire number of lines in Lamentations i. to

be of the same nature.^ In any ease, Lamenta-

^ The sections treated by Sievers as containing four accented words

and as being equally divided by the caesura are 1 b, c, 2 b, 4 c, 5 b, c, 6 a,

c, 7a (to nnnci), c, 8 b, c, 9 b, 10 a, b, 11a, 12 c, 13a,b, c, 14b,c, 15a,b,

17 0, 18 b, c, 19 a, b, c, 22 b, c ; marked as less certain sections of the same

kind are 2 c, 3 b, c, 4 b, 15 c. Sections of this kind are far less frequent

in the remaining poems ; those treated as such by Sievers are : ii.

12 (a, b) c, 14 a, b, c, (19 d) ; iii. 6, 10, 13, 15, 23, 24, 50 (58, 59, 60) ; iv.

3b,5a,b,6b,13a,b,14(a)b,(15a,b),18a(b),20(a)b,21(a)b. References

to uncertain examples are enclosed in brackets. It is interesting and

instructive to compare \vith this classification the examples given by

Budde {Zeitschr. f&r die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 1882 : cp. his

commentary on Lamentations in the Kurzer Handkommentar, 1898)

of the verses in which the first part contains only two words—these

being, on his theory, " long " or " heavy." Budde cites i. lb, c, 4c,

9 b, 13 c, 14 b, 17 c, 18 c, 19 a, b;ii. 12b,c; iii. 15; iv. 5 a, 13 b, 17 b. The
large number of sections treated by Sievers as evenly divided, but not

treated by Budde as containing two words only in their first parts,

consists of lines in which Budde either allows a full word-value to

prepositions or other particles (e.g. i. 8 c, 10 b, 11 a), or emends the text

(e.g. in i. 5b he inserts kid after mn).
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tions i. is of crucial importance in the study of

the kinah rhythm : any one who has sufficient

ingenuity to discover an unequal division in all

its sections need have little fear of being able to

do the same for the three succeeding chapters or

any other passages where the occurrence of some

unequally divided lines suggests to him the

" T^inah " rhythm. If, on the other hand, the

occurrence in the present text of Lamentations i.

of equally divided lines of four terms is too

frequent to admit of doubt that some such lines

occurred in the original text, then we may suspect

that the same variations also occurred or may
have occurred in other kinah poems.

And as a matter of fact the variation is prob-

ably to be found in one of the earliest Jfinahs that

survive. In Amos v. 2 the prophet's kinah over

the house of Israel is given : it consists of two dis-

tichs, or long lines as we may here bypreference call

them :

^NntD^ n^ini
|
Dip pidih-nS hSdd

Fallen to rise no more
|
is the daughter of Israel,

Stretched out upon the ground
|
with none to raise her.

The parallelism resembles the dominant paral-

lelism in Lamentations ii. : it is between the

long lines, not between the parts of these, the

scheme being
a . b2

I

c2

a'2 I b'2
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Tlic first of these two long lines is quite unambigu-

ously divided into two luiequal parts : rhytlimic-

ally it is 3:2; but the second ean only be forced

into the same scheme by giving to the preposition

a lull stress. If, however, we find other examples

of periods in lyinahs that cannot be anything but

2 : 2, we shall certainly do better so to regard the

second period here and to give nno-TN-b:? but one

word-accent.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ELEMENTS OF HEBREW RHYTHM

The study of parallelism must lead, if I have so

far observed and interpreted correctly, to the

conclusion that parallelism is but one law or

form of Hebrew poetry, and that it leaves much

to be explained by some other law or form.

Complete and exact correspondence of all the

terms in two parallel lines necessarily produces

the effect of exact or approximate rhythmical

balance. But such complete parallelism is rela-

tively rare in Hebrew poetry ; the parallelism

is more often incomplete ; and, moreover, along

with lines completely parallel and lines incom-

pletely parallel there frequently occur also lines

unconnected by the presence in them of any

parallel terms. And yet, alike in the incompletely

parallel, and in the non-parallel couplets, there

will often be found, consistently maintained, the

same kind of rhythm as in those that are com-

pletely parallel. We are thus driven back behind

parallelism in search of an independent rhythmi-
123
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cal principle in Hebrew poetry whieh will aceount

for the presence of balance, or other rhythmical

relation, as between two lines in which the

parallelism is not such as necessarily to involve

this balance or other rhythmical relation.

Some such rhythmical principle, whether or

not its nature can ever be exactly and fully ex-

plained, seems to govern much of the present text

of the Old Testament, sometimes for long con-

secutive passages, as for example in Lamentations

and many parts of Job and Isaiah xl.-lv., some-

times for a few lines only, and then to be rudely

interrupted by what neither accommodates itself

to any rhythmical principle that can be easily

seized, nor produces any rhythmical impression

that can be readily or gratefully received.

The difficulties in the way of discovering and

giving any clear and full account of this principle

are considerable. In the first place, as was

pointed out in the first chapter, no clear tradition

or account of the rhythmical or other laws of

Hebrew poetry has descended to us from the age

when that poetry was still being written. The
remarks of Josephus are interesting, but in them-

selves anything but illuminating. Then we are

faced with serious textual uncertainties in all the

so-called poetical books and in the prophetical

books, and in the ancient poems, such as the song

of Deborah, and the blessing of Jacob, embodied

in some of the narrative books. Feeling, as in my
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opinion we ought to do, that much of the poetical

contents of the Old Testament has suffered serious

textual corruption, we might well view with sus-

picion any metrical theory that found all parts

of the existing text equally metrical ; for though

a textual corruption may accidentally at times

have the same metrical value as the original

reading, this is the kind of accident that cannot

happen regularly. On the other hand, a metrical

theory which finds innumerable passages corrupt,

though they show, metre apart, no sign of corrup-

tion, has this disadvantage : given the right to

make an equal number of emendations purely

in the interests of his theory, another theoriser

might produce an equally attractive theory ; and

we should be left with the uncertainty of choice

between two alternatives both of which could not

be right, but both of which might be wrong. A
sound metrical theory, then, must neither entirely

fit, nor too indiscriminately refuse to fit, the

present text of the Old Testament. A third

serious difficulty lies in our imperfect knowledge

of the vowels with which the texts were originally

intended to be read. This last difficulty may,

perhaps, always leave a considerable degree of

detail ambiguous, even if the broader principles

of rhythm become clear.

In spite of these difficulties, how far is it

possible in the first instance to determine the

exact rhythmical relations between, let us say,
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tlic several examples or types ol' two sections,

sentences, lines, call them what we will, that arc

associated willi one another by some def]frce of

panillelism ol' terms or at least by some similarity

of structure, by being, if not parallel, yet paral-

lelistic ? Parallelism botli associates and dis-

sociates ; it associates two lines by the corre-

spondence of ideas which it implies ; it dissociates

them by the diiferentiation of the terms by means

of which the corresponding ideas are expressed as

well as by the fact that the one parallel line is

fundamentally a repetition of the other. The

effect of dissociation is a constant occurrence of

breaks or pauses, or rather a constant recurrence

of two different types of breaks or pauses : (1)

the break between the two parallel and corre-

sponding lines ; and (2) the greater break at the

end of the second line before the thought is

resumed and carried forward in another combina-

tion of parallel lines. And even when strict^

parallelism disappears, the regular recurrence of

these two types of pauses is maintained. Thus

there are in Hebrew parallelistic poetry no long

flowing verse-paragraphs as in Shakespearian or

Miltonic blank verse, but a succession of short

clearly defined periods as in much English rhymed
verse and in most pre-Shakespearian blank verse.

Rhyme in English and parallelism in Hebrew
alike serve to define the rhythmical periods ; but

the relation between rhyme and sense is much less
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close than between parallelism and sense, and

consequently rhyme in English has nothing like

the same power as parallelism in Hebrew to pro-

duce coincidence between the rhythmical periods

and the sense-divisions ; accordingly, though

rhyme very naturally goes with " stopped-line
"

verse, as it is called, it is also compatible with

non-stop lines ; so that non-stop lines and verse-

paragraphs that disregard the line divisions almost

as freely as Shakespearian or Miltonic blank verse

are by no means unknown in English rhymed

poetry. On the other hand, parallelism is,

broadly speaking, incompatible with anything

but " stopped-line " poetry. Whether or not

there may be in Hebrew a non-parallelistic poetry

in which rhythmical and sense divisions do not

coincide is not, for the moment, the question
;

it is rather this : parallelism, even incomplete

parallelism in its various types, offers a very

large number of couplets in which we can be

perfectly certain of the limits of the constituent

lines ; how strict, how constant, of what precise

nature is the rhythmical relation between these

lines which are thus so clearlv defined ? If we

can determine this question satisfactorily, we

may obtain a measure to determine whether the

same rhythmical periods occur elsewhere without

coinciding with sense-divisions.

I have referred to two types of English verse ;

but the closest analogy in English to Hebrew
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poetry is probably to be lound neither in bhiiik

verse nor in rhymed verse, but in the old Anglo-

Saxon poetry, and its revival (with a difference)

in Chaucer's contemporary, the author of Piers

Ploii<l}ifnan. That poetry has one feature which

is no regular, nor even a particularly common,

feature of Hebrew poetry, viz. alliteration ; but

that feature, though a most convenient indication

of the rliN-thm, is absolutely unessential to it.

Apart from the references to this alliteration, how
admirably does Professor Saintsbury's descrip-

tion of this type of English poetry correspond,

midatis mutandis, to the rhythmical impressions

left by many pages of Hebrew psalms or prophecy.

" The staple line of this verse consists of two halves

or sections, each containing two ' long,' ' strong,'

' stressed,' ' accented ' syllables, these same syl-

lables being, to the extent of three out of four,

alliterated. At the first casting of the eye on a

page of Anglo-Saxon poetry no common resem-

blances except these seem to emerge. But we see

on some pages an altogether extraordinary differ-

ence in the lengths of the lines, or, in other words,

of the number of ' short,' ' weak,' ' unstressed,'

' unaccented ' syllables which are allowed to

group themselves round the pivots or posts of

the rhythm. Yet attempts have been made, not

without fair success, to divide the sections or half-

lines into groups or types of rhythm, more or less

capable of being represented by the ordinary
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marks of metrical scansion. ... A sort of mono-

tone or hum . . . will indeed disengage itself

for the attentive reader . . . but nothing more

. . . the sharp and uncompromising section, the

accents, the alliteration—these are all that the

poet has to trust to in the way of iniles sine qiieis

non. But before long the said careful reader

becomes aware that there is a ' lucky license,'

which is as a rule, and much more also ; and that

this license . . . concerns the allowance of un-

accented and unalliterated syllables. The range

of it is so great that at a single page-opening,

taken at random, you might find the lines varying

from nine to fifteen syllables, and, seeking a little

further, come to a variation between eight and

twenty-one." ^ In Piers Ploughman the verse still

consists of "a pair of sharply -separated halves

which never on any consideration run syllabically

into each other, and are much more often than

not divided by an actual stop, if only a brief one,

of sense "
;
^ but there is a greater approximation,

though only an approximation, to regularity in

the length of the lines : and the first hemistich

(measured of course syllabically, not by its stressed

syllables, which are always equal in number) is

generally longer than the second.^

As between Anglo-Saxon poetry or Piers

1 G. Saintsbury, A History of English Prosody, i. 13 f.

2 Ibid. i. 182.

3 Cp. ibid. i. 184. Professor Saintsbury gives the well-known open-

ing lines of the poem as an illustration. A briefer specimen from else-

K
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Ploug,hman ami Hebrew parallelistic poetry

tlicsc reseniblanees arc certain : (1) the isolated

verse in Anglo-Saxon corresponds to the parallel

distich in Hebrew ; (2) the strong internal pause

in Anglo-Saxon to the end of the first parallel

period of the Hebrew distich
; (3) there is a

correspondingly great irregularity in the number

of the syllables in successive lines of Anglo-Saxon,

and in successive distichs of Hebrew. Yet

whether the two poetical materials, the Anglo-

Saxon and the Hebrew, agree in what is after

all most fimdamental in Anglo-Saxon, viz. the

constant quantity of stressed syllables in a verse,

and the constant ratio of the stressed syllables

in the tw^o parts of a verse to one another remains

where (ed. Wright, i. 6442-6457) may serve for the comparison with

Hebrew poetry made above.

On Good Friday I fynde • a felon was y-saved,

That hadde lyved al his life • with lesynges and with thefte
;

And for he beknede to the cros, • and to Christ shrof him,

He was sonner y-saved • than seint Johan the Baptist
;

And or Adam or Ysaye, • or any of the prophetes,

That hadde y-leyen with Lucifer • many longe yeres,

A robbcre was y-raunsoned • rather than thei alle,

Withouten any penaunce of purgatorie, • to perpetuel blisse.

The most famous example in later English literature of rhythm
resting on equality in the number of accented syllables accompanied
by great inequality in the total number of the syllables is Coleridge's

Christabel. The accented syllables in the lines are always four ;

the total number of syllables commonly varies, as Coleridge himself

puts it, from seven to twelve, and in the third line of the poem drops

down to four. For reference I cite the five opening lines

—

'Tis the middle of night by the castle clock,

And the owls have awakened the crowing cock ;

Tu-whit !—Tu-whoo !

And hark, again ! the crowing cock.

How drowsily it crew.
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for consideration ; the answer is not immediately

obvious, for Hebrew does not so unambiguously

and conveniently indicate what are the stressed

syllables in a line as does Anglo-Saxon by its

alliterative system. In many Hebrew lines we
cannot immediately see for certain either which,

or how many, are the stressed syllables : what

means exist for ultimately determining these

uncertainties in part or entirely I will consider

later. But first I return to a point already

reached in the last chapter.

Even parallelism suggests a division of Hebrew

distichs into two broad types of rhythm : in one

of these two types the two parallel lines balance

one another, whereas in the other the second

comes short of and echoes the first. No great

attention is required in reading Lamentations v.,

or Job xxviii., or many other passages in Job

or the Deutero-Isaiah, or many Psalms, such as,

e.g., li., in order to become aware of the dominance

and, in some cases, of the almost uninterrupted

recurrence of balance between the successive

couplets of mostly parallel lines ; nor, again, in

reading Lamentations ii., iii., iv. to become

aware of the different rhythm produced when a

shorter line constantly succeeds to a longer one.

So far we can get without any theory as to the

correct method, if there be one, whereby these

rhythms should be more accurately measured

or described, or as to the best nomenclature
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whcrewitli to distinguish these differences when

we wish to refer to them. But if we get thus far,

it further l)eeonies ehar tliat, if we admit the

])ri'valenee in Lament iitions iv. of a elearly

delined rliythm fit to reeeive a name of its own,

whetlier or not the name kinah by which tliis

rhythm commonly goes be the best term to

define it, then Lamentations v. and Job xxviii.

also have, though a different, yet a no less clearly

defined rhythm whetlier we give it a name or

not ; and of course, if we wish to discuss the

subject, w^e must find some convenient way of

referring to this rhythm no less than to the other.

To distinguish these two broad classes of

clearly distinguished types of rhythm I have

suggested the terms balancing rhythm and echoing

rhythm.^ This terminology seems to me free

from some of the objections which attach to the

term Ti:,inah as a term for the echoing rhythm,

even if we could discover a good companion

term to kinah to describe the other type. As I

pointed out in the last chapter, kinah rhythm is

really a rather ambiguous term, meaning either

the total rhythmical effect of a poem in which a

particular echoing rhythm is prevalent, or that

particular echoing rhythm even though it be

confined to a single line or period. And one

serious disadvantage of the term kinah rhythm

lies in the ease with which it obscures the fact

^ Isaiah ("International Critical Commentary"), i. p. Ixiii.
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that within the same elegy (kinah) or other

rhythmically similar poem more than one type of

rhythm as a matter of fact occurs.

But whether even echoing rhythm and balancing

rhythm be a satisfactory terminology for the two

broad classes of Hebrew rhythm under which

sub-classes may be found, this broad fundamental

distinction itself is nevertheless worth keeping

clear ; it forms a comfortable piece of solid ground

from which to set out and to which to return

from excursions into the shaking bog or into the

treacherous quagmire that certainly needs to be

traversed before the innermost secrets of Hebrew

metre can be wrested and laid bare.

In Lamentations v. a balancing rhythm, in
,

Lamentations iv. an echoing rhythm prevails ; \

a rapid reading of the two chapters will suffice

to verify this general statement. But, if the

reader will re-read the chapters with closer

attention to details, he will probably feel that

Lamentations v. 2

—

Our inheritance is turned unto strangers,

Our houses unto aliens,

differs not only in respect of its parallelism but

also of its rhythm from most of the other verses

in the same chapter, and also that, while it is v

rhythmically unlike most of chap, v., it is
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rhythmically like most ol' Lamentations iv. ;

it is, for example, ihythmieally unlike Lamenta-

tions V. 13

—

Youii",' nun hiirc the mill,

And youths stunibkd under the wood ;

it is, on the other hand, rhythmically like, e.g..

Lamentations iv. 8

—

Her nobles were purer than snow,

Whiter than milk.

One or two other verses in Lamentations v. may
at first seem ambiguous : are verses 3 and 14,

for example, in balancing or echoing rhythm ?

Again, in Lamentations iv., where the echo-

ing rhythm clearly and greatly prevails, a few

verses disengage themselves as exceptions ; e.g.

verse 13

—

n\s-'n3 n'iN:;nD

For the sins of her prophets,

The iniquities of her priests,

gives the impression of balance rather than echo,

though the entire rh\i:hmical impression is not

quite that which is left by the balancing rhythm

of Lamentations v.

Thus, without any more detailed examination

or exacter measurement of lines, we reach the

important conclusion, which a close study of
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Lamentations i. abundantly confirms, that the

same poem may contain distichs of different

metrical character.

But within what limits may or do these and

other differences occur within the same poem ?

If that question is to be answered we must dis-

cover some principle of measurement which will

enable us to determine in less simple cases than

those just cited when the rhythm remains constant

and when it changes, and how.

Is balance, then, due to (1) equality in the

number of syllables in the two lines, and echo to

inequality in the number of syllables ? If this

be so, then Lamentations v. 3,

Orphans were we, without father,

(And) our mothers (were) as widows,

is in balancing rhythm, the number of syllables

in each line being eight.

Or (2) is balance due to the sum of the metrical

values of all syllables in each line being the same,

even though the number of the syllables differs ?

The number of syllables in a Latin hexameter

varies ; but the sum of the metrical values of

the syllables must always be equivalent to six

spondees. If this were the true account of

Hebrew rhythm, it would become necessary to

determine what syllables are metrically long,

what short.
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Or (8) is bulaiKv due to cqiuility in the number

ui" stressed or accented words or sylJa])les in tlic

two lines, echo to the presence of a greater number

of stressed syllables in the first line, and a smaller

number in tlie second ? If so, is there no limit

to the nmnber of unstressed syllables that each

stressed syllable can carry with it ? If there is a

limit, what is it ? Is it no wider than in Christa-

hel ? or is it as wide as, or wider than, in Anglo-

Saxon poetry ?

Of these three possibilities, the first two seem

to me to have been ruled out in the course of

discussion and investigation concerning Hebrew

metre. I confine myself to some discussion of

the third.

It is just possible that some of the ancients

had analysed the laws of Hebrew poetry suffi-

ciently to detect the essential character of the

stressed syllables. The interesting suggestion

has been thrown out ^ that the author of Wisdom,

who certainly attempted to naturalise parallelism

in Greek, also attempted a new Greek rhythm

on the model of the Hebrew by making the

parallel periods in Greek contain the same

number of accented syllables. Then, again, in

the opinion of some the difficult passage in Origen

which refers to the subject of Hebrew metre

implies an appreciation of the stressed syllables.^

^ Encyclopaedia Biblica, col. 5344.

^ Origen's scholion has already been cited above, p. 12 n. The
subject of the scholion is Psalm cxix. 1

—
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Be this as it may, there has certainly been an

increasing agreement among modern students of

this subject, particularly under the influence of

Ley,^ to find in the stressed words or syllables the

" pivots or posts," to use Professor Saintsbury's

phrase, of the Hebrew rhythm.

But allowing this, what is the limit—for there

surely must be some limit—to the number of

unstressed syllables that may accompany each

or any of the stressed syllables ? Again, is there

any law governing the position of the stressed

syllable in relation to the unstressed syllables

that go with it ?

Taking the first of these two questions first :

—

Does a single word extending beyond a certain

given number of syllables necessarily contain more

than one stress ? or is such a word ambiguous,

capable of receiving two, but capable also of

receiving only one stress ? And is the actual

number of unstressed syllables that may accom-

m.T minn D'3'?nn

which contains six fully stressed words and is rendered in the LXX

—

Ma/cdpiot ol dfjLio/jLOL ev bSQ,

ol TTOpevllfieVOL iv vbflOp KVpLOV,

which contains six accents. Ley {Zeitschr. fur die AT. Wissenschaft,

1892, pp. 212 ff.) argues that one of the things which Origen is struggling

to express is that in this particular verse we find the unusual phenome-

non of text and translation containing the same number of stressed

words and consequently the same rhythm.
^ Julius Ley, Die metrischen Formen der hebrdischen Poesie, 1866 ;

Grundzilge der Rhythmus, des Vers- und Strophenbaues in der hebrdischen

Poesie, 1875 ; Leitfaden der Metrik der hebrdischen Poesie, 1887.
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naii\' 11 strt'sscd svllahK- luillicr Jt-ss nor more

than \hv minilHT of s\llabl<.'s in tlie longest

Hebrew woiil with inseparable attaehments such

as a preposition at the beginning and a suffix at

the close ? In other words, is the general rule

:

one word, one stress, to which words of more than

a certain number of syllables, say four, so far

form an exception that they may receive a second

stress ? Or, to put it otherwise, in such longer

words may the counter-tone as well as the tone

count as a full stress ? I incline to the opinion

that by the rule that words of a certain length

may, but do not necessarily, receive a double

stress, we at least approximate closely to an

actual law of Hebrew rhythm. But there is a

second question : does every single word receive

a stress, or, as in several lines of Christabel,

may we in Hebrew poetry have not only several

syllables but also more words than one to each

stress ?

We obtain some light on both these questions

from certain characteristics of the Massoretic

punctuation, and on the second of them from

Assyrian analogy also. The effect of makkeph

in the Massoretic system is to render unaccented

any word which is thus joined to a succeeding

word. We may believe that the principle of

the Massoretic makkeph corresponds to a principle

in the ancient language without accepting every

particular use of makkeph in the Massoretic text
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as corresponding to the intention of the original

writers. Nothing is more probable than that the

negative particle nS, conjunctions like ''D, and

other particles were frequently toneless : but

were they so regularly ? If not, and if also we

cannot unquestioningly follow the Massoretic

punctuation, then an element of uncertainty

arises as to the number of stressed syllables in a

given line ; for example, do the two lines in

Isaiah i. 3,

Israel doth not know,

My people doth not perceive,

contain each three stresses (as in MT), or each

but two ? We cannot determine this off-hand.

If, indeed, we lay down the principle that two

stressed syllables must not immediately follow

one another, then the two n^'s must be mak-

kephed, for in each line the syllable that precedes

i<h is stressed ; but it is decidedly dangerous

to lay this down as a rigid principle, in spite of

the strong tendency in MT to use makkeph in

order to avoid such concurrences. Modern Pales-

tinian popular songs, which have much that is

analogous to Hebrew poetry, according to the

express testimony of Dalman,^ admit the con-

currence of two tone-syllables. And the import-

^ " Zuweilen stossen audi zwei betonte Silben unmittelbar auf

einander," Paldsiinischer Diwdn, p. xxiii.
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unco of nS (not) in tlic two lines above cited

(lor the uniilliescs to the two lines that precede

depend on it) rather strongly indicates that it

there received the stress in each hne.

But there are other combinations of words

that are frequently makkephed in the Massoretic

text ; for example, constructs and genitives.

Again the question arises : were such combina-

tions regularly read with a single stress ? if not,

has the MT always preserved a correct tradition

of the intention of the original writer ? We are

thus faced with another group of uncertainties.

These can perhaps be reduced by observing that

in MT there is a far greater tendency to makkeph
construct and genitive if the construct case is

free from prefixed inseparable particles such as

prepositions or the copula ; so, e.g., in Lamenta-

tions iv. 9 we find mn-^S'^n with, but nn ^SSno

wi thout makkeph.

The Massoretic punctuation rests partly on

an ancient tradition, partly on an exegetical

theory, partly on an accommodation of the text

to a recent mode of reading it. It is valuable,

therefore, to have such principles as that the

negative particles are normally, and construct

cases often, toneless, supported by Assyrian

analogy.

In the Zeitsclirift fur Assyriologie for 1895

(pp. 11 ff.) Zimmern published an interesting

Assyrian inscription, a poem as it appeared to be,
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though since, as Dr. Langdon informs me, neither

Zimmern himself nor any one else has yet

succeeded in making a consecutive translation,

it may be in reality a succession of disconnected

verses written out in illustration of scansion.

In any case the important point is that here we

seem to have visualised a mode of scansion that

throws light on the composition of the feet or

rhythmical units in Assyrian, for these verses

are divided by longitudinal lines into four sections,

and by latitudinal lines into groups of eleven.

The longitudinal lines mark off into separate

compartments the four stressed syllables or words

with their accompanying unstressed syllables,

which here, as in most Assyrian and Babylonian

poetry, compose the line.

I will briefly summarise the statements made
by Zimmern at the time, based on his first

examination of this document ; these were ampli-

fied in a later article, to which reference will be

made below. According to Zimmern, then, the

following metrical facts are attested by these

scansion tablets :

—

(1) Normally there is to one word, one stress ;

but (2) the relative pronoun (monosyllabic in

Assyrian), the copula, prepositions, the negative

particles la and ul, and the optative particle lu

receive no stress, but go with the following word

to form a single-stress group of syllables ; so

also (3) the status constructus and the genitive
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generally receive but one stress— on the other

Iiand, if the second substantive has a pronominal

sullix tliey receive two ; (4) two particles and a

word, or one particle and a word with a pro-

nominal sufTix, form single-stress groups
; (5) two

words expressing closely related ideas form a

single-stress group

—

e.g. abi ti banii
; (6) a voca-

tive may be inserted without being reckoned

in any of the four stress -groups that compose

the line.

Though we make the most of the suggestions

from both sources, the Massoretic punctuation

of the Hebrew text and the scansion of the

Ass^Tian tablets, we shall still be left with a fair

range of uncertainty, and many lines of Hebrew

poetry will occur in which, judged by themselves,

the number of stresses will remain ambiguous.

And that ambiguity will be still further increased

when we attempt to determine what single words,

if any, may receive two stresses ; here again some

light is cast on the possibility of such double

stress by the Massoretic punctuation ; for as

the effect of makkeph is to bring two or more

words under one tone, so the effect of metheg is

to indicate the presence in the same word of two

tones, of a counter-tone in addition to the main

tone. But there is no probability that all the

counter-tones marked by metheg, such, for example,

as the first syllable in forms like ^Siop, really

received a stress ; and for this theory of double-
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stressed words we receive, I think, no very

helpful analogy from Assyrian.

The question, then, arises : Can we discover

a more accurate method of determining the

limits of what may accompany a stressed syllable ?

It is the attempt to answer this question that

occupies in the main the attention of recent

theorisers on Hebrew metre, and it is in the

attempt to answer it that they diverge from one

another.

The popularity which for a time was enjoyed

by Bickell's ^ system has waned in favour of that

of Sievers, which has the advantage of being very

much more elaborately and systematically worked

out. I propose very briefly to summarise some

of the chief points in Sievers' system, premising

at the outset that if it could be held to be estab-

lished it would (1) greatly reduce, though not

entirely eliminate, lines of ambiguous measure-

ment ; and (2) give for every line, regarded by

itself independently of its association with any

other line, a clear rhythmical definition.

In connexion with the present discussion the

two fundamental laws of Sievers' system can,

perhaps, best be stated thus : (1) the number
of unstressed syllables that may accompany a

^ Gustav Bickell, Metrices biblicae regulae exemplis illustratae (1879)

;

Carmina Veteris Testamenti metrice (1882) ; Die Dichtung der Hebrder

(1882). The English reader will find a useful summary of Bickell's

system in W. H. Cobb, A Criticism of Systems of Hebrew Metre, pp.
111-128.
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stressed syllable must never exceed four, and only

in a particular type of cases may it exceed three.

Corollary : every word containing more than

five syllables must have two stresses. (2) The

stressed syllable regularly follows the unstressed

syllables that accompany it ; and more than a

single unstressed syllable may never follow the

stressed syllable that it accompanies.

Using the term anapaest not of course of a

combination of two short followed by a long

syllable, but of two unstressed syllables followed

by one that is stressed, Sievers claims that the

Hebrew rhythm rests on an anapaestic basis,

and that the normal foot is

XX-

examples of such feet being 0^317, 'lbtoj7^ ^3:^-^?.

Possible variations of the normal foot are

—

(1) X X X ^

(2) X ^, and even

(3) -

^Moreover, since the stress may fall on a syllable

which with an additional and secondary short

syllable corresponds to an original single syllable,

as in the segholates, further variations are x x ^ x
,

X X X w X , etc., an example of such feet being

^ After Sievers had indicated his theory in outline, Zimmern (Zeit-

schnftfur Assyriologie, xii. 382-392) returned to the examination of the

scansion tablets referred to above (p. 140 f.)j and foimd that between
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If this theory be entirely sound, or even if it

closely approximate to the truth, it will consider-

ably diminish the range of uncertainty that must

remain so long as we leave entirely undetermined

the limits of the unstressed syllables that may
accompany a stressed syllable. This may be

illustrated by an example : how many stressed

syllables are there in each of these lines in Psalm

i.i,

The question turns on the treatment of nS
;

was it stressed or unstressed ? The Massoretic

punctuation leaves the negative in each line

disunited from the verb and therefore capable at

least of being stressed ; and Dr. Briggs ^ in calling

the lines tetrameters certainly allows a stress

to each «^. I think it may be urged against this

two stressed syllables at least one, generally two, and not rarely three

unstressed syllables occurred, but never or quite rarely more than

three.

It may be worth while adding here that Dalman (Paldstinischer

Diwdn, p. xxiii, with footnote) has found that, in the modern Palestinian

(Arabic) poems that follow not a quantitative but an accentual system,

one to three, and occasionally four, unstressed syllables occur between
the stressed syllables. The value of these Palestinian analogies lies

in the fact that we are dealing not with speculations as to how a written

poem was or could be pronounced, but with the manner in which hither-

to unwritten poems were actually read to the editor who committed
them to writing.

^ It so happens that I have mainly referred to details in Dr. Briggs'

work with which I disagree ; the more reason, therefore, that I should

recall the fact that in the subject with which I am now dealing Dr.
Briggs was a true pioneer, and that he was one of the first writers in

English to insist on the fimdamental importance in Hebrew prosody
of the stressed syllable.

L
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that nS has notliing hkc the need of cmpliasis

and stress here that it has in the hnes previously

cited from Isaiah i. 3, where :ji^ nS is antithetic

to si^ in the previous distich. 1 should therefore

think it most probable that the lines were three-

stressed and not four-stressed ; but apart from

the bearing of the rest of the Psalm on the question

we cannot determine the point unless we are

justified in calling in such a theory as that of

Sievers. Now it is perfectly true that even on

that system monosyllabic feet are possible, and

that nS in particular at times, as in Isaiah i. 3,

stands by itself as a foot ; but if the anapaest is

the basis of the rhythm, we cannot naturally

divide each of the two perfectly normal anapaests

27T-nS and ntt?^-NS into a monosyllabic and a

dissyllabic foot ; on Sievers' theory the only

natural way of reading the two lines is with

three stresses ; they are, to use Dr. Briggs'

terminology, trimeters, not tetrameters.

Sievers' theory, then, if established, would

reduce the number of lines which, measured with

exclusive reference to the stressed words or

syllables only, are ambiguous. Is the theory,

then, as a matter of fact, so firmly established on

perfectly certain data that it does actually

diminish the number of uncertainties that are

left when we attempt to count stressed syllables

simplv without very closely defining either the

position which such stressed syllables must
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occupy, or the number of unstressed syllables

which may accompany them ? I doubt it. I

cannot here undertake any examination or criti-

cism of Sievers' long and exhaustive exposition

of his theory ; nor can I examine the arguments,

worthy as most of them are of the closest atten-

tion, by which he supports certain theories of

vocalisation on which his metrical system rests.

But these theories, however much may be said

for some of them, are not all of them as yet so

certainly established as to allow the metrical

system, which in part suggests them, but which

also certainly rests upon them, to furnish a

sufficiently sure instrument for eliminating the

uncertainties that arise when we measure a

Hebrew text by the stressed syllables only. The

degree of uncertainty which the theory would

remove is largely counterbalanced by the in-

security of the basis on which it rests.

In illustration of what I have just said it must

suffice to refer to a few classes of the conjectural

vocalisation adopted by Sievers, all of which are

more or less essential to the smooth working out

of his system.

(1) Partly on general phonetic grounds, partly

from actual features of the Massoretic vocalisa-

tion, such as the alternative forms of the type

D^pSoS and n^'^hth, and the complete abandon-

ment of the reduplication and also of the following

syllable in such inflexions as ;hD) from jhst, niD'^^w
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from jv^B^, Sievcrs inicis lliut regularly when,

owing to inflexion, the full vowel after a re-

duplicated consonant is lost, the reduplication

and also the vowel that followed it were entirely

lost also ; and that, for example, D"^dSdS was

always pronounced lamlachim in three syllables,

never lamm'lachim in four, and ^ri""! always waihi

in two syllables (cp. n^p not "^7^0), and never

way'lii in three syllables.

(2) Again, the consonantal text of the Old

Testament distinguishes two forms of the second

person perfect alike in the masculine and the

feminine. The second person masculine is gener-

ally of the form nSt^p, more rarely of the form

nnStip, and again the feminine is generally nSisp,

and more rarely ^nStsp. According to the received

vocalisation, the masculine, however spelt, was

pronounced katalta, and the feminine l^atalt.

Sievers, however, treats both the rarer forms

nn^i5p and ^nStop as trisyllabic, pronouncing them

katalta and kaialti respectively ; and he treats the

more frequent form rhiDp, alike whether masculine

or feminine, as dissyllabic, pronouncing it ^atalt.

(3) Certain pronominal forms were originally

pronounced with a syllable less than in MT ; thus

MT ^11^ pausal 77;;, has replaced 77;:; cp. such

forms in Origen's Hexapla as i]xa'>-a'X = '^^T^^ ^^X =

^1, and in Jerome goolathach = ^n^Ni. And it is

also argued that the endings n-, n- were once

monosyllabic.
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It will be seen from the foregoing examples

that the tendency of Sievers' vocalisation is to

reduce the number of syllables below the

number produced by the received system. Con-

sequently what I stated as the first funda-

mental law of his metrical system, viz. that

not more than four unstressed syllables may
under any circumstances accompany one stressed

syllable, often means not more t\iQ.rv five stressed

syllables counted according to the received

system.

One other of Sievers' theories with regard to

the pronunciation of Hebrew poetry must also

be noted ; it works in an opposite direction, and

is designed to supply unstressed syllables when
their absence would be too keenly felt. Sievers

admits monosyllabic feet, but he abhors the

concurrence of two stressed syllables ; he calls

to his aid the analogy of singing : as in singing

a single syllable is sung to more than one note by

virtually repeating the vowel sound, so Sievers

postulates that when tone-syllables appear to

follow one another immediately the long tone-

syllable was broken up into two in pronuncia-

tion ; e.g. in such circumstances nS was pro-

nounced not Id, but lo-o, and h^x> not kol, but

ko-bl, and the metrical foot is in each case not

1 but X 1.

Two things seem to me to gain probability

from Sievers' exhaustive discussion, even though
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the chiboratccl svstcin rests on too much that is

still uncertain or insecure : (1) the natural basis

of Hebrew rhythm is anapaestic rather than

dactylic ; this is really an obvious corollary from

the rcifularitv with which the Hebrew accent

falls on the last syllable of words, and the in-

frequency of detached monosyllables, and earlier

metrists also have for the most part detected a

prevalence of anapaestic or iambic rhythm in

Hebrew
; (2) in the union of two or more words

under one stress, and in the distribution of long

words among two stress groups we should be

guided by the principle that the stress groups

w^ithin the same period are likely to be not too

dissimilar in size and character ; and in general

it is safer to proceed on the assumption that

particles like "^d, h^, etc., rarely receive the stress

unless for some reason an actual sense-emphasis

falls upon them.

The sum of the whole matter is that we are

left with an instrument for the measurement of

rhythm capable of doing some service, but much

less delicately accurate, or much less clearly

read, than we could wish. With this instrument

we must work at the difficult question, which I

have so far merely indicated, but which I shall

examine more closely in the next chapter : What
limits, if any, are set to the number of different

rhythms that may be introduced into the same

poem ?
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In concluding the present chapter I will

consider one further possible, and even probable,

service which it appears to me that parallelism

may render in reducing the element of uncertainty

in determining the rhj^thm of particular lines.

In Anglo-Saxon, alliteration clearly distinguishes

three of the stressed syllables in a line, leav-

ing only the fourth outwardly undistinguished ;

Hebrew has no such outward indication of this

all-important element in the rhythm ; in par-

ticular all particles, all construct cases, and

some other types of words are rhythmically

ambiguous ; in any given line they may be

stressed or they may not. "\Miat I suggest is

that parallel terms tended at least to receive the

same treatment in respect of stress or non-stress.

I will give one or two illustrations of the value

of this law if its probability be admitted. If we
take by itself the line (Isa. i. 10),

mo ^Tip mrr^ in ^^tlm

Hear the word of Yahweh, ye judges of Sodom,

we may certainly be in doubt whether r^^r^^ 111

received one stress or two, and whether the whole

line was read with four stresses or five. Sievers

gives it but four, and thereby in its context, as

I believe, treats it wrongly. I suggest that in
(word) ought to receive the same metrical value

as its parallel term min (lazv) in the completely

and symmetrically parallel line or period that
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follows, and that we should read both })crio(ls

alike with live stresses

—

DID -"Tip rorf^ nm i:?^©

IIc;ir tlu'-wurd of-Yahwth, judges of-S6dom,

Give-cdr-to tlic-ldw of-our-G6d, people of-Gomorrah.

A more troublesome example is Isaiah i. 4

—

Ah ! sinful nation,

People laden with iniquity.

This Sievers reads thus

—

pr iiD-Di;

and so far observes the rule which I am suggesting

that he leaves both the parallel terms "•ii and d:j

unstressed ; on the other hand, N^ain and its

parallel y\s ~rnD do not reeeive the same treat-

ment, though they are quite capable of so doing.

A more probable reading of the lines will be

either

or

p27-inD as

I take as a last example an apparent exception

to the law. Lamentations i. 1 reads

—
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D^ Tin -i^i^rr
|
"ni niw h^n

How doth she sit soUtary,
|
—the city (once) great in popula-

tion !

She is become hke a widow,
|
she that was great among the

nations :

She that was mistress over provinces,
|
she hath been (set)

to forced labour.

Budde suspected i^^n, the city, in the first

line on the ground that at present the second

half of the first line contains three stresses,

whereas it should only contain two. Sievers

removes the ground for suspicion by treating

ni>-Tm, great in population, together as a single

stress. At first this seems, by making "Tin,

great, unstressed, to give a term in the first

line a metrically different character from that

of corresponding terms, Tm and TntD, mistress,

in the second and third lines. But the parallelism

of "Tin in the first line with "^nn in the second

and •^mm in the third is, as a matter of fact, not

complete ; the real parallel in the first line to

Till, great, in the second line and Tiim, mistress,

in the third is not Tn by itself but Di> Tn, great

in population, i.e. populous, which, so taken

together, is also an antithetic parallel to the

single-stressed word m, solitary, in the first half

of the line ; it is only when taken together

that the words di? ^nm express the idea in the

mind of the writer, viz. the populousness of the
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city, whereas ^nm in the sccoiitl and ^mm in the

third Hnc sufficiently express by themselves the

ideas ol' the " jifreat lady " (in antithesis to " the

widow ") and " the prineess "
; n^iii, among the

nations^ and m^^iDn, over provinces, respectively

serve merely to aniplily the two ideas. The

distinction between or ^nm and D^^3l ^nm is

shown graniniatically by the difference in con-

struction ; and the writer probably allowed him-

self to repeat the same word "^nm in the two lines

instead of using two different and synonymous

terms on the same kind of principle as that of

the well-known law of Arabic poetry that the

same word may be repeated in the course of a

poem as the rhyme word, provided that the word

is used on the two occasions with some difference

of meaning.

Thus, perhaps, a close examination of Lamenta-

tions i. 1 confirms, rather than reveals an excep-

tion to, the law which I have suggested, and

incidentally shows that i^^n is not merely metric-

ally possible, which Budde had denied and which

is all that Sievers claimed, but metrically required.
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CHAPTER V

VARIETIES OF RHYTHM: THE STROPHE

Hebrew rhythms fall into two broad classes

according as the second line of the successive

distichs is equal in rhythmical quantity to, and

therefore balances, the first line, or is less in

quantity than, and so forms a kind of rhythmical

echo of, the first line. Distichs in which a shorter

first line is followed by a longer second line are

relatively speaking so rare ^ that in a first broad

division they may well be neglected ; and we
may classify the great majority of rhythms not

merely as distichs consisting of equal or unequal

lines, but, so as to bring out the regular and more

striking difference between them, as balancing

and echoing rhythms respectively.

But before we can discuss the question of the

extent to which, or the sense in which, strophe

may be said to be either a regular or an occasional

form of Hebrew poetry, it becomes necessary to

subdivide these two broad classes of rhythms

^ Examples are given below, pp. 176-182.
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^vl^K•ll luive hitlu'i'to niaiiily cn^ni<,n'(l our attention,

and then to consider to what extent different

rhythms may enter into one and the same poem.

Tills subdivision must be earned through by

a})plying a measure whieh, as I have pointed

out in the previous eliapter (p. 150), is less

accurate tlian we eould desire, and leaves us with

corresjionding uncertainties which must not be

forgotten. Even when we may be certain of the

general elass into whieh a particular distieh may
fall we may remain uncertain of its exact measure-

ment ; for example

a distich which occurs in Isaiah i. 3, is certainly

a distich of equal lines (balancing rhythm) : but

whether each line contains three or onlv two

stressed words is, as we have already seen (p. 139),

in some measure uncertain.

AMiether the unit in Hebrew poetry is the line

or the distich has been much discussed ; regarded

from the standpoint of parallelism, it is obviously

the distich that is the unit ; the single line in this

case is nothing ; it is incapable of revealing its

character as a parallelism. On the other hand,

it is rhythmically just as easy to measure a single

line as to measure a distich ; and at times it is

necessarv so to do : for, as there alternate wath

distichs that consist of parallel lines distichs that
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contain no parallelism, so occasionally there

alternate with these distichs single lines or mono-

stichs, and also tristichs in which one of the three

lines may or may not be parallel to the other

two. For these non- parallel isolated stichoi, or

the third stichoi of tristichs, measurement of the

line becomes necessary.

At the same time, unless an anapaestic rhythm

such as Sievers claims to discover, or other

rhythm equally well defined, can be shown to

prevail within the lines, these isolated stichoi

owe their rhythmical character, so far at least

as we can discern or measure it, to the fact that

they contain the same number of stressed syllables

as the halves of the distichs among which they

occur.

Thus in anv case the distich remains so char-

acteristic of Hebrew poetry that it is better, so

far as possible, even in a rhythmical classifica-

tion, to measure and classify by distich rather

than stichos : though the stichos when isolated

will of course call for measurement too.

Distichs consist of (i.) those in which the lines

are equal ; and (ii.) those in which one line

(generally the second) is shorter than the other.

The first class of distichs subdivides into

{a) distichs with two stresses in each line, for

which we may use the formula 2:2; (fc) distichs

with three stresses in each line (3:3); and (c)

distichs with four stresses in each line (4:4).
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or these three types of l)ahinein^ rhythm tlie first

and third are iiitiiautely eonneeted : for four-

stress Hues are commonly divided into two equal

parts by a caesura, and the pause at the caesura

is often strong enough to justify, regard being

had to rhythmical grounds alone, treating each

period of four stresses as a distich of two-stress

lines. Any isolated group of two periods of four

stresses is best classified as a single distich of

four-stress lines, or two distichs of two-stress

lines, according as parallelism occurs between the

clauses or sentences of two stresses or of four

stresses. But in view of this intimate connexion

it is not surprising that combinations of two

.two-stress clauses or sentences, and combinations

of two four-stress sentences, occur in the same

poem. Such a mixture of rhythms, if in such

case we are right in speaking of a mixture of

rhythms at all, exactly corresponds to the fact

that, in the same kinah or elegy, parallelism

sometimes occurs between the two unequal

sections of three and two stresses respectively,

and sometimes does not ; in the latter case we

may, if we will, speak of a line of five stresses, and

in the former of a distich in which a two-stress

line follows a three-stress line ; but the line in

the one case and the distich in the other are

rhythmically identical, since each contains five

stresses ; there is no real change in the rhythm,

though the change in the parallelism introduces
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a markedly different effect^ which it is well to

render as manifest as possible.

If, at least where parallelism commonly takes

place between sections of three and two stresses

respectively, we more properly speak of a distich

of unequal lines than of a line of five stresses,

then clear examples of distichs of two-stress lines

are those which interchange with the 3 : 2 distichs

in Lamentations i., iii., iv. : as, for example,

iii. 15

—

He hath filled me with bitterness,

He hath sated me with wormwood.

However we choose to term them, combinations

of parallel clauses of two stresses do, as a matter of

fact, interchange within the same poem with dis-

tichs of four-stress parallel lines : so, for example,

in 2 Samuel i. 22

—

TinN iimD-N^ ;n2^n^ r\wp

From the blood of the slain,

From the fat of the mighty,

The bow of Jonathan turned not back,

And the sword of Saul returned not empty.

For are we not forced by the parallelism to place

a much greater pause between the first two sets

1 Cp. e.g. Isaiah i. 10 f., 18-20, 21-26, and see Isaiah ("International

Critical Commentary"), p. lx^^ (Introduction, § 54); see also ibid.

pp. 4f., 26, 31.

M
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of two words than between the next two sets, at

the end of tlie first of these four Hnes than in the

middle of ihe third or fourth line ? And are not

the two short parallel periods really separated

by almost as strong a pause as the two longer

ones that follow ? If we eall the two longer ones

a distieh of four-stress lines, why not the two

shorter ones a distieh of two-stress lines ? Does

not the passage really eonsist of two distichs

rather than of a single tristieh (cp. R,V.) of three

four-stress lines ?

For another example of this combination we

may turn to Isaiah xxi. 3—

^

nhnhn ^^no inSo p-^i?

mNno ^nSni3

Therefore filled are my loins with Avrithing,

Pangs have seized me as of a woman in travail.

I am bent (with pain) at what I hear,

I am dismayed at what I see.

Here the first two periods must be regarded as a

distieh of four-stress hnes : the hnes eannot be

subdivided into distichs of two-stress lines as

which so much of the rest of the poem may be,

and, indeed, is best read.^

1 Cp. Isaiah, pp. 348 f. ; also my article, "The Strophic Division of

Isaiah xxi. 1-10, and xi. 1-8," in the Zeitschr.fur die AT. Wissenschaft,

1912, pp. 190 ff.

2 The existence of two-stress lines in Isa. xxi. 1-10 is, indeed, denied

by Lohmann. In the Zeitschr. fur die AT. Wissenschaft, 1912, pp.
49-5.J, he had urged, and in reply to my criticism (contained in the

article mentioned in the previous footnote) he maintains (in the same
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Which is the best way to divide the Hebrew

text, or even an Enghsh translation, though this

at least should as far as possible be divided

according to the parallelism, often becomes a

delicate question. For example, does

m^SoD 1t)0 Q^ll IDH

(Ps. xlvi. 7) pN T\Dn iS^pn ;nD

consist of one distich of four-stress lines incom-

pletely parallel to one another (so R.V., v. 6) ? or

of two distichs of two-stress lines, the lines in the

first distich being completely parallel, the lines

in the second not parallel at all ? Thus

—

Nations were in tumult,

Kingdoms were moved
;

He uttered his voice,

The earth melted.

If Psalm xlvi. 7 be treated as a single distich,

then the first line of the distich is marked by an

internal and secondary parallelism ; and it is

journal, 1913, pp. 262-264), that the whole of tliis poem except vv. 8

and 9 originally consisted of four-stress periods, and that vv. 8 and 9
consisted of five six-stress periods, each equally divided by a double
caesura into three two-stress sections. But this theory rests on textual

emendations that appear to me to lack support independent of the

theory itself. I should not very confidently maintain that v. 10 must
be in its original form; but it is surely very precarious criticism to
argue that because the words n'Din n£3i- are absent from the LXX
in V. 5, therefore two other words in the same verse, viz. nine' Sidn,

were absent from the original text, and that the words absent from the
LXX were present in the original text. Nor again can the words
" eating, drinking " be dismissed as " trivial." It is distinctly more
probable that the princes were bidden to rise after the banquet had
begun rather than while the tables were still being laid. But while in

this detail I differ from Lohmann, I repeat what I said in my article,

that his discussion is in the main a valuable criticism of Duhm's mis-

taken treatment of Isa. xxi. 1-10.
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to bo observed generally lliat the well-defined

caesura whieh rejjularlv oecurs in four-stress

periods renders it particularly easy for the halves

to receive such seeondary parallelism, and so to

assiune, when isolated, an appearance of greater

independence. Whatever view we take of par-

ticular examples, whether we break them up

into distichs of two-stress lines or distichs of

four-stress lines, the rhythm remains essentially

the same, and our only problem is how best to

do justice to other formal elements in the poem
which differentiate what arc, in the last resort,

rhythmically identical periods. There is nothing

that is peculiar to Hebrew poetry in this particular

kind of uncertainty which is produced when,

within a rhythm that remains constant, another

poetical form is irregularly followed. A popular

metre with English poets in the sixteenth century

was the " poulter's " measure, in whieh lines

of twelve syllables alternate with lines of a
" poulter's " dozen, i.e. of fourteen syllables

;

these long but unequal lines rhymed.^ Divide

the twelve-syllable line of the poulter's measure

in half, and the fourteen-syllable line into lines

of eight and six syllables respectively, supply the

four short lines thus produced with two sets of

^ Four lines of Grimald in TotteVs Miscellany (ed. Arber, p. 110)

may serve as an example :

Of all the heavenly gifts that mortal men commend,
AVhat trusty treasure in the world can countervail a friend ?

Our helth is soon decayed ; goods, casual, light and vain ;

Broke have we seen the force of power, and honour suffer pain.
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rhymes instead of one so that they rhyme alter-

nately, and the form of the typical short metre

of our hymn-books is the result. But in some

cases the origin of short metre asserts itself, and

within the same hymn the first and third lines

sometimes rhyme and sometimes do not ; as,

for example, in these two consecutive verses of

Wesley's translation of Gerhardt's hymn

—

Give to the winds thy fears,

Hope and be undismayed
;

God hears thy sighs, and counts thy tears,

God shall lift up thy head.

Through waves and clouds and storms

He gently clears thy way :

Wait thou His time ; so shall that night

Soon end in joyous day

—

and so throughout the hymn, though in no

regular alternation, we may observe rhymed and

unrhymed first and third lines. Rhythmically

the two long lines of the old poulter's measure

and the four short lines of modern short metre

are identical : where rhymes regularly mark off

the shorter periods, it is obviously convenient

to make this prominent by dividing into four

lines ; but where the first and third sections

only occasionally rhyme, either course might be

adopted : and so with a Hebrew poem in which

parallelism sometimes, but not invariably or

even predominantly, exists between the halves

of successive periods of four stresses.

Yet, clearlv allied as 2 : 2 and 4 : 4 are, at
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times it makes some difference whether we treat

the passage as in the one form or the other ;

the main difference hes here, that in ambiguous

cases we shall naturally give to the separate lines

of wliat we regard as a distich of two-stress lines

a greater independence than if we were to regard

these two-stress clauses as merely parts of a

single four-stress hne. I take as an example

Psalm xlviii. There are in this Psalm, as is

well known, some difficult phrases and some

doubtful text, but the presence of several short

parallel clauses, enough, I think, to be charac-

teristic of the poem, is certain : on the other

hand, in the present text there is no single clear

case of parallelism between four-stress periods.

This being so, verse 4 (R.V., v. 3) ought, I believe,

to be taken not as a single four-stress line (R.V.),

but as a distich 2:2; it consists of two independ-

ent parallel lines

—

God is in her palaces;

He hath made himself known as a high retreat.^

^ If—and it surely is—it is a good thing to preserve, when this can
be done without detriment to the sense or to EngUsh idiom, as much
as may be of the swing and rhythm of the original, the Prayer-Book
version of Psahii xlviii. is not happy, and A.V. ruins the first verse

by omitting a comma. On the other hand, R.V. in w. 1, 2 (Hebrew
2, 3) is very happy, and only goes astray with the crucial verse 3 (Hebrew
4). Its rendering, which does not differ here essentially from P.B.V.

and A.V., might pass if the rhj'thm of the original were 4 : 4, but is

improbable if the rhji;hm in the previous verses is, as taken, and
correctly taken, as I believe, by R.V. to be, 2 : 2. Dr. Briggs, on the

other hand, by the help of some emendations, reduces the whole of

verses 1-3 (2-4) to 4 : 4 and renders as follows :

—
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The latter part of verse 3 (2) of the same

Psalm offers, if the text is correct, an example

of a tristich of two-stress lines. Clearer examples

of the way in which the rhythm produced by a

succession of two-stress parallel lines or clauses

may expand not only into four-stress periods

with a caesura, but also at times into six-stress

periods with a double caesura, may be found in

Isaiah iv. and xxi. 1-10 : I have already cited

two-stress and four-stress distichs from the latter

passage ; the six-stress passage occurs in verse 8

—

Upon a watch tower, O Lord,
|
am I standing

|
continually

by day.

And upon mj^ guard-post
|
am I stationed

|
all the nights.

Great and highly to be praised in the city is our God.

His Holy Mount is beautiful in elevation, the joy of the whole earth.

Moiuit Zion on the northern ridge is a royal city.

Yahweh doth strive in her citadels, is known for a high tower.

Apart from the validity of the emendations presupposed, this

treatment of the passage seems to me to have against it the fact that

it gives an aesthetically inferior result. Some corruption of the text

there may be, and in particular the tristich in verse 3 is questionable,

but substantially we may, I think, reproduce the sense and rhythm
of the original as follows :

—

Great is Yahweh,
And highly to be praised.

In the city of our God,
The mountain of his holiness.

Fair in elevation.

The joy of the whole earth.

Is the mountain of Sion,

The recesses of the North,

The aty of the Great King.

God is in her palaces ;

He hath made Himself known as a high retreat.
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The importance of tliis ex])iinsioii of 2 : 2 into

4:4 or : G, as tlie ease may be, ^\ ill ai)pear

later.

Of the balanced rhytlim, produced by the

union of three-stress lines (3 : 3), it is unnecessary

to say much at the present point. These lines

viay, but rarely do, admit a caesura ;
^ and this

may occur after the first or the second stress :

it may be somewhat strongly marked, as in

And as a lioness—^who shall rouse him up ?

(Num. xxiv. 9)

or slighter as in both lines of Psalm li. 9

—

Unsin me with hyssop,
|
and I shall be clean ;

Wash me,
|
and I shall be whiter than snow.

AYliile, therefore, 3 : 3 differs from 2 : 2 owing to

its gi'cater fullness, it differs from 4 : 4 not only

^ If Vetter's theory of caesura, as propounded in his Metrik des

Btiches Job (1897), were correct, caesura in 3 : 3 would, indeed, be

conunon enough. For 3 : 3 is common in the Book of Job, and Vetter

argues that every Une of that poem contains a caesura, and thereby

differs from Lam. i.-iv. where the longer line (of the 3 : 2 distichs)

alone contains a caesura, the shorter being without one. But, according

to Vetter's own primary statistical analysis, in only 577 lines out of a

total of over 2000 is the caesura immediately obvious ; and of these

577 lines not a few are four-stress lines. In many of the three-stress

lines among the 577 there is certainly a caesura, though perhaps not

actually in all ; and Vetter's attempt to prove that there is a real

caesura in the 1500 odd Unes in wliich it is not immediately obvious,

breaks down : see especially Konig's careful criticism in his Stylistik,

pp. 323-330. Incidentally Vetter's book contains a large amount of

carefully classified and valuable observation.
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owing to its less fullness, but also owing to this

general absence of caesura, which is almost

constantly present in 4:4; or, if caesura is

present in 3 : 3, this rhythm still differs markedly

from 4 : 4 owing to the fact that in the one case

the caesura necessarily creates an unequal divi-

sion of the line, whereas in the other it regularly

creates an equal division of the line. In either

case the difference between 3 : 3 and 4:4 is

more than a mere difference of fullness, and the

effect is strikingly dissimilar.

We come now to consider distichs of which

the two lines are not of equal length, or, as we
may prefer to regard some of the examples, lines

of which the two parts separated by a caesura

are not of equal length. With reference to what

is in any case the normal echoing rhythm, viz.

3:2, it is unnecessary to add anything to what

has been already said above. But, as legitimate

variations of 3 : 2, Budde, as we have seen (p. 92),

admitted in addition to 2 : 2, which by his theory

of heavy words he endeavoured to equate with

3 : 2, distichs of the type 4 : 2 and 4 : 3. Whether
either 4 : 2 or 4 : 3 ever really produces the echo

that is characteristic of 3 : 2 is doubtful ; for in

most cases at all events the longer line of 4 : 2

and 4:3 is itself divided into two equal parts

by a caesura ; so that 4 : 2, so far from producing

the echo which this arithmetical symbol might

suggest, often closely approximates in rhythmical
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c'lmmctcT to a tristich of two-stress lines (2:2: 2),

i.e. to u hdlanc'uv^ rhythm ; and in the same way

4 : 3 tends to approximate to 2:2:3, wliere

also the effeet of echo may be and sometimes

certainly is lost. Be this, however, as it may,

neither 4 : 2 nor 4:3 is, as a matter of fact, at

all a frequent variation of 3:2, though, unless

we correct the existing text simply in order to

eliminate them, it cannot be denied that such

variations do occasionally occur in poems where

the dominant rhythm is unmistakably 3:2.

Such a poem is Isaiah xiv. 4-21, and the present

text contains two 4 : 2 distichs—in v. 5 ^ and

V. 16 c, d. These read

—

and

Yahweh hath broken
|
the staff of the wicked,

The rod of the riilcrs

;

Is this the man
|
who made the earth tremble,

Who made kingdoms quake ?

In both these examples the caesura dividing

the longer line into two equal halves is obvious ;

and the effect produced is an approximation of

the whole of each complete period to a tristich

in balanced measure (2:2:2). True, in these

particular examples owing to the shorter line

^ Sievers' attempt to read this verse (which, to be sure, he pronounces

to be a " sehr fragliche Vers ") even in the present text as 3 : 2 by treating

c'lTT.TBB as one stress, and its parallel chvu ^iv as two, violates the

law discussed at the end of the last chapter.
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being exactly and completely parallel to the

latter half of the longer line, there is a sense

echo, which we may represent in symbols thus

—

a . b . c . d
I

c' d'. But if we wish to reduce the

lines to 3:2, so as to obtain the characteristic

rhythmical echo, we must omit r^^r^'' in the one

case and 2)^Nn in the other : this leaves admir-

able distichs

—

Broken is the staff of the wicked,

The rod of the rulers;

and
Is this who made earth tremble,

Who made kingdoms quake ?

but for these omissions the only really strong

reason would be the theory, the validity of which

is in question, that 4 : 2 may never occur in a

poem mainly consisting of 3 : 2.

Even apparent examples of 4 : 2 in Lamenta-

tions i.-iv. are very few. Perhaps the only ^ actual

example is iv. 20

—

onin^ntoi iD^:
||
mn^ n^mo

|
13dn mi

The breath of our nostril, the anointed of Yahweh,
Is taken in their pits.

But this is an actual example, for it could not be

satisfactorily reduced to 3 : 2 by makkephing one

^ It is very improbable that iv. 18 b was really another, as it appears

to be in the existing text

—

Ui'p N3-'3 U'D' InSd liup 3-ip

The first snp is almost certainly incorrect, and perhaps, as has

been suggested, the two words iji-p mp stand where there was originally

the one word ^-\ip. Budde cites also, as examples of 4 : 2 in Lam. i.-iv.,

ii. 13 a and iii. 56; but ii. 13 a can be read, as in MT, as 3 : 2, and in

iii. 56 the text is doubtful.
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and one only of tlu^ two })Jiirs oi' words that

constitute tlie first line. Here again the caesura

in the longer line is obvious ; and in this instance

there is no sense echo even ; the real parallelism

is between the t\vo halves of the longer line ; the

parallel scheme is a . b
|
a', b'

|
c . d, and the

approximation to a balanced tristich 2:2:2
strikingly close.

Wliether cither 4 : 2 or 4 : 3 ever acquired the

same independence as 2:2, 3:3, 4:4, or 3:2

is doubtl'ul ; neither ever seems to constitute

the dominant rhythm oi' a poem of any length,

still less to prevail throughout such a poem.

But neither 4 : 2 nor 4 : 3 is a mere variant of

3:2; as such the occurrence of these rhythms

is at most very infrequent. On the other hand,

the existence certainly of 4 : 2, and probably of

4 : 3, apart from poems in which the dominant

rhythm is 3:2, is well established. Sievers

was, I believe, the first to claim clearly that 4 : 3

was, so to speak, a rhythm in its ow^n right,

that, at all events, it was not only a mere variant

of 3 : 2 ; he thereby made it possible to regard

certain poems as more regular than they had

previously appeared to be. In his earlier work ^

1 Metrische Studien, i. 102, 117, 569-571. In his Text-proben he

found, in addition to many examples in Ps. ix., x. discussed above,

several doubtful examples of 4 : 3 in Ps. iv., and six or seven examples

in Mai. i. 10-13. A few other examples selected from his Text-proben

or his collection in the appendix (570 f.) are : Judg. v. 4 c, d ; Ps. i.

5, 6, xii. 4 ; Job iii. 6 (to njc), iv. 10, 11 ; Prov. i. 5, 8 ; Isa. xl. 12 c, d.

An example not cited by Sievers may be found in the present text
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Sievers himself regarded this rhythm as rare,

though in an appendix he briefly stated, what
he has since endeavoured to work out, that,

though rare in those parts of the Old Testament

which have commonly been understood to be

poetry, it was the regular rhythm of those

Hebrew narratives which, though they have

commonly been regarded as prose, are in reality

metrical. The one poem among those first

studied by Sievers in which 4 : 3 seemed to him
to be frequent, was Psalms ix. and x. In some
respects this is obviously a bad specimen to be

obliged to work from, for the destruction in parts

of it of the alphabetic scheme gives us a fair

warning that the text is corrupt.^ Still, making
all allowance for this, Sievers seems to me to

make out a tolerably safe case for 4:3 as an

independent rhythm, though, unless he is right

in finding it prevalent in narratives commonly
regarded as prose, it was nothing like so frequent

as 2 : 2, 3 : 3, 4 : 4, and 3 : 2.

Some years ago, before I had familiarised

myself with Sievers' work, and, I think, before I

had ever even looked into his book, I attempted

a reconstruction of Psalms ix., x.^ In so doing

of Hos, viii. 4 ; but this may originally have been 3 : 3, for on may
well be a mere dittograph of the first two letters of the following word
i3'San. See also Job i. 21.

1 See below, Chapter VIII, ^

2 In an article in the Expositor (Sept. 1906, pp. 233-253) : this now
appears as Chapter VIII. of the present work.
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1 remarked :
" Tlie lines tliroiighout the poem

are of equal or approximately equal length, the

normal lenirth being three or four accented words.

Of the eighty-three lines into which the Revised

Vei-sion divides the two Psalms, fifteen are

abnormal! V long or short, i.e. they contain more

than four or less than three accented words."

But as I then proceeded to show, these fifteen

exceptionally long or short lines in the Revised

Version mostly vanish when even the present

Hebrew text is correctly divided and punctuated.

The poem, then, consisted almost, if not quite,

entirely of lines of three or four accents. This

conclusion was, of course, consistent with some

or all of the distichs being 4:3; but Dr. Cheyne,

who had a short time before devoted a careful

study ^ to the metre as well as to other aspects

of the poem, excluded this possibility, for he

found in the fact that the poem was partly

trimeters, partly tetrameters, an indication either

of the imperfect skill of the Psalmist in the manage-

ment of his metre, or of the interference of a second

writer with the original. Dr. Briggs's view ^

seems to be similar. But if it was the intention

of the writer to use some 4 : 3 distichs, it is that

intention and neither lack of skill nor subsequent

1 In the Book of Psalms (1904), i. 27 f.

* In the " International Critical Commentary," p. 70, and the notes,

pp. 72 and 74, on the i and :; strophes : he rejects these strophes in their

entirety because they appear to him to consist of four-stress lines, and

according to his theory the p)oem was originally exclusively 3 : 3.
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alteration of the poem that is the real reason why
the poem contains both trimeter and tetrameter

lines. Dr. Cheyne's criticism is tantamount to a

denial of the existence of a rhythm 4 : 3, just

as it would be tantamount to a denial of 3 : 2

to complain that Lamentations i.-iv. consists

partly of trimeters and partly of dimeters.

Of the forty distichs measured by Sievers in

Psalms ix., x. he regards twelve ^ as clear examples

and twenty-two others as probable examples of

4:3; the latter and larger group depend on

assuming some textual corruption, and a few,

or perhaps even most, of the smaller group are

in some degree ambiguous ; but, even if we had

no other evidence than that of Psalms ix., x., it

would seem to me unsafe to deny the probability

of the actual existence of 4 : 3 distichs. We
shall have to examine some interesting examples

of these in the next chapter (p. 234) ; meantime,

I give two of the clearest examples in Psalms

ix., X., viz. X. 16 and ix. 9 :

Yahweh ^ hath become king for ever and ever,

Perished are the nations out of his land.

1 Viz. ix. 9, 10, 12, 13, 20; x. 1, 2 (to uts-n), 13, 14 a, b and c, d,

15, 16.

2 Briggs reduces this to 3 : 3 by omitting ni,T : he is then compelled
to treat ,ni,T as a vocative and to render,

O Kingj^for ever and ever.
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pisn Snn i^dw nihi
'

Aiul 'tis He* will jiidfxo the world in righteousness,

lie will pass sentence on tlie peo})les in equity.

Before we pass to a further consideration of

4 : 2 rliythm it will be convenient to refer briefly

to what might in the abstract appear to be

natural variations of 4 : 3 and 3 : 2, viz. 3 : 4 and

2:3; as a matter of fact both these last-named

rhythms are exceedingly rare. Nor is this diffi-

cult to understand, if the desire that was satisfied

by 4 : 3 and 3 : 2 was a desire for an echoing

effect : for 3 : 2 produces a rhythmical echo,

2 : 3 does not ; whether 4 : 3 commonly produced

such an echo is more doubtful, and certainly the

proportion of apparent examples of 3:4 to

4 : 3 distichs is much greater than that of 2 : 3

to 3 : 2. The unambiguous examples of 2 : 3 are

so few that some scholars, even where nothing

but rhythmical considerations suggest it, would

simply convert 2 : 3 into 3 : 2 by transposing the

longer and shorter lines. As good an example

of 2 : 3 as any may be found in the first of the

two following long and incompletely parallel lines

from Isaiah xxxvii. 26 :

Hast thou not heard ?
|

Long ago I wrought it

;

In days of old I formed it
; |

now I have brought it to pass.

1 In order to reduce this to 8 : 3 Briggs omits Kin.
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The position of the caesura in the first Hne

here is unmistakable ; and equally unmistakable

is the greater length of the second than of the

first part of the line. But unless rhythm demands

it, there is no ground for transposing the two

parts, though sense would clearly adrnit of such

transposition.^

Another clear case of the shorter preceding the

longer section is Isaiah i. 23 (from Din^) if, as

the dominant rhythm suggests, this is a five-

stress rather than a six-stress period.^ Again

^ The transposition was suggested by Haupt and adopted by Cheyne
in Iiis critical Hebrew text in Haupt's edition of The Sacred Books

of the Old Testament (" The Polychrome Bible "). Stade in his edition

of the Books of Kings for the same work, which was published later,

declined to admit the transposition ; but Haupt still maintained his

opinion, and remarked that, if the transposition were made, the first

hemistich of the first line became parallel to the first hemistich of the

second line. This remark is correct, but if it is intended as an argument,

it is precarious : the parallelism between the two lines in the existing

text may be represented thus

—

a . b
I
c . d2

c'2 . d'
I

e . f

Adopting the transposition, it becomes

a . b2
I

c . d
a'2 . b'

I

e . f

But in view of what has been said in Chapter II., and especially on

pp. 64 ff ., the former of these schemes cannot be regarded as abnormal,

though it is of a less frequent type than the second. As a matter of

fact Lam. i. 11 a, b, 20 a, b present two schemes similar to that of the

existing text of Isa. xxxvii. 26. The transposition was suggested

afresh by Sievers (Metrische Studien, i. p. 441) : some considerations

against it are offered by Stade {op. cit. p. 280).

2 Sievers treats the line as 2 : 2 : 2, for which (or rather for 2 : 4) in

another connexion there would be much to be said. Should we per-

chance read ui; for d.t'jx nu' ? The LXX does not clearly correspond

to the present Hebrew text. If we read uv the line is unmistakably

2 : 3—unless we transpose its parts.

N
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Lam. iii. 27 is clearly a five-stress period, and seems

most naturally read as 2 : 3 ; and so with ii. 8 b

—

sh^G IT n'B?n-N'?
I

1p HDD

He stretched out the line,
|

lie withdrew not his hand from

destroying.

But is it so certain, as it might seem to be at

first sight, that in the following four cases the

main pause was meant to be placed after the

second and not after the third word ?

^»DD ^h^ n^c?ni -iDin tidt {a)

Surely remembcreth and is bowed down upon me my soul.

(Lam. iii. 20.)

^ms: -hi) rr^DtDNi mDiN hSn (b)

These I remember and pour out upon me my soul.

(Ps. xlii. 5.)

m l7»DO ^n^p31 Dn^N TN (c)

Then shall I be perfect and innocent from the great trans-

gression.—(Ps. xix. 14.)

^Th^} mDn nhij^-i^h nnD© tnd {d)

Since thou hast lain down, the feller cometh not up against us.

(Isa. xiv. 8.)

It is worth w^hile to consider these in the

hght of seven consecutive hnes of five stresses

which occur in Isaiah xli. 11-13

—

^nsD ^m:N DNScn N^i Dtrpnn

13^D^ pnno' T^ht^ r^^r^^ ^3n-^d
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which may be translated thus, so as to preserve

the order of the Hebrew clauses

—

Behold, they shall be ashamed and confounded—all that

were enraged at thee ;

They shall become nought and perish—^the men who con-

tended with thee
;

Thou shalt seek them and not find them—the men who
strove with thee ;

They shall become nought and nothing—the men who
warred with thee ;

For I am Yahweh, thy God, who holdeth fast thy right hand

;

Who saith to thee, Fear not ; I have helped thee ;

Fear not, thou worm Jacob, ye men of Israel.

The last three lines are very obvious examples

of the rhythm 3:2; and that the four previous

lines are to be read in the same way is scarcely

less certain ; the last clauses in each of these

four lines consist of two words, and they are

parallel to one another ; in the third line the

last clause is in apposition to, or a detached

expansion of, the object (d • •) of the sentence

which forms the longer half of the line
—

" them

—

the men who strove with thee "
; in the remaining

three lines the last clauses could be regarded as

the subjects of the verbs in the longer parts of

the lines, though the normal position for them in

this case would be immediately after the (first)

verb, viz. "itDT in the first, i^n^ in the second,

and vn-^ in the fourth line ; in view of the

parallelism of these clauses in the first, second,

and fourth lines with the necessarily detached

clause at the end of the third line, it is more
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probable thai lluy were treated by the writer as

detached aniplifieations of the subject impHcit

in the verbal forms idSd^i i»t, i-rnN-^i . . vn^ and vn-'

respectively ; in other words, if we would preserve

in translation the structure of the sentences in-

tended by the writer, we must translate as above

and not as the sentences are translated, for

example, in the Revised Version.

If now we return to the four examples given on

p. 178, we may feel that in (a) the writer intended

the nominative clause ^WBii 'hs to be preceded

by a pause, the two verbs with the common
subject being taken rapidly together ; in any

case the sentence is constructed with some

artifice, for the normal position of "'tDD: would

be after the first clause. Example (b) but for

the reminiscence of (a) certainly looks like a

genuine 2 : 3, for ^tUD^ -hs in its entirety belongs

to n3Dtr?N*i and not at all to mD"?N. But in (c)

is m i?c?DD intended to be taken with the second

verb only ? Finally, in (d) are not the con-

trasted verbs to be closely associated, nhs''

sufficiently completing the sentence for the

moment and then being reinforced by the

nominative sentence which follows, but which

was intended to be pronounced after a pause ?

If this view be correct we may translate, not

as above, but

—

Since thou hast lain down, there cometh not up

The feller against us.
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Though several apparent instances ^ of 2:3
are found on examination to be open to suspicion,

it is probable that this rhythm was actually-

used though with extreme infrequency. In-

stances, at least apparent instances, of 3 : 4 are

actually rather more numerous than those of

2 : 3, and consequently the proportion of 3 : 4

to 4 : 3, itself a rare rhythm, is much greater than

that of 2:3 to 3:2. One or two illustrations

may suffice here : in Exodus xv. 14 we have

ntD^D ^nm^ mN h^n ^
\

pm^ d^di; ii^om

The peoples heard, they trembled ;

Pangs took hold on the inhabitants of Philistia.

Another example may be found in Psalm iv. 8

—

Thou hast put gladness in my heart

Greater than when their corn and new wine increase.

In addition to seven ^ examples of 3 : 4 which

he regards, whether rightly or wrongly, as incon-

testable, Sievers (pp. 113 f.) examines thirty-one

possible examples, including Numbers xxiv. 3,

1 In addition to those given above Sievers (p. Ill) gives as possible,

but not all of them probable, examples, Isa. i. 19, v. 1 (to im^':'),

Ps. v. 11 (to D.TnisyDC), all of which might perhaps be 2 : 2 ; Jonah ii.

5, Jer. ii. 28 (from isoo-'d) ; Isa. xl. 4 (but ? read ^ae>> n.T^ji and so

obtain a distich 2:2). The two consecutive examples of 2 : 3 at the

end of Jonah i. 7 occur in a passage commonly treated as prose, but by
Sievers as poetry.

* But if inN Vn (|| to pm') be makkephed, even this example becomes

3:3.
» Jer. ii. 20 (to nnyx), 24 (to nn), Ezek. ii. 1, xv. 7 (to n'jDKn), Hos. ii.

4, 7 (from 'Jna), Prov. iii. 7.
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Judges V. 2, 2 Sainuel xxiii. 1, Isainh v. .5, 17, 25,

Psalm iv. 8, Job iv. 12, 20, but he iiuds these

almost all open to doubt : either the text ^ is

doubtful, or it is not clear that the periods in

question must be read as 3 : 4.

The rare occiuTence of 4 : 2 as a variant of

8 : 2 has already been considered (pp. 1G9-172) :

there remains for consideration the use of this

rhythm in other connexions. A full period of six

stresses admits of several modes of division, and

these actually occur, (1) 2:2:2, which, if the

sections are marked by parallelism, or are other-

wise strikingly independent, may be termed a

tristich of two-stress lines ; (2) 3 : 3, the com-

monest of all divisions of the six-stress period ;
^

and finally (3) 4 : 2 and 2:4. In these last there

may be, and commonly is, a slight pause in the

longer part of the period, but it is so much less

strong than the pause that divides the entire six-

stress period into the two unequal divisions that

^ The influence of textual corruption in the production of apparent

examples of 3 : 4 can be observed by comparing the two texts of Ps.

x\'iii.=2 Sam. xxii. The text of the Psalm presents three fairly clear

examples of this rhythm : see w. 7 (from vest"), 29, 35 ; but in the

text of 2 Sam. the line in r. 7 is 3 : 2 (it was, perhaps, originally 3 : 3),

and V. 29 is 3 : 3. The Hebrew text of v. 35 is rhj'thmically identical

in the Psalm and 2 Sam., but the Lucianic text of the LXX suggests

a text wliich is 3 : 3.

* Six-stress periods divided now into two equal parts (3 : 3) by a

single caesura, now into three equal parts (2 : 2 : 2) by a double caesura,

may occur in the same poem (e.g. Isa. xx\i.) ; Sievers has compared
the alternation of hexameters with a single and a double caesura as

in the first two lines of the Iliad—
Mijviv Heide, ded,

\\ ITijXTytdSew 'AxiXijoj

oiiXofiivriv
I

fl fivpl' 'Axatoty | &\ye' iOrjKev.
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the difference between 4 : 2 and 2 : 4 on the one

hand and 2:2:2 on the other is clear. The

rhythms 4 : 2 and 2 : 4 occur, mainly at all events,

as alternatives to 3:3. Thus the long poem in

Isaiah ix. 7-x. 4, in which 3 : 3 clearly pre-

dominates, opens with a 4 : 2 distich

—

The Lord hath sent a word against Jacob,

And it shall fall upon Israel.

And we may probably find an example of 2 : 4

preceding 3 : 3 in Psalm i. 1

—

Happy is the man
Who hath not walked in the counsel of the wicked

;

Nor stood in the way of sinners,

Nor sat in the company of scorners.

The interest of these rhythms, 4 : 2 and 2 : 4,

is considerable ; though, rhythmically, a distich

appears to be the union of two lines, so that the

line rather than the distich might be regarded

as the rhythmical unit, the practice, which is not,

to be sure, very frequent, of equating two periods

of six stresses, though in one the two sections

produced by the caesura are equal, in the other

unequal, indicates that the unity of the six-stress

period was strongly felt—a fact which is further
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indicaU'd by the occasional parallelism of com-

plete periods ol' six stresses.^ Moreover, if we

can trust ^ the text in Psalm cxii. 6

—

p^i2 ri^T]-" nSir '^yh

For never can he be moved.

An everlasting remembrance shall the righteous be

—

we have, as Sievers has pointed out, yet another

indication that the division of a six-stress period

into two unequal sections was considered as

legitimate as the division into two (or three)

equal sections, and the two unequal parts in

the one case were regarded as each possessing

the same degree of independence and complete-

ness as each of the equal parts in other cases
;

for Psalm cxii. is an alphabetic psalm in which

the alphabetic scheme marks off not successive

six-stress periods, but sections of such periods.

I have now indicated, and given a few typical

or more secure examples of, certain kinds of

differences that may occur within the same

poem. I will now briefly resume two or three

of the more important points : (1) The typical

echoing rhythm is 3 : 2 ; with this 2 : 2 alternates,

sometimes occasionally, sometimes, as in Lament-

ations i., frequently ; other distichs of unequal

lines, 4 : 3 or 4 : 2, are at best much rarer alterna-

^ E.g. in Lam. v. 9, 10 : see above, p. 93.

2 But it is obviously not improbable that pns has shifted down

from the first into the second line.
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tives. (2) Of the fundamental balancing rhythms

2 : 2 and 4 : 4 are closely allied and interchange,

and by expansion a further natural and occasional

variant is 2:2:2. (3) But this last-mentioned

alternative to 2:2 or 4:4 constitutes a link

with the third fundamental balanced rhythm,

viz. 3:3; for 3 : 3 and 2 : 2 : 2 are but different

ways of dividing the same higher unity, viz. the

six-stress period, which may yet again divide

into 4:2 or 2:4. But (4) in respect of these

possible variants poems differ much : some poems

contain almost or quite exclusively 3 : 2 distichs,

not even admitting the variant 2 : 2, and simi-

larly 3:3 is maintained without any break

through entire poems or long passages in the

book of Job ; in other poems, the alternatives,

clear or ambiguous, are so numerous that even

what is the basal or dominant rhythm remains

doubtful.^

1 In many of these cases where parallelism or other features indicate

that we have to do with a poem, but the metrical irregularity or am-

biguity is so great that we cannot even determine what is the dominant

rhythm, the question of interpolation almost necessarily arises, unless

indeed we assume that a Hebrew poet mingled not only distichs of

different types, but with these also entirely unrhythmical periods.

For this we should find an analogy in Babylonian, if we may accept

a recent assertion of Dr. Langdon's that " Babylonian poets felt them-

selves at liberty to insert prose lines at any juncture " in a poem.

This assertion occurs in a note {Proceedings of the Society of Biblical

Archaeology, xxxiv. (1912), p. 77, n. 32) on a transcription and transla-

tion of a recently published Assyrian text in which some lines are

divided into hemistichs by a space in the middle of the line, and others

are not. The tablet certainly seems to contain lines that fit with

difficulty into the rhythm 2 : 2 (or 4:4); but some of the lines without

a space in the middle seem as clearly rhythmical as those which have

the space. Thus of lines 6 and 7

—
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I am pcrluips leaving too much insecure for it

to be wise to advance furtlier ; but the question

of the strophe towards which I have been work-

injT in this chapter I will briefly discuss—briefly,

because wliat can be safely said here does not

require many words to state it, and what has

been both imsafcly and erroneously asserted has

already received, perhaps, sufficient refutation

from other writers.

Variations in rhythm would be very readily

explained if it could be shown that the poems

in which they are found fall into sections in which

the same variations recur regularly and in the

same manner. But even the alleged evidence of

this is slight. Sievers (pp. 121 f.) suggests that

originally in Lamentations i. each alphabetic

section consisted of one five-stress line (or 3 : 2

distich) followed by tw^o four-stress lines (or 2 : 2

distichs) ; and that the same rhythmical variation

5:4:4 was thus repeated originally twenty-two

times. Unfortunately, this rhythmical scheme

can only be imposed upon the poem by much

Saru la tabu it-ta-bak u-ri-e-a

me-hu-u dannu kakkadi ut-ti-ik,

the former lacks and the latter shows the space ; but the former is as

clearly a four-stress line as the latter, and they are closely parallel to

one another, as we may see from Dr. Langdon's translation

—

An evil wind is blown upon my roof,

A mighty deluge passes over my head.

The use of the space to mark the hemistich is not of course peculiar to

this tablet ; it is found in some of the texts of the Creation Epic (see

Zimmern in GunkePs Sch'dpfung u. Chaos, p. 401 n. ; King, Seven

Tablets of Creation, i.).
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quite arbitrary textual emendation. Again, in

Canticles i. 4 Sievers finds two strophes each

containing two distichs 3 : 3 followed by a

two-stress monostich. But at best such cases

seem too rare to point to any strophic system

in Hebrew based on this principle.

There are, however, one or two obvious

features of certain Hebrew poems that have

frequently been admitted to prove the existence

of strophes in Hebrew poetry ; and rightly, if

we use the term strophe in no too restricted

sense. The first of these features is the alphabetic

scheme in certain poems. It does not seem to

me a sound criticism of the argument from that

feature to say that the alphabetic scheme cannot

point to a strophic division because in Psalms

cxi., cxii. it marks off single stichoi. All that

follows is that in this instance the units of which

the succession is marked by their initial letters

being the successive letters of the alphabet is

the stichos ; and so in Nahum i. and Psalm xxv.

it is the distich. It is perfectly possible that,

when the alphabetic sections are more than a

distich long, these sections may have something

more characteristic of them than that they

consist of so many distichs or lines. And as a

matter of fact in Lamentations i., ii., and iv., and

very conspicuously in ii., the groups of 3 : 2

(or 2:2) distichs form real verse - paragraphs,

for which we may conveniently use the term
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strophe ; the eiear but shght sense-pause within

the (hstich, and the greater sense-pause at the

end of each distieh, are matched by a regularly

reeurring still greater sense-division at the end

of every third distieh in Lamentations i. and ii.,

of every seeond in Lamentations iv. ; and for

this reason a single use of the alphabetic letter

at the beginning of each group of distichs suffices,

for the sense holds the group together and gives

it a unity. On the other hand, in Lamentations

iii., and, I think, the same may be said of Psalm

cxix., the distichs united under the same letter

have no regular close sense-connexion with one

another, or sense-separation from the distichs

united under the neighbouring letters of the

alphabet ; and indeed in Lamentations iii., it

will be remembered, the best examples of distichs

parallel to one another, and, therefore, closely

related to one another in sense, are distichs

belonging to dijferent alphabetic groups.^ Now
it is remarkable that precisely in this poem, where

the successive distichs of an alphabetic section

are not welded together by sense-connexion and

so form no organic unity, their union is secured

by the purely external device of repeating the

same initial letter at the beginning of each

distich of the alphabetic section ; and so in

Psalm cxix. Lamentations i., ii., and iv. each

consists of twenty-two equal verse-paragraphs

^ See above, p. 141.
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which coincide with the alphabetic sections of

the poems ; Lamentations iii. consists of sixty-six

distichs, three consecutive distichs throughout

having the same initial letter, but the poem

contains no regular system of verse-paragraphs,^

and where something approaching a verse-para-

graph emerges it as often as not does not coincide

with an alphabetic section.

The real conclusion suggested by the alpha-

betic poems of the Old Testament, then, appears

to be this : some Hebrew poems were divided

into larger sense-divisions consisting of the same

number of distichs throughout the poem, and

some were not.

The other feature of some Hebrew poems that

has often been regarded as pointing to a strophic

division is the occurrence of refrains. This,

again, does clearly mark off successive sections

of a poem from one another, and more directly

and naturally than an alphabetic scheme leads

to a division of the poem into sections corre-

sponding to the greater sense-divisions of the

poems. In some of these poems the refrain

occurs at equal, or approximately equal, intervals

{e.g. Isa. ix. 7-x. 4, Ps. xlii.-xliii.), in others at

irregular intervals (Ps. xlix.). I am, of course,

referring to the intervals in the present Hebrew

text, or of that text as it may be emended by
^ The spaces in the R.V. of Lamentations iii. and the lack of spaces

in Lamentations i., ii., and iv. suggest the exact opposite of the actual

facts.
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the help of llio ancient versions; I am not for

tlie moment considering whether the practice of

some modern scholars in making conjectural

deletions from the text so that the refrain shall

always occur at exactly equal intervals is sound

or not.

Some Hebrew poems consist largely or even

entirely of a succession of very loosely connected

lines or distichs ; now and again one or two

distiehs may be more closely connected than the

rest, but for the most part we cannot speak of

greater sense-divisions in such poems at all
;

and then nothing that can with any degree of

propriety be termed a strophe disengages itself.

But other poems do develop a theme in such a

manner that greater sense-divisions necessarily

result ; in this case it seems to me convenient

in a translation to distinguish the verse-para-

graphs resulting from these greater sense-divisions

by spacing between them : otherwise we fail

to mark externally, though we should do so in

prose, the distinction between paragraph and

paragraph. This, however, is merely a question

of translation, and has nothing to do with any

intention of the writer to give to the expression

of his thought any further artistic form beyond

the distich wdth its rhythm and parallelism.

But we may fairly detect the intention of the

writer to submit to such further artistic form,

if we find, though his poem contains no refrain
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and is fitted to no alphabetic scheme, that the

greater sense-divisions occur throughout the poem
at regular intervals. But this raises the further

important question : What are regular intervals ?

How ought the paragraphs to be measured ? By
lines ? or by distichs ? How are tristichs to be

treated if they interchange irregularly with

distichs ? In discussions of strophe, Psalm ii.

has often been selected as a clear example of

regular strophic structure ; and so it is, if we
count by Massoretic verses. The articulation of

the poem is perfectly clear ; the greater sense-

divisions occur, and are correctly indicated in

the Revised Version by the spacing, at the end

of every third verse. But the author of Psalm ii.

was certainly innocent of the Massoretic verse-

division, and of this mode of counting. Now,
if we count by lines the four parts are not equal,

for while the first, third, and fourth parts contain

each seven lines, the second contains only six.

If we count by distichs and assume that a tristich

was a legitimate substitute for a distich, the poem
falls into four well-marked sense-divisions, each

containing three distichs (or tristichs).

I will not here examine this aspect of the

question in further detail, but merely record my
opinion that groups of two, three, four, and

occasionally, as in Isaiah ix. 7-x. 4, of a larger

number of distichs, occur in many poems with

such exact or approximate regularity as to make
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it probable that the writer deliberately planned

and earried out this division into equal verse-

para<jjraplis or strophes.

But if a writer miMit deliberately distribute

his poem into equal stroplies, might he not also

distribute it into unequal strophes ? The oeeur-

renee in some poems of a refrain at unequal

intervals might seem to indieate that he did.

Yet even this is doubtful : the regular recurrence

of equal sections in any considerable poem

cannot easily be attributed to accident ; on the

other hand, sections of unequal length are

precisely what would naturally result from a

wTiter expressing his thought free from any

further restraint beyond that imposed by the

distich : unless, therefore, we can detect some

method in the irregularity, poems in which the

greater sense-divisions, though well marked, con-

sist of a varying number of distiehs must be

considered to have been ^vritten free from the

restraint of any strophic law ; in this case, if

w^e use the term strophe, it must mean simply

a verse-paragraph of indeterminate length un-

controlled by any formal artistic scheme.

Attempts have from time to time been made,

however, to discover method in the irregularity

of poems divided into unequal paragraphs, and

so to make good the claim that strophe is as

constant as parallelism. Koster, in the year

1831, first offered an elaborate examination of
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the Hebrew strophe ;
^ he reached the conchision

that paraJlehsm of verses is as regular as parallel-

ism of lines, and consequently that all Hebrew
poetry is more or less strophic in nature. The
" more or less " is an important saving clause

;

but a still more important one follows, and this

secures Koster's accuracy of observation at the

expense of his theory ; he claims that no one

can point to any poetical passage of the Old

Testament which does not, within the same degree

of license that is permitted in parallelism within

the distich, follow to some extent a symmetrical

plan. But since Koster has previously admitted

that tiie parallelism between verse-groups is

generally synthetic, and since, as I have main-

tained, synthetic parallelism is really not parallel-

ism, all that Koster succeeds in maintaining is

that in every Hebrew poem there is between

verse-groups a parallelism that is generally of the

type that is, strictly speaking, not parallelism at

all. And this is only a roundabout way of saying

that in Hebrew poems there are greater sense-

divisions than those of the successive single

distichs ; and this, as I have suggested above,

though scarcely true of all, is true of very many
Hebrew poems.

One other point in Koster's discussion may be

briefly indicated : in some of his specimens he

^ " Die Strophen, oder der Parallelismus der Verse der hebraischen
Poesie untersucht " in Theologische Studien und Kritiken, vol. iv.

O
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claims that the sense-divisions, though not equal,

are regularly or symmetrically unequal ; he

claims, for example, that Psalm xxvii. divided

according to the main sense-divisions falls into

two groups of three (Massoretie) verses each,

followed by two groups of four verses each, the

scheme being accordingly 3 + 3 + 4 + 4. This kind

of hypothetieally intentional scheme was later

discovered everywhere by D. H. Miiller, who is

the author of perhaps the most extensive work

on the strophe in Hebrew poetry ;
^ Miiller also

claimed to be able to find not only symmetrical

inequality in the verse-groups, but also repetition

of the same words in corresponding positions of

such verse-groups, as, for example, in the second

hues of the first and fourth verse-groups, or in the

first and last lines of the same verse-group. Such

symmetrical arrangements and correspondences

would remain as impressive as are the remarkable

arithmetical formulae by means of which Miiller

claimed to represent them, if on examination

these formulae proved to rest on any exact and

probable basis of calculation, ^^^lat is all-im-

portant for such schemes to be anything more

than the self-delusions of a modern student is

that the unit of reckoning should be clearly

defined and consistcntlv maintained ; and this

neither with Koster nor IMiiller is the ease. The
1 Die Propheten in ihrer urspriinglichen Form (1895) ; Strophenbau

und Responsion (1898). For a severe criticism of Miiller's and kindred

theories, see Ed. Konig, Stilistik, Rhetorik, Poelik, pp. 347 ff.
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Massoretic verse not only rests on a division of

the text made long subsequent to the composition

and writing of the poems, but it is anything but

a clear and consistent unit, for it consists some-

times of a single line, oftenest of a single distich

or tristich, but not infrequently of two or more

distichs. Yet the Massoretic verse is made the

basis of Roster's reckoning, with the result that

the symmetrical formulae 3 + 3 + 4 + 4 can have

no relation to any intention of the author of

Psalm xxvii. ; and any scheme based either on

the line or on the distich as the unit would

give a different and much less remarkable

result.

Miiller avoids the error of making the Mas-

soretic verse the unit of reckoning, but he is not

constant to any single real unit. Konig^ has

sufficiently criticised Miiller's strophic division

of Amos i. 2-ii. 5. I select here as another

example of the arithmetical symmetry of Miiller's

formulae and the unreality which they express

his treatment of Amos iv. According to Miiller

this chapter opens and closes with a strophe of

8 lines ; between the initial and final strophes

are strophes consisting successively of 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

lines, and the arithmetical formula given for

the whole poem is 8 + (8x2) + 8. This looks

symmetrical enough, but how is it obtained ?

Miiller divides the chapter as follows :

—

1 SHlisiik, p. 348.
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and ye were as a brand plucked out of the burn-

ing," which is somewhat more in quantity than

DDDNni, " I have slain your young men with the

sword together with your captive horses, and I

have made the stink of your camps to come up

into your nostrils " (v. 10), which counts, and with

good reason, as two lines !

With the breakdown of the arithmetical part

of Miiller's scheme there breaks down also the

significance of the correspondences. In strictly

measured sections it might be significant of

intention if the same word should occur, say, in

the first line and the last of two corresponding

sections ; but as soon as the measurement ceases

to be exact the mere recurrence within a few lines

of such frequently recurring words as Yahweh
becomes entirely insignificant.

There may be here and there a certain artifice

in the repetition at given intervals of particular

words, and to such an artifice is probably to be

attributed the almost regular recurrence, even

in the present text of Psalm cxix., of the same

eight different words for law ; but such artifices

are scared}^ more frequent than the use of

alphabetic schemes, and have just as little power

to create real strophes or verse-paragraphs.
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CHAPTER VI

THE BEARING OF CERTAIN METRICAL THEORIES

ON CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION

Hitherto our discussion has been confined to

the forms of parallelistic poetry. I have en-

deavoured to keep, as they should be kept,

distinct, the two forms, parallehsm and rhythm,

while pointing out the intimate connexion that

often exists between them. Yet that connexion

is not so intimate but that either form may exist

apart, even in literatures that employ both.

Arabic " rhymed prose," which is not bound by

the strict laws of Arabic metre, often employs

parallelism as freely as any Hebrew poem ;
^ on

the other hand much of the strictly metrical

Arabic poetry is totally lacking or exceedingly

deficient in parallelism,^ and few Hebrew poems

maintain complete parallelism throughout.^ If

it is customary, as it certainly seems to be, for

non-parallel couplets in a Hebrew poem to fall

into the same rhythm as the parallel couplets,

^ See above, pp. 40-43. ^ See above, pp. 59 £f.

201
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can a Hebrew poem entirely dispense with strict

parallelism ? We eannot rule this out as im-

possible, nor should we be wise to treat it as very

improbable ; l)ut, even if parallelism were entirely

absent, a very essential eharaeteristic of the

poetry would still remain, if it continued to be

parallelistic throughout, in spite of the total

absence of parallelism of terms.

But the question has recently been forced to

the front : Is there a Hebrew rhythmical poetry

that dispenses not only with parallelism, but also

with the parallelistic structure that is an essential

characteristic of all the Hebrew poetry of which

we have yet taken account ?

Lowth, by his analysis of parallelism, brought

to light the fact that this parallelism was as

conspicuous in much of the prophetic writings

as in Psalms or Job : he thus extended the then

recognised boundaries of what is poetry in the

Old Testament. By his analysis of rhythm

Sievers claims to have carried this extension of

the still generally recognised boimdaries of Old

Testament poetry very much further : what,

till the publication of his first work on Hebrew

metre,^ had been universally regarded as prose

has under his hands come to wear the appearance

of regular metrical composition ; he has detected

^ E. Sievers, " Metrische Studien," i. " Studien ziir hebraischen

Metrik " in the Abhandlungen der phil.-hist. Classe der kbniglich

shchsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, xxi. (1901). See especially

ch. X. pp. 371 ff.
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in it some of the same types of rhythm (yet with

a difference) that occur in books or passages of

the Old Testament generally recognised to be

poetry, and also some types or rather some

combinations of types of rhythm that are not

fomid there, but are yet no less strictly rhythmical

than the rest.

Lowth's discovery that the prophetic writings

were in large part poems could not but have had,

and has actually had, a very considerable effect

on the criticism, in the broadest sense of that

term, of those writings, on our conceptions of

their inspiration, origin, composition, and inter-

pretation. Just as little, if they succeed in

establishing themselves, can Sievers' theories of

the rhythmical forms of the books of Genesis and

Samuel, two books which he has subjected to an

exhaustive metrical analysis,^ fail to affect the

criticism of these books and others of the same

general character. For this reason I propose to

give some account of Sievers' theory of the metres

of Genesis, to suggest certain objections, and to

indicate one possible result that follows. After

that I will return to the consideration of the

parallelistic poetry and consider the legitimacy

of certain theories of its rhythm. I refer more

particularly to Duhm's theories, which have

exercised very considerable influence not only

1 E. Sievers, " Metrische Studien," ii. " Die hebraische Genesis "
;

iii. " Samuel " (Abhandlungen . . . , xxiii.).
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in Germany but also in tliis country, wlicrc the

results of the tlicories are Ix^inuing to be pre-

sented inicritieised even in books intended for

popular usc.^ Sievers' developed theory of the

metrical character of the texts commonly sup-

posed to be prose has not, I think, yet commanded

much assent,^ but this working out of his theory

must obviously affect in some measure any

judgment as to the soundness of its fundamental

principles. An examination of these two in-

fluential, or potentially influential, theories, will

furnish a number of illustrations of the way in

which theories with regard to the forms of

Hebrew poetry may affect the criticism and

interpretation of Hebrew literature.

In his first volume (pp. 397 ff.) Sievers, in

order to test the rhythmical character of simple

narrative style, examined the inscription of

1 See e.g. M. G. Glazebrook, Studies in the Book of Isaiah ; B. Duhm,
The Minor Prophets translated in the lihythtns of the Original (English

translation by A. Duff).

2 O. Proksch, however, in his recently published commentary.

Die Genesis Ubersetzt u. erkldrt, 1913, gives a general adherence to Sievers'

theorj', though frequently and greatly differing from liim in the detailed

application of it. In illustration of these differences, I quote a sentence

or two from my review of the commentary in the Review of Theology

and Philosophy, ix. 200-204 :
" Proksch divides Gen, iii. 1-19 into

32 metrical units, all seven-stress lines : Sievers divides the same

passage into 33 metrical units, of which 27 are seven-stress lines, the

others examples of various rhj'thms. Considerably less than half of

Proksch's ' sevens ' are identical with Sievers' ' sevens '
: to be

exact, 12 of Proksch's lines are identical wth Sievers', and 20 are not.

Even more remarkable is the difference in xxix. 2-14 a. Here both

Proksch and Sievers agree that we have a continuous use of ' sevens '

throughout the passage ; nevertheless not a single one of Proksch's

first fifteen lines is identical with one of Sievers'."
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Mesha, selecting this as an ancient text that had

not been subjected to accidents of transcription.

He analysed it into 37 rhythmical periods, claim-

ing that " the metrical structure " of this poem
was all the easier to seize, and the better secured,

by the fact that the ends of the verses were

marked by a vertical line, which was but rarely

used to indicate a mere pause within the verse.

If it were certain that the vertical line used in

Mesha's inscription was really intended to mark
off metrical periods, the fact would be of the

utmost importance ; for, if the Moabite king

recorded his exploits in metre, and used this

line to make the metre clear, a strong presumption

would be created that Judges, Samuel, and Kings,

large parts of which closely resemble the Moabite

inscription in style, were also originally in large

part metrical ; and the use of this line might be

expected to cast even more direct light on Hebrew
than the marking of the scansion in the Assyrian

inscription to which I have previously referred.^

But that the vertical line in Mesha's inscription

has a metrical significance is anything but clear :

what is certain is that it occurs at places where

punctuation is required, generally a full stop,

more rarely a semicolon, or a comma. Thus the

line occurs twenty-five times at points where Dr.

Cooke ^ in his translation punctuates with a full

1 See above, pp. 140 ff.

* G. A. Cooke, A Text-book of North Semitic Inscriptions, pp. 2-4.
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stop, five times "vvhoro lie punctuates with a

semicolon, three times where he pimctuates with

a conuiia. In tliree other places the line occurs

where the inseri})tion cannot be clearly read.

Even in the three cases where the line corresponds

to a comma, the pause is considerable, e.g. in

line 7, " I saw my desire upon him and upon his

house, and all Israel perished utterly for ever."

We may compare with this the relation of the

line to Sievers' metrical periods : it occurs at the

end of twenty-eight out of thirty-seven of these,

and thrice in the middle of one of them. Inas-

much as Sievers' periods are made to end with a

real pause in the sense and are not " run on "

lines, it would be inevitable that a mark of

punctuation should generally stand at the end

of them ; but the absence of the mark at the

end of nine of his periods is much more unfavour-

able to the theory that the mark has a metrical

significance than its presence at the end of

twenty-eight is favourable ; for there may well

have been difference of opinion among Moabite,

as there notoriously is among English, writers

as to the frequency ^vith which punctuation

should be expressed ; there could have been

none as to the point at which a metrical period

ended. It is also to be observed that according

to Sievers' metrical analysis, the metrical periods

in the inscription are of five different lengths

—

of three, four, five, six, and seven stresses ; and
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that more than two successive periods of the

same length never occur, and often immediately

contiguous periods are of different lengths.

We pass now to the consideration of Sievers'

Hebrew Genesis Rhythmically Arranged (1904-

1905). As compared with his analysis, contained

in the first volume of his metrical studies, of

Mesha's inscription and a few specimens of

Hebrew narratives, viz. Genesis ii., xli.. Judges

ix., Ruth i.. Job i., ii., Sievers' treatment of

Genesis shows two prominent differences : (1) he

has abandoned the attempt to make the metrical

periods and the sense-periods coincide : if he is

correct in regarding Genesis as metrical, then the

distinguishing feature of this narrative poetry

is that it largely consists of " run-on " lines ;

(2) the same metre is discovered running un-

interruptedly through long consecutive passages.

The rhythms alleged to be of most frequent

occurrence are (1) the six-stress period ; (2) the

seven-stress period—the rhythm which, as we
have seen (pp. 173 ff.), probably occurs in Psalms

ix., X., but is rare in what have commonly been

regarded as the poetical parts of the Old Testa-

ment. With these two simple rhythms, as we
may call them, though the term is not employed

by Sievers himself, there alternate the more

complex rhythms produced by the constant alter-

nation with one of these of a shorter period, viz.

(3) sevens alternating with a short verse of three
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or four stresses : e.g. Genesis ix. 1-4 (I*), xxvi.

l-lt3
;

(t) sixes Alternating^ with a short verse

of tliree or four stresses : e.g. Genesis xxvi. 14, 1,5.

Of these rhytlims the simple sevens is by far

the most frequent : lon<r passages in whieh

Sievers diseovers it are, for example, Genesis i.,

i.e. P's account of creation ; xi. 1-9, J's account

of the building of the tower of Babel ; xxiv.,

J's account of Eliezer's mission to find Isaac a

^vife.

The same rhythm, it will be seen, occurs in

more than one of the main sources discovered

by literary criticism. This is not regarded by

Sievers as an argument against the general

validity of that criticism
; quite the reverse :

he finds his metrical analysis constantly confirm-

ing it, and also furnishing a clue through a

labyrinth with which criticism was already

familiar, but through which it had hitherto

failed to find a way. The compositeness of

J, E, and P has been very commonly admitted,

but the attempt to analyse these sources into yet

earlier sources has hitherto led to but relatively

meagre or insecure results. Sievers claims

through metre to lead us to a detailed and secure

analysis of these sources of J, E, and P. As this

promise of valuable assistance in the analysis of

sources is made not bv some amateur in the

study of metre, but by a great and recognised

master of the subject, Sievers' Genesis, if for no
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other reason, might well claim the attention of

critical students of the Old Testament.

Briefly stated Sievers' conclusions with refer-

ence to the sources are these ; J, E, and P were

not derived direct from free oral tradition, but

one and all from earlier literary sources which were

metrical. These earlier sources can be recovered

by observing the changes of metre within the

present text. J rests on four principal sources,

a source written in seven-stress periods, another

in six-stress periods, another in seven-stress

periods alternating with a short verse, and a

fourth in six-stress periods alternating with a

short verse. J also contains fragments of a

source written in four-stress periods. E rests

on three main sources, one written in sevens,

one in sixes, and one in sixes alternating with a

short verse. P is analysed into six sources ; the

main source is written in sevens ; the other

sources include one written in sixes, one in sevens

alternating with a short verse, and another in

which every two seven-stress periods are followed

by a short verse. The main source in simple

sevens admitted of an occasional short verse.

It is difficult to judge of this complicated

theory from passages where there is much mixture

of J, E, and P, or of Sievers' sources of these

sources. It is better to take what appears even

to Sievers to be a long continuous passage from

a single source, and to see by what means and
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with what results the theory is earried through.

Genesis xxiii., wliieh Sievers with every one else

refers to P, and lie in particidar to his " sevens
"

source of P, may serve as the first illustration.

In this ehapter Sievers discovers twenty-eight

periods of seven stresses and three short verses

of three stresses. The three latter are obtained

without any textual change from the present

Hebrew text ; of the twenty-eight longer periods,

sixteen are obtained from the present text, the

remaining twelve rest on alterations of the Hebrew

text which, it is claimed, remove transcriptional

error and the results of the more frequent disturb-

ing activity of editors who both changed and

added words. In three of these twelve cases the

LXX more or less clearly supports the change
;

in another Sievers makes both an addition and an

omission which metrically cancel one another.

More or less can doubtless be said for several of

the alterations ^ requisite to reduce the remaining

eight lines to regularity ; but that all the changes

are required by anything but the exigencies of

the metrical theory will seem to most who

examine them improbable.

In Genesis xxiv. 1-52 (J) Sievers finds eighty

seven-stress periods interrupted by eight glosses

1 In u. 6 Sievers omits c.-i'i^x, regarding cn'^x ntj as an editorial

amplification of ntj : at the end of v. 7 he omits nn uaS and in v. 8

'JsVd ; in w. 9 he substitutes myan for i'? ick n'^a^on myo ; in o. 15 he omits

pK (with LXX) and Vpr ; in v. 16 Spt:' and -ns'? ; in v. 17 the clause mc
»<-:22 •:s'7 'ZK nTsri^a irx pisy ; in v. 19 he omits c.inaN, inserts le/n jnsi', and

alters nVs^cn to n'jsoaa.
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of from three to nine words, and another Hne

of different rhythm. Of the eighty seven-stress

lines, twenty-two depend on departures from the

present text ; but several consecutive seven-stress

lines ^ are discovered without any alteration of

the Hebrew text.

As a last example of Sievers' metrical analysis

I select Genesis i. on account of the peculiar

interest of the reconstruction of the text involved

in it : at the same time it is right to add that

Sievers expressly states that his analysis of this

particular chapter is one of the most uncertain

and tentative of his results. According to the

analysis the chapter contained forty-nine seven-

stress periods interrupted by one line (in v. 20)

of three stresses and by what is regarded as a

gloss of two lines in v. 16. Of the forty-nine

seven-stress periods no fewer than thirty-two

rest on textual alteration—a far larger proportion

than in either of the previous examples that have

been given here. But a large number of the

textual changes are of one type : in order to

obtain rhythmical regularity Sievers found that,

in every case where d^h^n, God, occurred, rhythm

required either one word less or one word

more : in the former case he omits d'^h^n, in

the latter he prefixes mn% Yahweh ; so that in

respect of the use of the divine names, Genesis i.

^ E.g. eight such hnes occur in v. 42 (from ib" dn) to v. 46 (to nnv) ;

seven such lines in v. 47 (from 'o-nn) to v. 51.
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AvouKl a^n-ee vvilli the present text oi' Genesis ii.,

iii., tlioiip:!! not, arcordinfr to Sievers, witli the

original text oi" all the sources incorporated in

ii. and iii.

It would be unwise to condemn the whole of

Sievers' analysis of Genesis on account of the

improbably large amount of conjectural emenda-

tion needed to carry through the rhythmical

reconstruction in Genesis i. and some other

passages : the strength of his case is seen rather

in such facts as that, for example, in chapter xxiv.

eight consecutive similar rhythmical periods may
be found in the present text.

Nevertheless Sievers' residts in general seem

to me insecure, and their insecurity due to these

considerations : (1) the vocalisation on which

they depend is, as I have pointed out in a previous

chapter,^ hypothetical, some elements in it being

probable, others most uncertain
; (2) the number

of conjectural emendations required solely in the

interests of the theory is very large
; (3) the

analysis of narratives in Genesis and Samuel

requires a constant recurrence of " non-stop "

lines and enjambed clauses. Not only are the

lines " non-stopped," so that, e.g., a verb may
stand at the end of one, its accusative at the

beginning of the next line, but the well-marked

caesuras within the lines, so prominent in the

parallelistic poetry, frequently disappear, while

^ See above, pp. 147-149.
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in others a full-stop may appear at the caesura

and virtually no stop at all at the end of the line.

Sievers, it is true, still points his " sevens " with

spaces for the two caesuras, but the space fre-

quently divides construct and genitive, or other

words as closely connected with one another.

Two lines at the beginning of Genesis xxiii. may
serve as examples of the points just referred to ;

I add a translation to bring out the striking

difference between this kind of metrical com-

position, if it be such, and parallelistic poems :

p"iin

And were the years of the hfe of Sarah one hundred and
twenty years

And seven years. And Sarah died in Kirjath-Arba,

which is Hebron.

And in the following lines from Genesis i., as

reconstructed by Sievers, a full-stop occurs in

the middle of the first line, though the same line

ends with a verb the accusative to which begins

the second line :

n^n^N mn^ ni^i tin ^n^i tin ">n^

Let there be hght

:

The Hght that it

was good.

and there was hght.

And divided Yahweh

And Yahweh
Elohim saw

Elohim between
the Hght and
the darkness.

Now no doubt there can be foimd analogies
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to most of these plicnonienti in English blank

verse : but tlierc remains this surely relevant

and fundamental differenee between English and

Hebrew poetry : the foot in Hebrew, aeeording

to Sievers' theory, is mueh more elastic than the

foot in English blank verse : the Hebrew foot, it

will be remembered, consists, according to the

theory, of a stressed syllable either by itself, or

preceded by one to three unstressed syllables,

and in certain cases followed by one but not more

than one unstressed syllable ; briefly, whereas

the foot in English blank verse is dissyllabic, or

by resolution trisyllabic, the foot in Hebrew

may consist of one, two, three, four, or five

syllables. There is a further point : Hebrew, as

contrasted with English, has far fewer preposi-

tions, conjunctions, and other short independent

words unlikely to be stressed : the consequence

is that any passage in Hebrew must consist most

largely of w^ords that can quite appropriately

receive a stress : if then a rhythmical line consists

of so many stressed syllables combined with a

very elastic number of unstressed syllables, and

is subject to no other law such as that of the

stopped lines and the distich, it becomes almost

impossible for any passage not to be rhythmical.

For the number of the words in any or almost

any passage will divide either by 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7

wdth, if necessary, a few words at the end, to

appear as a broken line. To what other law,
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then, does Sievers conceive his hnes to be sub-

jected ? It is difficult to discover any, though

it is obvious that he still prefers that his caesuras

and line-ends should coincide with some sense-

pause if possible, and this apparently is why he

distributes his texts among several metres, though

if we utterly disregard sense-pauses, and allow

ourselves an equal liberty of textual emendation,

most of the lines could be redivided into blocks

of a different number of feet. It appears to me,

therefore, that the analogy of English blank

verse with its freedom from line-bondage is a

bad ground for assuming a similar free epic

or narrative verse in Hebrew : the analogy of

Semitic poetry is against the assumption : and

we seem driven back on to the stopped line and

the distich as the normal basis of Hebrew poetry

of all kinds.

There remains one further consideration : it

is brought forward by Sievers himself, and he

attempts to turn the force of it : the redactors

and interpolators who often, by their additions,

destroyed the metre of their sources, themselves

wrote in metre ; the glosses attributed to them

are for the most part " metrical." " I cannot,"

writes Sievers,^ " otherwise account for this

than by the supposition that in a period not yet

accustomed to free prose the tendency to bring

everything that had to be said into verse form
^ Die hebrSische Genesis, p, 216.
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nmy have been so strong lluit sueli retlactois iii-

vohinterily composed verses when tlie extent and

siibstanee of what tliey wanted to say in any way

permitted of tliis. At the same time they had so

httle artistie intelh^ence or experience tliat they

thrust their own products of a moment unconcerned

into the older texts w^ithout troubling nuich about

the mess (IJnheil) they thus made of them."

In view of the various considerations which

I have now brought forw^ard I am not prepared,

on the one hand, to admit the metrical analvsis

of Genesis as confirming the analysis into J, E,

and P, nor, on the other hand, out of regard

for hypothetical metrical requirements, to insert

Yahweh in Genesis i., and thereby abandon the

well-grounded conclusion that P made no use

of the divine name Yahweh in his narrative, till

he reached the point at which he records the

revelation of the name to Moses.

But though the theory that the whole of

Genesis is derived from metrical sources must be

dismissed as unproved, the question yet remains

whether, in addition to such obvious poems as

Lamech's song (Gen. iv. 23, 24) and Jacob's

Blessing (xlix. 1-27), traces can still be discerned,

within or behind the narratives, of any metrical

passages or sources. And here we may first

observe that certain speeches introduced into the

narratives differ in style from the prose of the

narratives themselves, in virtue of some use of
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parallelism or some approximation, even in the

present stage of the text, to rhythms familiar

from their occurrence in what are generally

recognised to be poems. Such speeches are the

curses pronounced by Yahweh on Adam and

Eve and the serpent (Gen. iii. 14-19), the blessings

pronounced by Isaac on Jacob and Esau (xxvii.

27-29, 39, 40), and Jacob's speech to Laban
(xxxi. 36-42). To justify the statement that

these show some use of parallelism and some

approximation to metre, let it suffice to point out

that the closing words of the curse on the serpent

form, as a matter of fact, an unmistakable

distich 3 : 3, the lines of which are completely

parallel to one another (a.b.c
|
a'.b'.c'); that

Isaac's blessing on Jacob closes with three

distichs in each of which the lines are completely

parallel to one another, the schemes being

a . b
I

a' . b', a2 . b
I

a', b'2, and a . b
|
a', b' ; and

that xxxi. 38 b, c is a perfectly clear example of

a distich 3 : 3 with the lines completely parallel

to one another (a2 . b
|
a'2 . b'). Yet in none of

the passages quoted is it possible to discern in the

present text metrical regularity. Such metrical

regularity can be obtained with least alteration

of the present text in the curse on the serpent.

If we omit in v. 14 the words *i nonnn Sdd, of all

cattle and— an omission which was originally

suggested by Stade ^ quite irrespective of metrical

* In the Zeiischr. fUr die alttestameniliche Wissenschaft, xvii. 209.
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considerations—and in i'. 15 ilit- vvortls i:?"ti p\
and between thy secd,^ and if, wilh Sievcrs, we are

prepared to include n^DN htni under a single

accent, we have left loin* successive six-stress

periods, the fii"st three being divided into three

two-stress lines, the last into two three-stress

lines, a method of varying the treatment of

six-stress periods within the same poem that has

already been referred to (p. 182, n. 2). With the

two omissions just defined the Hebrew text

and English translation read as follows :

mtnn rr^n-^DD
|
nriN "inN

|

hni n^mi^-^D

T^n ^d^-Sd
I

'pDNn -iDi;i
|

iSn ^dto hi)

Because thou hast done this,

Cursed art thou

Above all the beasts of the field
;

On thy belly shalt thou go,

And dust shalt thou eat.

All the days of thy life ;

And enmity will I put between thee

And between the woman,
And between her seed

:

He shall crush thee on the head,

And thou shalt crush him on the heel.

1 For the omission of these words there is little, if anything, to be

urged apart from metrical considerations. It is true that the last lines

contrast the woman's seed and " thee," i.e. the serpent, and take no

account of " thy seed "
: but per contra they refer only to the woman's

seed and do not mention the woman independently. With the threefold

repetition of j>a in the emended text, cp. Gen. xvii. 7, ti'i: hn 'ncpni

1J?"tT |-2i ir3i 'r3 ; but in this passage the addition of 'y-ii p3i to -y2 would

of course have been impossible.
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We seem to be left, then, with these alterna-

tives—that certain speeches, especially curses and

blessings, were originally metrical, but that their

metrical character has been destroyed or obscured

by additions and alterations, or that the

speeches in question, while differentiated from

the simplicity of the prose of ordinary narrative,

were not subjected to regular metrical form. In

favour of the first alternative, so far at least as

the curses and blessings are concerned, is the

fact that the blessings of Jacob (Gen. xlix.),

Moses (Deut. xxxiii.), Balaam (Num. xxiii.,

xxiv.) are all unmistakable poems, and that an

important function of the early Arab poets was

to compose and recite curses.^ At the same time

most of the passages cited are m their present

form considerably removed from metrical regu-

larity.

Even if, however, we admit that the speeches

referred to in the last paragraph are metrical,

they could reasonably be explained as instances

of the same writer passing from the prose of

narrative to poetical form in the speeches of the

persons of his story—a transition which is clearly

^ See particularly I. Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philo-

logie, " tJber die Vorgeschichte der HigS' Poesie," referred to and briefly

described in my note on Num. xxii. 6 {^Commentary on Numbers, p. 328).

See further G. Holscher, Die Profeten (1914), pp. 92 ff., 120 f., where
examples are given. It must be observed, however, that many of

these early curses are not composed in the classical Arabic metres,

but in saf (see above, p. 44 f.) ; an example of a curse in tliis " rhymed
prose " is Sura cxi. of the Kur'an.
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marked and obvious in tlie ))ook ol" Job, unless

prolopfue and speeches are there referred to

different writers.

But a rather different question arises when
we turn to the narratives of Creation ; for here

we shall find ourselves dealing not with differences

between narrative and speeches, but with a

question of differences between different parts

of what is alike narrative. The question we
have to put here is this : Are these narratives

in their present form, or do they rest on Hebrew
sources that were, entirely prose ? or are there

sufficient traces of rhythm even now left to

suggest that these narratives rest in part at least

on Hebrew sources that were wTitten in poetical

form ? If the narratives are prose, and if the

sources on which they rested were also all prose,

then, although the Hebrew story of Creation

shows the well-known resemblances to the Baby-

lonian story, the literary form given to the story

by the Hebrews was at all times different : it

was prose, whereas the Babylonian story was

told in verse. And even if Sievers were right,

and the whole of the Creation narratives in

Genesis were metrical, there would stiU be a

difference ; the Babylonian poems are cast in

the old parallelistic 4 : 4 rh\i;hm, the Hebrew
narratives, according to the hypothesis, mainly

in Sievers' non - parallelistic " sevens." But

Sievers has also di^awn attention, and this time
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I think rightly, to the appearance in small

quantity of the 4 : 4 rhythm in Genesis ii. : he

recognised more of it in the first volume of his

metrical studies than in Die hebrdische Genesis,

and his earlier is perhaps preferable to his later

view. Delete the superfluous d^hSn after r^^r^^

in Genesis ii. 4 b, and it is a fact that ii. 4 b-6 can

easily, and most of it must, be read as periods

of four stresses equally divided by a slight

caesura, as follows :

In the day when Yahweh made heaven and earth,

No plant of the field was yet in the earth,

And no herb of the field had yet sprung up
;

For Yahweh had not sent rain upon the earth,

And man there was none to till the ground.

Not only is this possibly metrical, but (1) the

second and third, and in some measure the

fourth and fifth lines, are certainly parallels ;

(2) the hypothetically metrical periods are cer-

tainly sense - periods
; (3) the anarthrous pN

D"'i:5Q)i without nsi stands in striking contrast to

the pNH riNi D^Dmn nw of Genesis i. 1. Not only,

then, have the lines of the Hebrew,

No plant of the field was yet in the earth,

And no herb of the field had yet sprung up,
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a close material parallel in Lhe Babylonian,

No reed hud si)riiii<,' up, no tree had been ercated,

but the rliythm of the Hebrew, if correctly seized

as 4 : 4 ( =2 + 2 : 2 +2), is identical with the rhythm

of the Babylonian.

I cannot here pursue the remaining traces,

for the most part less clear, of the same rhythm

in subsequent parts of the chapter, and still less

the various interesting questions which are raised

by this apparent formal as well as material

resemblance of some of the Hebrew with some

of the Babylonian stories of Creation ; but the

probability that behind Genesis ii. lay at least

one Hebrew metrical story of Creation seems to

me sufficiently strong to be worth consideration.

If Genesis ii. 4 b-6 is metrical, it is an example

not of the hypothetical non-parallelistic metrical

poetry which Sievers finds everywhere in Genesis

and Samuel, but of that same parallelistic poetry

w'hich has so long been recognised in Psalms and

Job and much of the prophetical books. But

if Sievers' theory that the narratives of Genesis

are metrical is rightly judged to be unproven and

improbable, ought w^e at this end of our discussion

to question the metrical character even of parallel-

istic poetry ; w^as Hebrew poetry of any kind

subject to metrical law^s ? Have we a right to

adopt such a system as Sievers' to explain the

metre of parallelistic poetry, and then to deny
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the soundness of bis application of his system

to Hebrew narratives ?

It must suffice at this point to recall some

positions previously reached : in parallelistie

poetry the lines are in general well defined, and

where there is much parallelism of terms the

limits of the lines are certain ; to secure a

rhythmical balance, or other relation, which

would be immediately perceived between these

parallel lines, a far greater elasticity could safely

be given to the rhythmical foot than if a really

perceptible rhythm were to be imparted to a

long passage in which there were no regularly

recurring pauses. Even after an examination

of Sievers' attempt to extend so greatly the

amount of metrical composition in the Old Tes-

tament, it seems to me possible and useful to

return to parallelistie poetry and to insist (1) that

this consists primarily of distichs
; (2) that these

distichs fall into two broad classes according as

the second line balances or echoes the first

;

and (3) that the lines of these distichs can also

be more accurately classified according to the

number of the stressed words that thev contain.

The luicertainties in dealing with parallelistie

poetry arise rather when we raise these questions :

Must a single type of distich be maintained

throughout the same poem ? if not, what types

and what extent of variation are permitted ?

Again, are all poems strophically arranged, and
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I are all strophes oi' eciual kiiglli ? 1 have already

given my reasons for answering these questions

in tlio sense that the laws of Hebrew poetry did

not recpiire either that a single type of distich

nuist be used thronghout the same poem, or that

all })oems must be divided into equal strophes

:

and that as a matter of faet some Hebrew pcjems

are perfeetly, or nearly, consistent in the use of

a single type of distieh and strophes of the same

length, and that others are not. But the contrary

opinion is held and enforced with far-reaching

critical results : single words are rejected from

lines in order to reduce all the distiehs to a single

type, and whole distiehs in order to reduce all

the strophes to the same length. IMore rarely

equality is restored or invented by addition of

words or distiehs. Dr. Briggs in his commentary

on the Psalms so emended the text that most

of the Psalms divide into exactly equal strophes,

strophes that each contain exactly the same

number of lines, distiehs, or tristiehs as the

case may be. Duhm has done much the same

for Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the Twelve Prophets,

not to speak of his work on Psalms and Job.

I am, of course, far from maintaining that either

these scholars, or others with the same devotion

to regularity, have failed to put forward many
valuable suggestions : if some poems, though not

all, were regular, a scholar w^ho attempts to

make all regular may succeed in divining the real
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regularity of those that were regular at the

same time that he is imposing an unreal regu-

larity on a poem that never was actually

regular.

In illustration of the far-reaching effects of

the determination to impose regularity at all

hazards on all poems, I will now confine myself

to some examples of Duhm's methods and

results. I premise that there is a far stronger

prima facie case for questioning the originality

of the text of the books with which Duhm deals

than that of the book of Genesis ; and that there

is far more reason in the case of these books

than in Samuel for suspecting that even the LXX
fails as a sufficient corrective of the Hebrew

text ; so far then an editor of the prophets or of

Job or of many of the Psalms ought to suspect

more corruption which must be treated, if

treated at all, by conjecture, than an editor of

Genesis or Samuel. But there is need for the

greatest possible caution in using a metrical

theory as the sole reason for emendation ; for

one Hebrew metre can be changed into another

with fatal ease ; drop the verb, or some other

parallel term that the sense will spare from the

second line of a 3:3 distich, and the result is

the very dissimilar 3:2; and, conversely, in a

3 : 2 distich prefix an infinitive absolute to the

verb of the second line, and a distich 3 : 3 is

the result. For example Isaiah xiii. 11 c, d,

Q
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Dm pN3 ^nnG?ni

S^DtDN a^i^-^D niN^")

Ai»(l I will make the pride of the presumptuous fraso.

And the hiiiightincss of the awe-inspiring will 1 bring low,

is as it stands an excellent 3 : 3 distich of com-

pletely piinillel lines ; it can be very simply

reduced to a distich of 3 : 2 lines incompletely

parallel by omitting, with Duhm, the overlined

word. But what is the probability that the

conversion of one metre into another would

take place accidentally several times in the same

poem without affecting the sense ? Or what the

probability that a scribe would intentionally

convert 3 : 2 into 3 : 3 by such additions in some

distichs of the poem, while leaving ethers in the

original 3:2?
If the ease with which every Hebrew text can

in some manner be adapted to Sievers' anapaestic

system should make us slow to accept such

applications of it as his metrical analysis of

Genesis, the ease with which, if we treat the

rh}i:hm merely as so many stresses to a line,

one metre can be converted to another should

warn us against the seductive regularity which

Duhm places, for example, upon Isaiah xiii.

This chapter, says Mr. Box, who, in common
with some other English scholars, reproduces

Duhm's assertions, consists of seven-lined strophes

in the rh}i:hm of the Hebrew dirge ; and in this

resembles the poem in chap. xiv. Yet it is
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really difficult to believe that any one could have

reached this conclusion except under the domin-

ance of a theory of regularity or the spell of a

great master ; and the false conclusion here

happens to be of some critical significance, for,

if Isaiah xiii. consists of six seven-lined strophes

in fcinah rhythm, and chapter xiv. contains a

poem consisting of five exactly similar strophes,

confidence in the unity of xiii. and xiv. may
receive an utterly untrustworthy support. The
actual fact wdth regard to Isaiah xiii., as I have

shown elsewhere,^ is that the Tfinah rhythm is all

but confined to the first eight verses of the

chapter, and in the remaining fourteen verses,

which contain twenty-five distichs, there are

but three or four distichs at most of the kinah

type : the rest are 3:3; Duhm reduces these

3 : 3 distichs to 3 : 2 by two exceedingly simple

devices : either a word is arbitrarily dropped

from the second line of the distich, or, if this is

not convenient, it is assumed that the second

and shorter line of a 3 : 2 distich has dropped out.

Corruptions of both kinds certainly occur ; but

it is exceedingly improbable that accidents of the

same kind happened several times over within

a few verses and yet so as to leave excellent 3 : 3

rhythm.

Another passage where difficult critical ques-

tions arise has been similarly treated by Duhm.
^ Isaiah, pp. 234 ff.
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He asserts that in Isaiah xxxiv., xxxv. the same

metre is niaiiitaiiicd throughout, and he repre-

sents the wliole as disposed in Ibur-hned strophes
;

but lie also makes this signi (leant remark :
" The

text has suffered a remarkable number of mutila-

tions, especially at the ends of the stichoi.^^ Yet

as a matter of faet the metre is not the same

throughout : some of the distiehs are certainly

3 : 2, most are certainly 3 : 3, but, just as in

xiii., xiv., the 3 : 2 distiehs are massed together
;

they are almost confined to xxxiv. 1-10. A
difference between the rhythm of xxxiv. 1-10

and 11-17 is, I believe, certain : and, if so, it is

critically important ; for the arguments which

have led many scholars to abandon the earlier

view that Isaiah xxxiv. and xxxv. were written

in the exilic period in favour of the view that

they are a late post-exilic prophecy rest mainly

on xxxiv. 11-17—which is metrically different

from xxxiv. 1-10. The critical questions are

complicated and difficult, and cannot be discussed

here : but Duhm's judgment on these chapters

seems to me to illustrate a second unfortunate

result of the theory that Hebrew poetry was

absolutely regular : on the one hand it leads to

much unnecessary correction of the text ; and,

on the other, to a certain obtuseness to real

difference of rhvthm. The 3 : 2 distich is some-

thing really different from a 3 : 3 distich, even

though both occur in the same poem : and if one
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type of distich is exclusively used or dominant

in one part of a passage, and another in another,

a question may always arise whether the two

parts are of the same origin : that even such a

change as this necessarily implies difference of

origin in all cases I am not prepared to assert

:

as a matter of fact, though I pointed out the

difference of rhythm between Isaiah xiii. 1-8 and

9-22, which Duhm and others had attempted

to conceal by groundless emendations, I refrained

from asserting that the two parts in question

were of different origin.

But it is in his criticism of the Book of Jeremiah

that Duhm's rhythmical principles have proved

most dangerous ; here, as is well known, he

works with the principle not only of regularity

of distich and strophe, but also of one man, one

metre. Though we owe to Duhm himself one

of the warmest appreciations of Jeremiah as

prophet and poet, we are yet asked to believe

that this great prophet and poet confined himself

throughout his long career to one metre ! Work-

ing on this principle Duhm not only rejects the

larger part of the poems attributed to Jeremiah,

but he violates parallelism and shows obtuse-

ness to rhythmical differences in order to re-

tain much even of what he does retain, but

which, if his critical theory that Jeremiah

wrote only in " kinah " rhythm were correct,

ought to be rejected. I have shown else-
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^vhc^e * with wliat violence, and even with wliat

riiheulous results at times, as in his strophic

division of Isaiah xi. 1-8, Duhm tears asunder

the things that parallelism most evidently in-

tended to be kept together. I must here confine

myself to two examples of Duhm's treatment

of the text of Jeremiah. The first example is

Jeremiah iv. 3, 4 : the present Hebrew text reads,

and may be divided, as follows :

—

oSm-n^bT min^ m^^S
|

r^^r^^ idn hd-^d

If we approach this passage without a theoretical

prejudice, is it not obvious that the marked

tendency of the clauses is to balance one

another, not to echo one another, as, accord-

ing to Duhm, if genuine, they should do ? A
further feature of the passage is the prominence

of parallelism :

—

For thus saith Yahweh
To the men of Judah and Jerusalem,

Break up your fallow ground,

And sow not among thorns
;

Circumcise yourselves to Yahweh,
And take away the foreskin of your heart,

1 Isaiah, pp. 211 ff., and Zeitschrift fUr die AT. Wissenschaft, 1912,

pp. 193-198.
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Men of Judah,

And inhabitants of Jerusalem ;

Lest my fury go forth hke fire,

And burn with none to quench it.

The rhythm for the most part is actually 3:3;
I will not stay to inquire what grounds there may
be for believing that that rhythm was originally

maintained throughout : what I have to do is

note how Duhm turns it into 3 : 2 and \vith what

results :

—

(1) He rejects the words "to the men of

Judah and Jerusalem " in i;. 3 (line 2 of the above

translation) and also the similar words (lines 7

and 8 above) of i;. 4 ; the latter omission is,

perhaps, right.

(2) Having rejected line 2 above, he has to

tear asunder lines 3 and 4 which are most obvi-

ously parallel to one another : line 3 is tacked

on to line 1 to form a distich, and it is then

assumed that the first line of the distich, of which

line 4 above is the second line, has disappeared.

(3) Very interesting and specious is the treat-

ment of the first part of u. 4 : Duhm divides as

follows :

—

Circumcise yourselves to Yahweh, and take away
The foreskin of your heart.

Now there is no doubt that the object of a verb

may form the second part of a 3:2 line (or

distich) : I recall as examples two lines in

Lamentations ii. 6 :

—
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nntDi ii^^D
I

]V2n mn^ tt2W

Yuhwoh hath caused to be forgotten in Sion

Festal meeting and Sabhatli

;

And hath spurned in the indignation of his anger

King and priest.

Judge the line from a grammatical point of view

only, and Diihm's division of Jeremiah iv. 4

seems to be at least a legitimate alternative to

the division of the line after mn^ ; but once

the sense and parallehsm are considered, how

improbable does such a division appear. iSon

and rhi:} ^'^Dr^ together are parallel terms, a

clause of two terms being parallel to a single

term, according to a practice which I have

abundantly illustrated in a previous chapter :
^

what Duhm does is to chop this second parallel

into two, giving one half to the line that has

already expressed the whole idea, and leaving

to the second line a mere lifeless fragment.

My other example of Duhm's methods is taken

from the fine apocalyptic vision in Jeremiah iv.

23-26. I give it first exactly as it stands in the

Hebrew text, the divisions of the text being of

course my own :

—

D"i"iN pNi D^DtDn Sn*i
I

inm inn n^m
|

p~iNn nw "j-i^nt 23

mn^ ^DDD I2n3 i^ni? h':^
\
inon '^cidh

|
ran^ ^h^nt 26

1 See above, pp. 70-82.
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In translating these lines I adopt two emendations

noted in the next paragraph, and for convenience

of printing throw the sections of the long Hebrew

lines into separate lines :

—

23 I beheld the earth,

And, lo, 'twas formless and empty

;

And the heavens, and they had no light.

24 I beheld the mountains.

And, lo, they were trembling,

And all the liills moved to and fro.

25 I beheld [the ground].

And, lo, there was no man.
And all the birds of the heaven were fled.

26 I beheld the garden-land.

And, lo, 'twas wilderness,

And all the cities thereof were broken down before

Yahweh.

Two emendations suggested by Duhm and

essential to his rhythmical scheme, though they

are not essential to what I believe to be the

correct view of the rhythm of the passage, seem

to me probable : he reads noT^n after ^n^NT in

V. 25, and transposes n^m and ^onDn in v. 26 :

this gives an exact similarity of structure to all

four verses.

Once again, if any one will read these verses,

whether emended as just suggested or not, with-

out any prepossession as to what metre Jeremiah

must have used, or as to the general desirability

of attaching the term kinah to as much prophetic

poetry as possible, he cannot, I believe, feel that

they have any real rhythmical resemblance to
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the prevailing rliythm in Lamentations i.-iv. :

tlu'se rour similar ])eri()cls are neither /owr lines of

A/;/a//-iike eharaeter as Cornill ^ describes them,

nor ci<iJtl lines of alternately three and two
stresses, i.e. strict kincih hnes, as Duhm \vill have

it : they are fonr periods of the rarer rhythm

4 : 3.- What Cornill says is worth quoting :

'' The metre here assumes a somewhat different

form. The characteristic of the kinah strophe,

the short second member, to be sure remains
;

but the whole is weightier and tends more towards

the gigantic : the first members have mostly

four, the second three full stresses." The last

remark is correct so far as it goes, but omits the

very important additional fact that the first

members are equally divided by a strongly

marked caesura : this caesura gives to the entire

period the rhythmical value 2:2:3 rather than

4 : 3, and an effect which is the very opposite of

the kinah : there is no rhvthmical echo, but two

short balanced clauses are rounded off with a

longer clause ; the period swells out to its close

instead of echoing off.

Thus Cornill's remarks seem to me an apt

illustration of the disadvantages and the risk

of confusion involved in working with too re-

stricted a rhythmical nomenclature.

Instead of trying to compress the four periods

^ Das Buck Jeremia, p. 53. Of. the note in The Century Commentary
(A. S. Peake) on Jeremiah. ^ ggg above, pp. 171-176.
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into four kinah lines or distichs, Duhm goes to

the opposite extreme and endeavours to squeeze

eight kinah lines (or distichs) out of the present

text amplified by a few additions which are

really far too slight for the purpose. It is a

question whether here the textual changes, or

the rhythmical results, due to the necessity of

making everything attributed to Jeremiah kinah

rhythm, are the more improbable ; of the kinah (!)

lines that result this is one :
^

and the additions to the text, besides that already

mentioned (rroiNn in v. 25), are these : four

times over, in order to convert two stresses into

three, Duhm inserts nw ! and that in a poetical

passage !
^ and in another place {v. 25) he resorts

to the favourite device of inserting an infinitive

absolute

—

titd. These five changes represent a

hypothetical loss of eleven letters : how often

^ To judge how far Duhm's lines resemble real 3 : 2, or kinah, lines,

it is best, however, to read them entire. Duhm's lines are as follows :

—

inn mm I ytHn m 'n'ttn

n-0in n:ni I cnnn nx 'h'nt

i'?p'?pnn I nij?3an Sd nxi

mxn j'K mm I noian nn 'n'NT

mi IMi I DTMfn rpy Ssi

-\yiD rum I '7D-i2n nx t-kt

m.T '330 1 1STU Dnnn hjn

* In the present text ritt occurs but once (in v, 23), and may there

be an error for ha (so Rothstein in Ivittel's Bihlia Hebraica) : note 'r-x

in the clause, also dependent on 'n-ai, at the end of the verse, and the

eiri of the Greek version (= '?i').
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does the text of a short passage accidentally lose

in transcription eleven letters distributed over

live places without the sense being in the slightest

degree affected ?

It is by such methods as these, which could be

illustrated by an abundance of other examples,

that Duhm succeeds in imposing regularity of

line and strophe on Old Testament poetry. And

it is on results so obtained that Duhm and others

build up far-reaching critical and exegetieal

conclusions.

I will in conclusion briefly summarise some

of the facts and some of the inferences drawn

from them to which I have endeavoured to draw

attention in these discussions, and briefly refer

to one or two points which it has not been my
purpose to discuss more fully.

The main forms of Hebrew poetry are two

—

parallelism and rhythm, to which, as a third

and occasional form, we may add strophe.

Rhyme, so common in many languages, and a

constant and necessary form of all strictly

metrical poetry in Arabic, as well as a character-

istic of that other type of composition in Arabic

known as saf (" rhymed prose "), is in Hebrew,

as in Assyrian, merely occasional. Curiously

enough it is conspicuous in one of the earliest

existing fragments of Hebrew poetry, the song

of Lameeh (Gen. iv. 23, 24), and yet it never
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developed into a form ^ of Hebrew poetry till

poetry of the Old Testament, or parallelistic,

type had long become extinct, and there came,

under the influence of the Moslem culture and

Arabic poetry, a renascence of Hebrew poetry

in the Middle Ages.

Of the two main forms of Hebrew poetry,

parallelism and rhythm, parallelism is most

intimately associated with the sense, and can

and should be represented in translation. In its

broader aspects and general differences of types

it was analysed once for all by Lowth : but a

more accurate and detailed measurement of

parallelism is required. Such a more exact

measurement of parallelism enables us more

readily to classify actual differences in different

poems and different writers ; and in particular

to disentangle the very different types of in-

complete parallelisms and merely parallelistic

distichs grouped by Lowth under the single term
" synthetic parallelism." A study, more especi-

ally of the different incomplete parallelisms, also

affords an opportunity of watching the intimate

connexion between parallehsm and at least a

certain approximation to rhythm.

Merely judged from the standpoint of parallel-

^ For examples of rhyme in Hebrew, as also for evidence that it was
too occasional and irregular to constitute a form of Hebrew poetry^

see E. Konig, Stilistik, 355-357 ; G. A. Smith, The Early Poetry of

Israel, 24 f. ; C. F. Burney, " Rhyme in the Song of Songs " in the

Journal of Theological Studies, x. 554-557.
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ism, rhytlinis Tall into the two broad classes of

balancing and echoing rhythms. Furtlicr metrical

analysis is in detail frequently most uncertain :

but while recognising this uncertainty, it is

important, in order to avoid confusion, to adopt

a method of measurement that is capable of

giving us a clear and sufTicient nomenclature.

This is to be found in defining lines or distichs

by the number of the stressed syllables in them.

The exact number of unstressed syllables that

mav accompanv a stressed syllable mav be un-

certain, but is certainly not unlimited.

A single rhythm need not be maintained

throughout a poem, though there were probably

limits to the degree of mixture that was tolerated.

But in particular the elegy, though it commonly

consisted of 3 : 2 distichs, was not limited to

these : it certainly admitted along with these

in the same poem 2:2. INIere change from a

longer to a shorter distich of the same class, or

even occasionally from a balancing to an echoing

rhythm, is no conclusive evidence, and in many
poems (for poems differ in the degree to which

they are regular) is scarcely even a ground for

suspecting corruption of text or change of source.

On the other hand, a change in the dominant

rhythm should raise a question whether or not

a new^ poem has begun.

Finally the question remains whether, though

parallehsm in Hebrew seems commonly to have
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concurred with certain rhytlimical forms, it may
not in some cases, as in the Arabic saj\ have

been used in a freer style more closely allied

to ordinary prose.

Of the history of parallelism and rhythm I

have been able to say little. Did parallelism in

Hebrew create rhythm, or was it added to an

existing type of rhythm ? This is an interesting

if an obscure question of origins. As to the

lifetime of parallelism, we saw that it runs back

to the earliest poetry preserved in the Old Testa-

ment, and that it was still a form of Hebrew
poetry in the second century a.d., but was not

to be clearly traced later : nor did it wake to

new life with the revival of Hebrew poetry in

the Middle Ages. An interesting episode is the

transference of Hebrew parallelism to poetry

composed by Jews in Greek, as e.g. in the Book
of Wisdom.

If we speculate as to the historical develop-

ment of rhythms, we shall perhaps most safely

select as the earliest the 4 : 4 (or 2:2) rhythm,

which Hebrew has in common ^vith Assyrian, but

which at a later time in Hebrew was outstripped

by 3 : 3 and 3 : 2.

The best service to the future of Old Testament

studies, so far as these can be affected by the

examination of those formal elements with which

alone these discussions have attempted to deal,

will be rendered, I believe, by those who combine
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with Hint further study of IIc})rew metre wliicli

is certainly needed, for it is a sul)jcct which still

presents many obscurities and uncertainties, an

unswervin<T loyalty to the demands of that other

and more obvious form or characteristic of

Hebrew poetry which is known as parallelism.
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CHAPTER VII

THE ALPHABETIC POEM IN NAHUM

[The following discussion first appeared in the

Expositor for September 1898. It was written to estab-

lish a position which has since been generally conceded,

viz. that Nahum i. contains at least part of an alphabetic

poem, or acrostich. But once this position is conceded

it is reasonable enough to endeavour to rediscover the

whole acrostich ; and since 1898 fresh attempts have

been made in this direction. But it still remains true

that the argument that the whole acrostich and not

merely part of it lies latent in Nahum i., ii. is much less

cogent than the argument that chapter i. contains the

first half of such a poem ; it is also true that the emenda-

tions necessary to restore the last half of the poem are

altogether more speculative and uncertain than those

required to restore the first half. For this reason, and

because the recognition of the fact that at least part

of an alphabetic poem is present in Nahum i. has a

very important bearing on the criticism of the Book
of Nahum, I here reproduce what I wrote, Avithout

substantial alterations beyond additions which are

inserted in square brackets, and the omission of a

paragraph on Psalms ix. and x., which is rendered super-

fluous by the fuller discussion of those Psalms in the

next chapter.

To have discussed all that has been written on this

poem since 1898 would have been alien to the purpose

243
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of this discussion: it would also be unnecessary; for

the history of the criticism of Nahuni i. and the many
suggestions that have been made with a view to restoring

the original text are very fully and admirably reviewed

by Dr. J. M. Powis Smith in the " International Critical

Commentary " on Nahum,]

The Old Testament contains a number of

acrostich poems. The two laws of such acrostichs

are that the initial letters of the several sections

should follow the order of the alphal^et, and that

the sections devoted to each letter should be of

(at least approximately) the same length. Dif-

ferent poems differ in the length of the section,

but within the same poem the length must be

the same. Thus in Psalm cxix. the length of

each section is sixteen lines,^ in Psalm xxxvii.

four lines, in Lamentations cc. i., ii., iii.^ three

long (" kinali " ^) lines, in Lamentations c. iv.

two " kinah " lines, in Psalms xxv., xxxiv., cxlv.

[Prov. xxxi. 10-31, Ecclus. li. 13-30] two lines,

in Psalms cxi., cxii. one line. Slight deviations

from each of these two laws occur in the present

text of the poems. In some cases the deviation

^ In this example every other line [i.e. every distich] within each

section begins with the same letter. The verse in English most fre-

quently contains two lines of the original ; but as it sometimes contains

more, sometimes less, the relation between different acrostichs can

only be satisfactorily described by reckoning lines. The English

reader will find the structure of the acrostich Psalms indicated by
marginal letters in the recently issued English translation of the Book
of Psalms (Sacred Books of the Old Testament) by Wellhausen and

Furness [1898].
* In Lamentations c. iii. each of the three lines of the several sections

begins with the same letter.

3 Cf. Driver, Introduction^ c»-, pp. 457 f. [See, now, pp. 1 16-120 above.]
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is clearly due to textual corruption. As a

generally recognised instance of this, the absence

of a word beginning with r in Psalm xxxvii. 27 c

may be instanced. ^Vhether the absence of the

1 verse in Psalm xxv., of the d verse in Psalm

cxlv., or the fact that in Psalm xxv. only a single

line is devoted to n be original or the result

of transcriptional error cannot be said with

certainty. But even if the originality of the

irregularities in question be admitted, the few

exceptions simply serve to prove the two general

laws already stated.^ [More difficult and com-

plicated questions of text in relation to a

partially obvious alphabetic scheme arise in

connexion with Psalms ix. and x., which are

made the subject of special study in the next

chapter.]

It is a matter of more recent observation, and

at least in England [it was down to 1898 ^ a

^ [A special study of alphabetic poems—" Alphabetische und alpha-

betisierende Lieder im Alien Testaments," by Max Lohr—will be found

in the Zeitschr.fur die AT, Wissenschaft, 1905, pp. 173-198.]

' [But since 1898 the situation has entirely changed. Dr. Driver

subsequently admitted more decisively than he had done previously

that Nahmn i. rested in part on an alphabetic poem (see below, p. 247 n.).

And several scholars who have written since, both in England and
America, have recognised parts of an acrostich in this chapter : see e.g.

A. R. S. Kennedy, " Nahum " in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, iii.

475 ; Karl Budde, " Nahum " in Encyc. Biblica, 3261 ; Paul Haupt,
" The Book of Nahum " in The Journal of Biblical Literature, xxvi.

(1907), 1-53 ; W. R. Arnold, " The Composition of Nahum i. 1-ii. 3"
in the Zeitschr.fur die AT. Wissenschaft, xxi. 225-265 ; C. F. Kent, The
Sermons, Epistles, and Apocalypses of Israel's Prophets (1910), 155-157;

J. M, Powis Smith, " International Critical Commentary," 287-297. The
sceptical judgment of A. B. Davidson referred to in the text has found
no recent support.]
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matter] of much less general recognition that the

Rook of Nahiim, like Psalms ix., x., contains in

whole or in part a mutilated aerostieh. Following

up earlier suggestions by a German pastor of

the name of Frohnmeyer and by Franz Delitzseh,

Bickell ^ and Gunkel ^ have ventured to recon-

struct out of Nahum i. 1-ii. 3 a complete aerostieh

in which each stanza consists of two lines ; and

Nowack, in his excellent commentary on the

]Minor Prophets published last year [i.e. in 1897],

has indicated the structure of the poem in his

translation, and defended the requisite emenda-

tions in his notes. Three of the leading Old

Testament scholars in our o\vn country have

recently [i.e. within the years 1896-1898] had

occasion to refer to the subject. It has received

at once the fullest and the most sceptical discus-

sion from Dr. Davidson,^ who appears to doubt

the existence of any intentional alphabetic ar-

rangement in Nahum c. i., and certainly dis-

countenances any attempt to restore the latent

aerostieh, if such exist. Dr. Driver's judgment

is expressed as follows in the last [i.e. the 6th]

edition of his Introduction [1897] :
" In Nahum

^ In the Zeitschr. d. Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellsch., 1880,

pp. 559 f. ; Carmina Vet. Test, metrice (1882), p. 212 f. ; and " Beitrage

zur sem. Metrik " in the Sitzungsberichie of the Vienna Academy (Phil.

Hist. Series), vol. 131, Abhandlung V. (1890).

- In the Zeitschr. fiir die AT. Wissenschafi, 1893, pp. 223-244, and

Schopfung und Chaos (1895), pp. 102 f.

3 Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah (Camb. Bible for Schools),

1896, pp. 18-20.
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i. 2-ii. 2 . . . traces of an acrostich . . . seem

to be discernible." In a subsequent review of

Nowack's commentary he has expressed himself

somewhat more fully, but not more approvingly.

After admitting that " undoubtedly there are

traces of an alphabetic arrangement in the

successive half verses," he expresses great doubts
" whether this was ever intended to be carried

systematically through, or whether it is due to

anything more than the fact that the author

allowed himself here and there, perhaps half

accidentally, to follow the alphabetical order." ^

Dr. G. A. Smith,^ while agreeing with the two

scholare whose views have been just cited that

much of the reconstruction of Bickell and Gunkel

is arbitrary, quite decisively admits that the

traces of an acrostich are real. To cite his own
words :

" The text of chapters i.-ii. 4 has been

badly mauled, and is clamant for reconstruction

of some kind. As it lies, there are traces of an

alphabetical arrangement as far as the beginning

of ver. 9 " (p. 82). At the same time Dr. Smith

minimises, as it appears to me, the force of the

1 Expository Times, Dec. 1897, p. 119. Compare also Inirod.,^ p. xxi.

[But in the Addenda (p. xxii f.) to the 7th ed. of the Introduction the

originally acrostich form of Nah. i. 2-9 is definitely admitted. In the

last edition of the Introduction (1913) the note (p. 337) runs :
" In

Nah. i. 2-ii. 2 (Heb. 3) traces of an acrostich are discernible which,

though the restoration of the whole can be effected only with great

violence, can be recovered with probability for v. 2-9 "
; and reference

is made to the discussion which is now republished here, and to his

own further discussion of the subject in the Century Bible : Minor
Prophets, ii. (1906), pp. 25-28.]

2 Book of the Twelve Prophets, vol. ii. (1898), pp. 81-84.
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evidence and fails to take full account of what
he himself admits.

Under these circumstances a frcsli discussion

of the subject will hardly be considered uncalled

for. It may be true of the last part of the poem
that the restoration of the acrostich " can never

be more than an academic exercise " (Davidson)
;

but the establishment of the fact, if fact it be,

that parts or the whole of a regularly and con-

sciously constructed acrostich poem lie latent

in the Book of Nahum cannot remain without

effect on the exegesis of the passage and on
certain not unimportant critical problems.

Wiere too much is attempted it frequently

happens that too little gains recognition. Both
Bickell and Gunkel have attempted to reconstruct

an entire acrostich. Much of the detail is of

necessity uncertain. The consequence is that,

as we have seen, it is still [i.e. in 1898] doubted
whether the chapter contains even any fragments

of an acrostich. We must therefore distinguish

between the proof that Nahum contains traces

of an acrostich, which, when the evidence is duly

presented, is cogent, and certain details of re-

construction, which are requisite if an entire

acrostich is to be restored, but for which the

evidence is in one or tw^o cases strong, in many
slight, and in some nil.

The proof that Nahum contains at least parts

of an acrostich must be based on the phenomena
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presented by the Hebrew text and the versions

of the first nine verses of chapter i. Any one

who is unconvinced by these will remain un-

convinced by the much less conspicuous and

significant phenomena of the following verses.

The influence of the two laws of the acrostich

—

alphabetical succession of initial letters and

equal lengths of the several verses or sections

—

can best be made clear to those unfamiliar with

Hebrew by a translation arranged in parallel

lines. Variations from the Hebrew consonantal

text are printed in italics. The initial letters

are printed on the left hand together with a

numeral indicating the position of the letter in

the Hebrew alphabet ; and these are inserted

in brackets when they are only gained by re-

arrangement of the order of words or lines. For

convenience of reference in the subsequent dis-

cussion, the number of the lines of the trans-

lation are placed on the right hand. [The verse

numbers are indicated by superior figures in

the text.]

1. N ^ A God jealous and avenging is Yahweh,

Yahweh taketh vengeance and is full of wrath ;
^

1 [There can be no question that the dominant rhythm of this poem
is 3:3; but the first distich is 4:4. The occurrence of 4 : 4 in a

poem mainly consisting of 3 : 3 is not impossible ; nevertheless this

distich was probably not 4 : 4 in its original form. For, (1) except by
imnaturally dividing it, so that it should be rendered, God is jealous,

and Yahweh is avenging, the first fine does not fall into two equal

divisions as is commonly the case in 4 : 4 rhythm (see pp. 168 f.) ; (2) the

use of the same term avenging in both lines is improbable ; (3) the Greek

version appears to rest on a text that had only six words (i.e. 3 :

3
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[Yahwch takttli vt'UKcaiUT on his udvcrsiirics,

And rt'tuineth aii«,'cr for his cninjits.

' Yahweli is longsufftring and great in strength, 5

But* Yahwch will not wholly acquit.]

2. 3 In whirlwind and storm is his way,

And clouds are tlie dust of his feet.

8. 3 * He rebuketh the sea and drieth it up,

And pareheth all the rivers. 10

(I. i) Bashan and Carmel languish,^

And the growtli of Lebanon withers.

5. n ^ Mountains quake because of him,

And all the hills melt.

G. ) So the earth becomes desolate ^ before him, 15

The world and all that dwell therein.

(7. t) ^ Before his indignation who can stand ?

And who can endure the heat of his anger ?

8. n His wrath pours out like fire.

And rocks are kindled* by him. 20

9. £3 ' Good is Yahwch to those who zvait for him,^

A stronghold in the day of distress.

rhythm). The exact form of the original may remain a matter of some
uncertainty ; most probably it was :

A jealous God is Yahweh,
One that avengeth, and is full of wrath.

Powis Smith prefers, A jealous and avenging God is Yahweh, and filled

with wrath : and it is true that the period of six accents may divide

into 4 : 2 (see p. 182 f,) ; but in that case, too, the four-stress section is

generally divided by a secondary caesura into two equal parts (p. 182),

whereas the longer line in the verse as taken by Powis Smith does not

so divide.]

^ I follow the Syriac in connecting Yahweh ^vith this line ; cf. LXX
as punctuated in Swete's edition : MT., and consequently E.V., connect

it with the following line.

2 See below [where V7-\ is suggested in place of '7'7Dn].

' Point ^^•.^•nl (the word used of desolate cities in Isa. vi. 11) instead of

Nbm. The R.V. rendering of the latter word is hazardous. In favour of

the emendation, cf. Targ. n^nni. Vulg. conlremuit is at least no support

of MT.
* MT. v^m means " are thrown down," not " are broken asunder "

(R.V.) ; by a transposition of the second and tliird letters we get

insj=are kindled.

^ LXX Tols i'TTOfj-dvova-iv avr6v=v^ph (cf. e.g. Isa. xlix. 23). It has

sometimes been supposed that rip'? is a simple misreading of nyo*?
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(10. ^) He knowcth those who trust in him,
^ And in the overflowing flood delivers thejn.^

(11. 3) An utter end he maketh of them that rise against

him,^ 25

And he thrusts ^ his enemies into the darkness.

(12. ?) *' Not ticice does he take vengeance on his adversaries,*

^^ An utter end he maketh.

(13. d) ^^ Why do ye plan against Yahzveh ? ^

The foregoing translation represents to the

eye the original structure of the poem, which is

quite obscured by the unoriginal and indeed

very late verse division found in E.V. The fact

that any of the alphabetic letters occurs in the

middle of a verse is a matter of entire indifference

to our argument. The question is : How fre-

quently and with what regularity do they occur

at the beginning of lines ? The main and

indisputable facts can be seen by a glance at the

marginal letters accompanying the translation.

Before discussing some of the more ambiguous

phenomena it \vill be well to point out that the

lines are, for Hebrew poetry, remarkably regular

in length. The case for the reality of metre in

(Hebrew text) or vice versa. But this is unlikely. The individual

letters are not very similar. More probably the present Hebrew and
Greek texts have each arisen by the intentional or accidental omission

of one of the two words. The Targum is too free to afford convincing

evidence ; but the translation would be easily explained by the text

assmned above. It runs thus :
" Good is Yahweh to Israel that

they may stay themselves upon him in time of distress "—Israel= rip"?

;

that they may stay themselves upon him= tivsV.

^ Supply DS'i". ^ [Reading vDp2 for noipD.]

3 Reading pp,T for rp-\' ; cf. Job xviii. 18.

* Reading cip" and r-isa for cipn and mi', after LXX iKdiKricrei, iv 6\l\}/ei.

5 The order of these [three] lines is different in MT. Otherwise the

text is unchanged except as indicated in n. 4.
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Hebrew poetry does not a]ipear to me to be

made out.^ But there is no question that in

many poems the hnes consist of approximately

the same number of words. This is the case

with tlie present passage. The regular length

of the hne is three or four "^ independent words.

In one case only (1. 14) the number of words is

only two.^ In line 5, which, as we shall see

below, is probably part of a gloss, the number

is five. Unless the emendations adopted in

lines 22, 25 be accepted, two other lines also

extended to five words.* The effect of the

emendations is in each case to make out of a

single line of five words two lines of three words

(11. 21, 22 ; 24, 25). With the exceptions men-

tioned the emendations adopted do not effect

the length of the lines. Even in the Hebrew

text as it stands, out of twenty-seven lines all

but four consist either of three or four independent

1 [This statement is now, of course, to be modified in accordance

with Chapters I.-VI. of the present work.]
* [The lines, except as indicated above, regularly consist of three.

stressed words : the only examples, even in the present text, of lines

clearly containing four stresses are u. 2 a, b ; and these also, as pointed

out above (p. 249, n. 1), were both originally lines of three stresses.]

' I.e. in the Hebrew text. In the translation I have adopted

Gunkel's suggestion. He inserts S^ before mvaj.T (cf. Ps. cxl\-iii. 9 ; Jer.

iv. 24 ; Amos ix. 13). [Though hne 23 contains three words, it is

most naturally read as a line of two stresses, u 'on falling under a

single stress. Probably enough, therefore, a word has fallen out,

though whether that word was Yahzveh and we ought, as many think,

to read Yahweh knotveth for He kno-weth is uncertain. The repetition

of Yahweh so soon after line 21 is not required.]

* The dissimilarity in length of these lines to the others appears in

Prof. Smith's translation. Book oj the Twelve, ii. p. 93, 4th and 2nd
lines from bottom.
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words. A great tendency to approximate regu-

larity of length must therefore be admitted.

Turning now to the occurrence and position

of the acrostich letters, it will again be well to

proceed from the certain to the uncertain.

As the Hebrew text stands apart from any,

even the slightest emendation, the 2nd, 3rd, 5th,

6th, 8th, and 9th letters of the Hebrew alphabet

stand at the beginning of the 7th, 9th, 13th,

15th, 19th, and 21st lines respectively ; in other

words, they stand separated from one another

by precisely the same constant interval which

would separate them in an acrostich poem so

constructed that two lines should be given to

each successive letter ; actual instances of simi-

larly constructed and virtually unmutilated poems

are, as we have seen. Psalms xxv., xxxiv., cxlv.,

and Proverbs xxxi. 10-31. This single fact,

when duly considered, appears to me to neces-

sitate the conclusion that we have in this passage

the result of fully conscious design, and in these

lines, as in those that intervene, parts of an

acrostich. Previous ^ English presentations of

this subject, so far as known to me, have not

brought into sufficient relief the evidence of the

influence of both laws of the acrostich— the

occurrence of the letters of the alphabet in regular

succession at regular intervals.

In the Hebrew text as it now stands the 11th

^ [Previous, that ia to say, to 1898.]
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and 17th lines do not begin with i and 7 respect-

ively, as they should do if they formed part of

an aerostieh. Nor, again, does the 23rd line

begin with \ as it should do if the aerostieh or

the fragment thereof extended so far. Is there

anything apart from the aerostieh theory which

suggests that at these points the Hebrew text

is corrupt ? Or failing that, can the aerostieh

theory be satisfied by simple and probable

conjectural emendation ? If this should be so,

the evidence of the uncorrected Hebrew text,

in itself so strong as to be almost irresistible,

receives some further support.

In the ease of what should be the dalelh verse

(11. 11, 12), but which in our present text begins

with an aleph, the versions are certainly interest-

ing and suggestive. In the two parallel lines

(11, 12) the Hebrew text has the same verb

(SSdn) ; in all the early versions (LXX, Syr.,

Targ., Vulg.), the verbs in the two lines are

different.^ Thus the double occurrence of the

same word in the two parallel lines is on

grounds of textual criticism open to grave

suspicion.- On the same grounds, however, it

1 LXX, oXiydidr] . . . i^iXnrev ; Syr., ^^ . . . a -n . ; Targ.,

ns . . • nn: ; Vulg., " Infinnatus est . . . elanguit." Tliis cannot

well be attributed to a mere desire for variation, for just below, in lines

17, 18, both Syr. and LXX translate different Hebrew words by the

same Greek {opyi]) or Syriac (fJU^Oj)-
2 I question whether the mere fact of the repetition of the same

word in the second Une could reasonably be regarded as suspicious.

There are too many similar instances in our present Hebrew text for

it to be safely assumed that a Hebrew poet never used the same verb
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must be admitted tliat all these versions read

hhoi^ with initial aleph at the beginning of the

former of the two lines, ^ where the aerostich re-

quires a word beginning with daleih. This is a faet

whieh ought to be frankly faced and duly con-

sidered in deciding to what extent Nahum i. 1-

ii. 2 preserves an aerostich poem. But it must be

noted further that the verbs used by the LXX
and Syriac versions in the second line of the same

parallel (1. 12 in the above translation) never

occur elsewhere as translations of SSdn, although

in each of these versions several equivalents of

^Sdn are found ^ one of which might have been

in two parallel lines. [Such repetitions as occur in the Hebrew text

here do, however, appear to me now to be in themselves open to some

suspicion, though not of course to be certainly due to textual corruption.

Some may be original ; others, like the repetition of VS'rx here, are

due to the accidental repetition of the term in the first Unc of a distich

driving out the parallel, but different, term in the second line. Other

more or less certain examples of such accidents may be found in Isa. xi.

5, xvi. 7, xxvi. 7, and are pointed out in the notes on those passages

in the "International Critical Commentary." See further, below,

pp. 295 f.]

^ In each case the words, used by the versions in this place, occur

elsewhere as translations of '?'?sn : thus oXiyovv in Joel i. 10, 12 ; JL^l

in the Pesch. of Isaiah xxiv. 4, 7, Jeremiah xv. 9, Hosea iv. 3 ; ns

(in the Targums as printed in Walton's Polyglot) in Isaiah xix. 8,

xxiv. 4, Jeremiah xv. 9 (cf. 1 Sam. ii. 5 ; and the Pesch. use of jj - in

1 Sam. ii. 5, Jer. xiv. 2, Lam. ii. 8) ; inflrmatus (or infirmus) est in the

Vulgate of 1 Samuel ii. 5, Isaiah xxiv. 4 {bis), 7, Jeremiah xv. 9, Hosea
iv. 3, Psalm vi. 3.

2 In addition to the words mentioned in the last note but two, the

LXX uses dudev-qi (or verb) Psalm vi. 3, Lamentations ii. 8, 1 Samuel
ii. 5 ; Trevdeiv Isaiah xvi. 8, xix. 8, xxiv. 4, 7, xxxiii. 9 (?) ; Kevovadai

Jeremiah xiv. 2, xv. 9 ; fiiKpupeadai Hosea iv. 3 ; and the Syriac uses

|j . 1 Samuel ii. 5, Jeremiah xiv. 2, Lamentations ii. 8 (cf. also the

usage of ns in the Targ.—see preceding note) ; <^, rf *^ Psalm vi. 3

and (Ethpeel of verb) Isaiah xix. 8 ; *^f ^^ Joel i. 10, 12, Isaiah xvi. 8>
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used luul the translators merely desired variant

renderings in the two lines of the same verb.

It is, therefore, improbable that hhi2t^ stood

in the Hebrew text of line 12 at the times when

the LXX and Syriac versions were made.^ On
the other hand there is reason for believing that

the aetual reading of the Hebrew text whieh

lay before at least the Greek translators was

hhi (dalai). For (1) this verb is translated by

the same Greek word that is fomid in line 12 in

Isaiah xxxviii. 14, and probably also in Isaiah

xix. 6 ; compare also Isaiah xvii. 4 ; (2) the two

final letters of hhi are the same as of S^dn;

this would have facilitated an accidental copying

of the verb of the previous line. The chief

question that remains is whether the verb hhi

would be appropriate. Certainly there is no

other instance of its being used of foliage, but in

Isaiah xxxviii. 14 it is used of languishing eyes,

in Isaiah xvii. 4 (Niphal) of the glory of Jacob,

and in Post-Bibhcal Hebrew (Hiphil) of thinning

out vines or olives.^

But beyond this not unimportant suggestion

the versions do not help us. Already when they

were made lines 11, 17, 23 began with other

1 It is less improbable that the Targ. and Vulg. read hhrzK here

as well as in the preceding line, though of course the difference in the

translations still constitutes a considerable [?] presumption against

identity in the original. But both words used in Targ. and Vulg. also

appear elsewhere as translations of SStiN. On ni; and infirmatus est

see preceding note ; for nnj cf. Joel i. 10, 12, and for elanguit Joel i.

10, 12, Isa. xxxiii. 9. * See Peak. iii. 3, vii. 5 ; ShebVith iv. 4.
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letters than those required by the acrostich.

In hne 23, however, the initial word is i?"r^i

;

the acrostich is at once satisfied by the simple

omission of i, which leaves ^~p. That *i was

constantly added through dittography or over-

looked before another *i or % with which latter

letter it is frequently confused, becomes clear

from a comparison of the LXX and Hebrew

texts. In assuming then that the i at the

beginning of line 23 is intrusive, we are simply

assuming what we know for certain frequently

happened in similar cases.

The recovery of the initial t and "r requires us

to assume two ^ cases of transposition of words

in the course of the transcription of the Hebrew

text prior to the Greek translation. Once again

no one questions that transpositions have taken

place in the course of transcription. That the

three initial letters wanting in the present text

^ In lines 11, 12 we must assume that the verbs of the two hnes

became transposed [see p. 296] and that the original Hebrew ran jsa hhi

S^DN pjaS msi '?D-i3i. In line 17 the fourth word of the line (v:d'?) became
transposed (having lost its final letter) to the beginning ; for the present

text icv" 'o iDyt '33'? read therefore r:3'? nDj;' 'o ici-t. The sense remains the

same, but the Hebrew becomes more idiomatic ; cf. Driver, Tenses,

§§ 196 f. [The last clause is an overstatement. I should have said :

the sense remains the same, and the Hebrew quite grammatical. The
order of the emended text is rather, as Driver puts it {Minor Prophets,

p. 26, n. 7), " less easy and natural than the existing order." The
author of the acrostich adopted a possible, though less easy, order for

his words in the interests of his alphabetic scheme, just as the author

of Ps. cxix. uses nnx in v. 4, and places -j'pn-riN at the beginning of v. 8,

to satisfy the conditions of his alphabetic scheme rather than because

he wished to express any real emphasis. An objection taken to the

emendation by Arnold is entirely lacking in force, and is completely

answered by Powis Smith.] f

S
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rcapjx'jir by nu'ans of such C()iii|);iriilivcly simple

emendations, thus ^ivin<if us nine successive

k'tters of the al})liabet as initial letters at re-

markably constant intervals, turns a prior great

probability into virtual certainty.

If then the case is made out that lines 7-24 are

nine successive stanzas of an acrostich poem
which has suffered in three cases at the beginning

of lines, and at least three or four times elsewhere

from transcriptional error, how much may we

infer with regard to the rest of this poem, of

which at least this considerable fragment has

survived without serious mutilation ? Is the

rest of the poem to be found in the remainder

of the passage ? Has it also suffered merely

from the chances and accidents of transcription ?

Or has it been in parts obliterated, in parts

interpolated ?

That it has received some interpolation no one

will question. The prophetic formula, " Thus

saith Yahweh " {v. 12), never formed part of an

acrostich poem ; and its presence can hardly

help suggesting that the latter part of the poem,

even if it survive in the main, has been to some

extent recast by the inserter of these words.

We have then to reckon ^\ith the probability of

intentional as well as transcriptional changes

in such parts of the poem as may be discovered

after these words.

As it is the purpose of the present chapter to
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distinguish what is certain or very probable

from details which are uncertain and only gain

what varying degrees of probabihty they may
severally possess in the light of that which is

more certain, it will be sufficient from this point

on to make brief notes on some of the more

uncertain details and some of the questions

which a careful study of Nahum i. 1-ii. 3 must

necessarily raise.

(1) In the translation I have ventured to

indicate the acrostich letters of the next three

stanzas to those already discussed. Their restora-

tion involves greater assumptions than did the

restoration of the initial i, i, and \ But the

emendation which gives the D stanza (11. 25, 26)

seems to me very probable, and the transposition

that places the h stanza (11. 27, 28) in its right

place and gives us a first line of the d stanza

(1. 29) probable. The D stanza immediately

appears if we assume that a single word (oS^s^ =

he delivers them) has dropped out after the

words " with an overflowing flood." Not only

so ; the same emendation gives us two parallel

lines of three words each instead of a single line

of five words—a length which we have seen

above in itself raises suspicion. The h stanza

and the first line of the d stanza reappear on a

mere rearrangement of lines. Lines 27, 28, 29

in the above translation stand in the Hebrew

text in the order 29, 28, 27. On exegetical
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grounds llic rcarran^'cnu'iit appears to me an

improvcnu'iit, and thus far gains independent

siij)))()rt.'

(2) From tlie first line of the o stanza onwards

the acrostieh can only be restored by mucli more

radical alterations, and any particular suggestion

can be regarded as little more than a possibility.

At the same time the general fact that at least

parts of the remainder of the poem lie embedded

in the following verses appears probable. It is

just in this part of the passage that the text is

frequently so corrupt as to be unintelligible.

It is, for instance, difficult to believe that any

one can seriously consider v. 10 in its present form

to have been written by an intelligent Hebrew.^

Of details, the most probable appears to me that

the D stanza began with the ct^d of v. 10. In

u. 12 the sense almost requires us to omit the

1 of iriDi?"!, so that we may translate " I have

afflicted thee, but will afflict thee no more "

;

'in^s might then be considered the commence-

ment of the s stanza. Transpositions and omis-

sions can seldom be dismissed as impossible

;

for apart from any acrostieh theory it is very

^ The translation adopted by Dr. G. A. Smith and Prof. Nowack
of Hne 29, " Wliat think ye ofYahweh ? " is, to say the least, hazardous

—

more especially if with the former scholar we regard v. 11 as genuine.

Partly on this ground, partly on others, I am not inclined to follow

Prof. Nowack in transposing lines 3, 5, 4 so that they follow line 29,

and form the answer to the question.

* " These [? read there] are parts of Nahum i. (as w. 10-12) in which

the text is desperately corrupt " (Driver, Expos. Times, p. 119, footnote).

Of. also Davidson's notes on i. 10, 12, 15.
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difficult to believe that the sudden transitions

from Judah to Nineveh (?) as the person ad-

dressed in i. 8, 15 (Heb. i. 8, ii. 1) is original.

Professor G. A. Smith, who never suffers himself

to be controlled by the acrostich theory, never-

theless finds it necessary to " disentangle " i. 13,

ii. 1-3, from the rest, and print these verses by

themselves as an address to Judah.

(3) The first line of the translation begins in

the Hebrew, as it should do, with an aleph

;

it and the follo-sving line constituted the first

section of the poem. But as the section must

not exceed two lines, lines 3-6 cannot be original

—

at least in their present position. I have little

doubt myself that Gunkel is right in regarding

them as a gloss intended to limit explicitly the

absolute assertion of the preceding lines. ^ It is

worth noticing that line 5 is suspiciously long,

consisting as it does of five words.

(4) Lines 1, 2, and 7-29 thus constitute the

first 25 lines or the first 12 1 sections of an

acrostich poem of 44 lines or 22 sections ; some

of the remaining 17 lines may survive mutilated

and in disorder in chapters i. 10-ii. 3. The

translation as given above (with the omission

of 11. 3-6) in all probability approximates very

1 " This is not ob\'ioiis, and would hardly have been alleged apart

from the needs of the alphabetic scheme " (G. A. Smith, p. 83). Per-

fectly true ; but if the alphabetical scheme in parts be independently

proved a reaUty, the \-iew of u. 1 taken above, though not immediately

obvious, becomes the most probable.
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closely to the sense and form of tlic first half of

the orifrinal poem.

(5) Nahum i. 1-ii. 3 is at most only in part the

work of the prophet Nahiim. The main alter-

natives are these : {a) Nahum recast and in

places expanded an existing acrostich poem.

(b) Nahum composed an acrostich poem which

has suffered much in transcription and has been

in places expanded by some subsequent editor.

(c) Some fragments of Nahum (? part of i. 11-

ii. 3) have been combined with parts of an

acrostich poem, (d) An acrostich poem which,

either before or after, suffered transcriptional

corruption and interpolation has been incorpor-

ated in the book of Nahum by an editor, just as

a short psalm (Isa. xii.) was incorporated in the

book of Isaiah, and a longer psalm in the book

of Habakkuk (c. iii.). Alternative (a) is very

improbable ; nor is (b) likely. But if either of

these be adopted, this poem would be the earliest

Hebrew acrostich of certain date, the next

earliest being chapters i.-iv. of Lamentations.

(6) In view of the doubt that attaches to the

chapter, evidence for the date of Nahum drawn

from chapters ii. and iii. should be allowed to

outweigh any counter evidence in chapter i.

The effect of this is to strengthen the strong

arguments which have induced recent writers ^

^ Da\-idson, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah, pp. 13-18 ; G. A.

Smith, Book of the Twelve Prophets, ii. pp. 85-88. Of. Driver, Introduc-

tion, p. 335 f.
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to assign the prophecy to the year 608 rather

than circa 660 or 623.

The present discussion contains, I am well

aware, comparatively little that will be new to

those who are acquainted with the German

discussions to which I have referred, and to

which I have throughout been greatly indebted,

although I hope that my suggestion, based as

it is on the evidence of the LXX, that the verb

of the daleth stanza is hhi, may find acceptance.^

But I shall have achieved my purpose if I have

succeeded in proving that it must henceforth be

accepted as a fixed point for the criticism and

interpretation of Nahum that the position of

certain initial letters in the first chapter is not

fortuitous, but the result of a fully conscious

design ; and, therefore, that this chapter contains

at least considerable parts of an acrostich poem.

^ [Among those who have accepted V'?i are Driver, Duhm {Zeitschr.

fur die AT. Wissenschaft, 1911, p. 101), and Powis Smith (" International

Critical Commentary "). It is not obvious that those who still prefer one

of the alternative emendations {zvn or indi) have fully considered the

evidence of the versions as given above.]
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CHAPTER VIII

THE ALPHABETIC STRUCTURE OF PSALMS IX. AND X.

[The following discussion first appeared in the

Expositor for September 1906. It is here republished

substantially unchanged except by the addition of one

long note on Ps. ix. 6-9 (pp. 271 f.), and a few words or

shorter notes elsewhere. These additions are enclosed

in square brackets.]

Some few years since ^ I attempted to prove

afresh (for at the time it was not generally

admitted by English scholars) the existence in

the first chapter of Nahum of part of an alphabetic

poem ; in recoil from certain over-elaborate and

inconclusive attempts to prove that an entire

alphabetic poem lay concealed there, several

writers had expressed scepticism of the existence

of even a part of such a poem, for which neverthe-

less the evidence, rightly considered, was really,

and is now more generally admitted to be,

irresistible.

I here propose to rediscuss the question of the

1 The Expositor, 1898 (Sept.), pp. 207-220. [Now appearing as

Chapter VII. of the present work.]

267
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al])habetic structure of Psalms ix. and x. In

this case it is agreed that we have to do with

parts of an alphabetic poem (or of two) ; but

opinion remains divided as to the extent of these

parts. In the interests alike of the criticism of

the Psalter, the history of the Hebrew text, and

the interpretation of the particular psalm (or

psalms), it is important to narrow down the

legitimate differences of opinion to the utmost.

In the present Hebrew text, and consequently

in modern versions. Psalms ix. and x. form two

distinct poems. On the other hand, in the

Septuagint, probably also in the later Greek

versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion,

certainly also in Jerome's version, which was

made direct from the Hebrew, Psalms ix. and x.

formed a single undivided whole.^ Is the unity

of the poem as presented in the versions accidental

or fictitious ? or does the division into two

psalms in the Hebrew text correspond to original

diversity of origin ? These questions, which are

of first importance for the interpretation of the

poem (or poems), are intimately connected with

the question of the alphabetic structure.

The unity of the two psalms has been main-

tained chiefly by those who also hold that the

incompleteness of the alphabetic scheme, which

marks the text in its present condition, is mainly

due to textual corruption. This theory has been

1 See Baethgen, Psalmeii,' p. 22.
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presented (with many differences in detail) by
Bickell, by Dr. T. K. Abbot, whose valuable

article/ dependent in the main on Bickell, but

with important independent suggestions, seems

to have exercised less influence than it deserved,

by Dr. Cheyne in the second edition of his Book

of Psalms, and by Duhm. It is, I believe, sub-

stantially correct, and its failure to gain more
general support from English writers is probably

due to the numerous and, in some cases, neces-

sarily uncertain conjectures with which its

presentation has been connected. My more
particular purpose is to show that the alphabetic

arrangement certainly extends further than has

been generally admitted except by those who
have argued that it extended throughout. If

this can be established, it will invalidate the most

attractive of the theories that deny the unity of

the poem, that of Baethgen, which I shall describe

below, and it will establish at the least a consider-

able presumption that the alphabetic arrange-

ment, where it now fails to appear or appears

less clearly, once existed, and consequently that

the two psalms are a unity whose integrity has

been impaired mainly, if not exclusively, by the

ordinarv accidents of textual transmission.

To facilitate the discussion I give first a

translation ^vith some notes on the text, chiefly

1 In Hermathena, 1889, pp. 21-28 ; also in Essays chiefly on the

Original Texts of the Old and New Testaments, pp. 200-207.
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on those parts of tlie text which are of importance

in the present examination. In order to con-

centrate attention on my main point, I have

left unadopted, and generally, too, unnoticed,

many emendations suggested more especially

by Dr. Cheyne and Duhm which otherwise would

unquestionably deserve attention, if not accept-

ance. But the result of my examination, as I

point out at the close, appears to me to render

certain types of these emendations improbable.

In the translation all departures from the

Hebrew consonantal text, whether justified by

the ancient versions or not, are printed in italics.

Words which are unintelligible (either in them-

selves or in their context), and yet cannot be

satisfactorily emended, are left untranslated and

represented by ... ; in some cases where a

lacuna may be suspected I have used the signs

+ + +. Words or letters omitted are repre-

sented by A. So far as the alphabetic strophes

are clear, I have printed them as strophes mth
the initial letter at the head, following the method

adopted in the Authorised Version and Revised

Version of Psalm cxix. and by Dr. G. A. Smith

in his translation of Lamentations ii. and iv.

[which appeared first] in the Expositor for April

1906, pp. 327-336, [and subsequently in Jerusalem

frora the Earliest Times, ii. pp. 274-283]. Those

initial letters which do not occur in the present

Hebrew text I have given in brackets alongside
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of the immediately preceding initial, at the

head of a section extending (without subdivision

into strophes) down to the next initial occurring

in the text. In this way I hope that I may
bring the problem presented by the present

state of the text somewhat clearly before the

reader's eye. In Psalm ix. the verses are

numbered according to the Hebrew enumeration,

which, beginning with 2, is one in advance of

the English throughout. In Psalm x. the Hebrew

and English enumerations agree.

IX. 2 I will give thanks unto Thee, Yahweh, with my
whole heart,

I Avill recount all Thy wonders
;

3 I will rejoice and exult in Thee,

I will make melody to Thy Name, O Most High.

* Because mine enemies shall turn backward.

Shall stumble and perish at Thy presence ;

^ For Thou hast maintained my right and my cause,

Hast sat upon the throne as a righteous judge.

X (T), (n)

^ Thou hast rebuked the nations + + +,

Thou hast destroyed the wicked + + + ;

*» Thee with LXX {i.e. -jnx for miN of the Hebrew text), and in

agreement with the address to Yahweh in the foUo^ving verses.

*' [These verses should contain what survives of the three

strophes which began with the letters j, i, and n. Of these initials

only i appears in the present text. In spite of the loss of its initial

letter, n, the third of these strophes seems still to be almost complete ;

for \Ti {v. 10), the beginning of the i strophe, is preceded by two
distichs, with hues parallel to one another and of normal lengthy which
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Tliou hast wiped out their name for ever and aye,

' The enemy (?) + + +.

Silent (?) are the ruins for ever,

And tlie cities Thou didst uproot—perished is their memory.

are closely connected with one another in thought : Yaliweh is on the

point of giving judgment {v. 8), which he will give in justice and

righteousness (v. 9). In the first line of v. 8, which should hef^in wth
tiic initial n, the term zc is parallel to the three terms of the second

line, and the two words oSiyS ni.T) are non-parallel terms (cp. p. 70 f.)

:

of these nn' seems the more needed ; cSiy'? may or may not he

original ; if the distich was, as some of the distichs in this poem
certainly appear to be, 4 : 3 (p. 173-170), the original may perhaps be

recovered by simjjly substituting m.T nj.i for ,-iin"i ; if the distich was

3 : 3, by making this substitution and omitting cSiv*?.

Verses and 7 contain only about one line, or at most four or five

words, more than the normal length of one strophe, whereas two

strophes, beginning with j and i respectivelj', must originally have

stood here. Is the loss of between two and four lines, or, say, six to

ten wdrds, spread evenly over the two strophes, or has the n strophe

wholly dropped out in the same way that whole strophes have dis-

appeared from Ps. XXV. and cxlv. (see p. 245) ? In the latter case

V. might be the first distich, and r. 7 a corrupt and slightly expanded

form of the second distich of the a strophe ; and what is printed above

as two mutilated lines in v. was in reality a single line with secondary

parallelism (cp. p. 104) between its two clauses—a feature which appears

elsewhere in this poem (see ix. 14a ; x. 11 b, 12a, 17 b). Be this as

it may, I am, on the whole, inclined now to think that lyi c'^ij''? at

the end of v. 6 and n^:"? in i>. 7 a were originally parallel terms in

the final distich of the : strophe ; I suspect that this distich was 4 : 3,

that icn2-iN.i conceals a noun with the 3rd pi. masc. suffix parallel to

CSC, and ni2in a 2nd sing. pf. form of a vb. parallel to n'nc Instead of

the last line of v. 6 and the first two of v. 7 given above, I should now
suggest

:

Thou hast wiped out their name for ever and aye,

Their . . . hast thou ... for evermore.

If this view be correct all that survives of the t strophe is n^x n^n: cnyi

nsn ciri, of which the last word may be a corrupt form of the first word

of the ,T strophe ; i.e. of twelve to sixteen words of the i strophe, but

four or five survive : under these circumstances to guess what the

initial word was seems to me fruitless.]

6ab Duhm, perhaps rightly, sees here fragments of two parallel

lines (for the thought is certainly parallel) rather than the whole of a

single line (R.V. and most). [But see preceding note.]

^ * These verses are certainly corrupt, but the above emendations

(Uke others that have been proposed) are little more than makeshifts.

Silent : reading ict for icn ;
[yet this is very doubtful ; see the
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Behold (?) 8 Yuhwch sittcth (enthroned) for ever,

He hath estabhslied His throne for judgment

;

' And 'tis He will judge the world in righteousness,

He will pass sentence on the peoj^les with equity.

^^ So may Yahwch be a high retreat for the crushed,

A high retreat in seasons of extremity

;

^ And let them that know Thy Name trust in Thee,

For Thou hast not forsaken them that seek Thee,

O Yahweh.

^ Make melody unto Yahweh, who sittcth (enthroned)

in Sion,

Declare among the peoples His doings
;

13 For he that requireth blood hath remembered A

,

He hath not forgotten the cry of the afflicted.

n
1* Be gracious to me, Yahweh, behold my affliction A,

O Thou who raisest me up from the gates of Death

;

^ In order that I may recount all Thy praises,

(And) in the gates of Sion's daughter exult in Thy
salvation.

discussion on vv. 6-9]. The Authorised Version (=R.V. marg.) is

sufficiently criticised by Kirkpatrick, but the Revised Version is also

very questionable ; literally the Hebrew text rims. The enemy (singular)

are (plural) ruins for ever.

Behold : reading m.T n:n for mn'i nnn of the Hebrew text. The
Revised Version again substitutes for a wrong translation of the

Authorised Version a wrong one of its own. In rendering their very

memorial has perished, it emphasises memorial which the Hebrew text

does not, and omits the emphasis which (doubtless owing to textual

corruption) actually falls on the pronoun. The only correct rendering

of the present text is their memorial, even theirs, has perished.

1*^ Remembered : Hebrew text adds them ; but the position of the

pronoun is suspicious.

^*a Affliction : Hebrew text adds wjca which the Revised Version

renders, {which I suffer) of them that hate me. But the construction is

T
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" The nations have sunk down in the pit they made,
In the net they hid their own foot has been caught

;

" Yahweh Iiath made Himself known in the execution

of justice,

Tlie wicked has been trapped in the work of liis

own liands.

^ The wicked shall return unto Shcol,

(Even) all the nations that forget God ;

^ For the poor shall not be forgotten for ever,

(Nor) the hope of tlie afHicted perish for aye.

2" Arise, Yahweh, let not frail man be strong.

Let the nations be judged before Thy face
;

21 Appoint terror for them, O Yahweh,
Let the nations know they are frail men.

X. 1 Wherefore, Yahweh, standest Thou afar off,

Hidest Thou (Thine eyes) in seasons of extremity ?

2 In arrogance the wicked hotly pursues the afflicted

;

Let them be caught in the devices they have

imagined.
2 For the wicked praiseth his desire ;

The greedy getter blesseth his appetite.

harsh, and the presence of the word overloads the Une. Not improbably

'wro has arisen from 'ne^jo, the participle originally used in the next

line, which was subsequently explained by the synonymous 'dditd (so

Lagarde, and many since).

3 The last two words of the Hebrew text of this verse belong to

verse 4 : see next note. After their removal, there remains :

—

These lines are obviously ill-balanced
; nen SSn in the first is parallel

to -pa ys3 in the second, but the object in the first line consists of two
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3(D)

* The wicked ' contemneth Yahweh (saying)

—

* " According to His full anger He will not punish "
;

" There is no God " is the sum of his thoughts
;

^ Stable are his ways at all times.

words parallel in sense, while the second contains no object at all.

Apparently, then, the missing object of the second line has accidentally

shifted up to the line above. If so, nixn once immediately preceded

V!i3i ; by a wrong division of words the i appears to have become
detached from an original inixn and prefixed to ysai. In line one

the Sy is probably derived from an original '7 by reading the final y

of the preceding word twice. The two lines now balance and parallel

one another perfectly. For the phrase to bless one's own soul or appetite,

used of the godless, cf. xlix. 19. This is Duhm's emendation, and, to

quote his words, the thought is :
" The godless man praises not God,

but his own belly (cf. Luke xii. 19) "
; cf. also Phil. iii. 19. The lines,

thus restored, read as follows :

—

wind'? yci '?'?n"D

* In the Hebrew text the last line of v. 3 and the first of v. 4 stand

thus :

—

But the citation from this verse in v. 13 {u^rhn ]}tn {'k: no h]i. Wherefore
" hath the wicked contemned God ") clearly shows that yB-i ni.T fKj

originally stood here as an independent sentence ; and so it does

stand in the earliest form of the text, to wit, in the LXX. Con-

sequently, what precedes yxi belongs to u. 3 ; what follows ya-n begins

a new line and a new sentence. These positive reasons for the division

of sentences adopted above are supported by strong negative considera-

tions, viz. that the last line of v. 3 as it stands in the Hebrew text and

R.V. admits of no satisfactory and natural explanation, and that

those who follow the Hebrew sentence-division are driven to a highly

questionable translation of the words ibk najD

—

the pride of his

countenance (R.V.), or the loftiness of his looks ; but countenance in

Hebrew is d':£3, not qx. ?]« means nostril, nose, and then, metaphoric-

ally, anger ; that in Hebrew (or Arabic) it ever acquired the senseface is,

to say the least, improven. It is customary (and idiomatically correct)

to render n^nx d'e.n—with the face to the earth ; but there is no reason

to question that the Hebrew thought of the nose, rather than the whole

face, touching the ground.
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III the height (?) are Thy judj^niuiits from Ixforc- him

;

As f(ir all his adversaries, he puffeth at them
;

" lie saith in his heart, " I shall never be shaken,"
7 ^

_ ^

*'' In the hn'ffht : questionable, but, if correct, to be i)arai)hrased

as in H.V. Abbot hapj)ily sufrpcsts no for one, and renders, licmoved

are Thij judgments from before him.
• This verse originally included the first word of v. 7 (see next note).

The smooth translation of the K.V., with its excellent [)arallels, com-
pletely conceals the really desperate character of the Hebrew text.

Presumably the Revisers treated -xth as = Srt recitative, and there-

fore left it untranslated. This is a rare usage, but sufficiently estab-

lished to justify invoking it, if nrn really introduced the speech here
;

but it does not : it stands nearly at the end of the words spoken (after

all generations) ! The A.V., Jle hath said in his heart, 1 shall not be

moved : for (I shall) never (be) in adversity, is, perhaps, a less illegitimate

translation, but the sense is self-condemnatory—I shall not be moved,
because I shall not be moved. Tautologous, too, is Dr. Driver's

translation {Parallel Psalter), " I shall not be moved, I who to all genera-

tions shall not be in adversity." Other attempts have been made to

render and explain the verse as it stands, but these may suffice to show
that the present text is really impossible. We might, indeed, render

—

He hath said in his heart, I shall never be moved who is not in adversity,

i.e. He who is now prosperous is confident that his prosperity will

continue, but for three considerations : (1) The two lines would be

exceedingly ill-balanced ; (2) the order would be as awkward in Hebrew
as I have intentionally made it in English ; and (3) it takes no account

of nSv which has to be included from v. 7.

Duhm's treatment of the words y-a ah -m-N, together with rhx of

V. 7, may be in the right direction, but it is not free from some of the

objections urged against the present text. He points nSx of v. 7 n^tt

(=isx Gesenius-Kautzsch's Grammar, 91 e), the word found in ai

similar context in Ixxiii. 4 (^vrongly rendered in R.V.), and renders,

Fie zvhose paunch is not ill (fed), i.e. the godless " in fair round belly with

good capon Uned " forgets God, and is quite happy about his own fate.

' Again the R.V. conceals the strange order of the Hebrew text as

at present di\'ided. To visualise the argiunent for the division adopted

above, I give the R.V. altered only in so far as to restore the Hebrew
order :

—

Cursing
|
his mouth is full of

|
and

|
deceit and oppression,

Under his tongue is
j
mischief and iniquity.

A mere glance at the lines suggests the strong probability that the words

cursing and and in the first Une are intrusive, and have spoilt a very

fine and perfect parallelism. But, further : (1) The position of nhn,

cursing, before the verb throws on it a strong emphasis, for which,

nevertheless, no reason can be discovered, and the real object consisting
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His moutli is full of deceits and oppression,

Under his tongue is mischief and trouble
;

He sitteth in places of ambush in the villages,

In secret places he slayeth the innocent.

His eyes watch privily for the hapless,

^ He lieth in ambush in a secret place as a lion in

his covert

;

He lieth in ambush to snatch away the afflicted,

He snatcheth away the afflicted, dragging him off

in his net.

^" [The righteous] . . . sinketh down,
And the hapless fall by his strong ones (?).

^ He saith in his heart, " God has forgotten,

He hath hidden His face (and) seeth nevermore."

like its parallel, in the next line of a pair of qualities, comes limping

awkwardly in at the end as an afterthought. \Vliy is there a stress

on cursing ? Why, so much more stress on cursing than on deceit or

oppression ? Wliy, perhaps we may further ask, is cursing somewhat
incongruously coupled with " deceit and oppression " ? These are

questions which commentators who follow the traditional division of

the text have never answered, if they have even considered them.

(2) The inclusion of n'?^ in the first line would overload it, giving it

five word-accents against the four of its parallel : this lack of balance

is only aggravated when Baethgen removes ib'n from v. 6 and prefixes

it to u. 7 !

Read, then, in 7 a -;ni niDiD n'?d i.t-;, i.e. omit the i before mono
(necessarily introduced when nhn had been connected with v. 7), or

less probably the waw of niDiDi may have shifted from an original

ik'^d, lit. Deceit and oppressioyi fill his mouth.
^ In a secret place : The omission of these words, which may have

been accidentally repeated from 8 b, improves the vigour and rhythm
of the line.

1" Again, the attempt to render the existing Hebrew text has

reduced conunentators to the most desperate straits. R.V. renders,

He croucheth, he boweth down.

And the helpless fall by his strong ones.

But to whom does the pronoun refer ? Many, since Ewald, have
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" Arise, Yahwch, O God, lift up Thine hand :

Forget not the cry of the alllieted ;

" Wiierefore hath the wicked contemned Yahwch ?

Ilath he said in his heart, " Thou wilt not punish " ?

1* Thou hast seen A A mischief and vexation,

Thou lookest (upon them) to place them in Thy hand ;

The hapless committeth his cause unto Thee,

Thou hast been the helper of the orphan.

referred it to the lion, and have quite gratuitously explained " his strong

ones *' to mean his claws. But this involves the extremely improbable

supposition that the pronoun refers to a subject introduced allusively

three lines before (9 a) and dismissed, for 9 b, c cannot refer to the lion,

since the lion does not hunt with a net, nor insist that his meal shall

consist in particular of the poor. As the text stands, the subject of

9 b, c, that is, the wicked man, can alone be reasonably regarded as the

subject of 10 a. But, then, why should the wicked man be described

as crushed ? for this, and not to crouch (R.V.), is the sense of nai. As

a matter of fact, 10 a must be interpreted by its parallel 10 b ; both

lines must refer to the poor : but, then, a term referring to the poor

is as badly needed in 10 a as in 10 b—indeed, more so. Thus exegetical

considerations point strongly to the loss in 10 a of a term parallel to

D'K^Si in 10 b. Rhythmical considerations point strongly in the

same direction. For (1) 10 a (two words) is shorter than its parallel

(three words) ; and (2) it is abnormally short in relation to the entire

poem : it is the only real and unambiguous case (even in the present

text) of a line of two words. The obscure r,2i (or nji' kre) I have

left untranslated above, but to bring out the sense I have tenta-

tively made good the loss of the term parallel to hapless in 10 b.

Whether that term was righteous or one of a dozen others must be

determined, if determined it can be, by other arguments [see page

283] than those here adduced to prove that some word, be it what it

may, has fallen out of the text at this point.

i2ab The lines are ill-balanced ;
perhaps hn (O God) in a is an

editor's substitute for Yahweh : in Une b npv^ has been supplied in

accordance with ix. 13.

i*a The Hebrew text is scarcely tolerable. Duhm (followed above)

omits nnN': as a corrupt duplication of nnttt. Even so perhaps the original

text is not exactly recovered.
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^^ Break the arm of the wicked and evil,

Though A wickedness be sought for, it shall not

be found
;

^^ Yahweh is King for ever and aye.

The nations are perished out of His land.

" Thou, Yahweh, hast heard the desire of the humble,

Thou directest their heart, makest Thine ear

attentive ;

^ To do justice to the orphan and the crushed.

That frail man of the earth may terrorize no more.

The two laws of an alphabetic poem are (1)

that the initials of successive strophes follow the

order of the alphabet, and (2) that these initials

should follow one another at regular intervals.

This regular interval in Psalms ix, and x. is four

lines, as may be seen by a glance at the strophes

beginning with n, n, i, i, lo, p, i, », n, not at present

to refer to others.

The lines throughout the poem are of equal

or approximately equal length, the normal length

being three or four accented words.^ Of the

eighty-three lines into which the Revised Version

^5* The LXX, which connects the wicked and the evil, is preferable to

the Massoretic interpretation of the Hebrew text, which begins a fresh

sentence with the second term (so R.V.).
i*i> The meaning is clear : Exterminate wickedness ; but how

precisely this was expressed is micertain. I have read nvcT for ij;n,

and both verbs as Niphals.
1*^ The line is over long. Duhm omits the last three words, and

renders, that they may he in dread no more.
^ [That some of the Unes contain three, some four stresses is due

to the fact that the author makes use of 4 : 3 rhythm : see pp. 171-176.]
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divides \]\v two Psalms, (irti'cn arc abiiornially

long or short, i.e. they contain more than four

or less than three accented words. Of these,

ei<i[lit in the Hebrew text contain only two

accented words, six contain five, and one contains

seven. But the line of seven words (x. 14 a)

should certainly be read as two lines (and probably

of three words each, one word being dittographic)

as in the above translation, x. 14 a, b. On the

other hand, the Revised Version wrongly makes

two lines (each of two accents) out of one in the

case of ix. 14 b, c =ix. 15 b in the above translation.

In this case the mis-division of the Revised

Version spoils the parallelism. The case is

similar, though less obvious, with ix. 13 a, b

(R.V.)=ix. 14a above (one line of four accents;

see note above). With this corrected division

of lines the n strophe, like the nine strophes

enumerated above, contains four lines, each of

normal length, instead of four abnormally short

lines and two normal lines, giving in all, in the

Revised Version, six lines to the strophe which

would be altogether abnormal.

We have still to consider five lines each

containing in the Massoretic text two word

accents, and six lines each containing five. Of

the five lines of two accents, four become of the

normal length of three accents, if we simply

delete the makkeph : these are ix. 2 b, 4 a, 14 b,

x. 12 b ; in the last case, however, the shortness
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is more probably caused by the loss of a word

(see note above). The only remaining instance

of a line of two accents is x. 10 a, and there, as

I have shown above, there are very strong

exegetical reasons for suspecting the loss of a

word.

Two of the lines of five accents contain a word

which there are strong reasons (already given),

apart from rhythmic considerations, for trans-

posing in the one case (ix. 7 b) to the following,

and in the other (x. 7 a) to the preceding line.

With the removal of the intrusive words these

lines become of the normal length of four words.

If in x. 6 a -ni iih be makkephed, as in Psalm

cxxxv. 13, and in ix. 19 a ni^h nS, as in Psalm

ciii. 9, these lines also are of normal length.

There remain x. 12 a and x. 18 b, where reasons,

other than rhythmical, for reducing the length

of the lines are less cogent.

This survey may suffice to show that the text

of lines containing less than three or more than

four accents is open to grave suspicion.

The most crucial question in dealing ^^^th the

structure of Psalms ix. and x. is this : How far

back from the end of the Psalm does the alpha-

betic arrangement extend ? It is generally said

that the strophes beginning with the last four

letters (n, w, -i, p) remain ; but it is also com-

monly stated or implied that the immediately

preceding strophes have been lost and their place
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taken by others, or that tlicsc strop! ics, though

as they stand they are original, were never

brought into the alpha})ctic scheme. But wliat

are the faets ? I turn first to the twelve lines

immediately preceding the p strophe, for here

are facts which have been overlooked or not

appreciated.

1. The eighth line (x. 8 c) before the p strophe

begins with !>, i.e. i} occurs as an initial letter

at the exact interval from p at which it should

occur in an alphabetic poem following the order

observed in Lamentations ii., iii., iv.^ where the d

strophe precedes the s.

Even if this fact stood by itself and so might

possibly be due to accident, it ought to be taken

account of; but it does not stand alone, for

2. If we read back three hnes and four words

(i.e. the normal length of a line), in all therefore

four lines, from the point where the initial 2?

occurs, we find the word "in^D : i.e. d stands

at the exact interval from p and :? at which it should

stand by the well-established laws of this poem.

I have stated the fact thus, for thtrs^Stated it is

indisputable. It is true that according to the

traditional verse division in^D does not stand at

the beginning of the line, but I have shown in

the note on the passage above that there are the

^ The same order (y before s) was found by the Greek translators in

their Hebrew text of Prov. xxxi. It was probably also found in the

original form of Ps. xxxiv., for sense seems to require the transposition

otw. 16 and 17 (= 15, 16 R.V.).
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strongest reasons (entirely independent of alpha-

betic considerations) for holding that the line

originally began with this word, and that the

traditional division of the text gives bad sense,

bad rhythm, and bad parallelism.

3. Although the fourth line (x. 10 a) before the

initial p does not begin with 2, there are, as I

have already shown, the strongest independent

reasons for believing that this abnormally short

line has lost a word in the course of textual

transmission.

I submit that this combination of facts—the

abnormal shortness and strangeness of the fourth

line before initial p, the occurrence of initial s

at the beginning of the eighth and of initial d at

the beginning of the twelfth line—is not acci-

dental, but is due to the fact that Psalm x.

concludes not merely with the last four but

with the last seven strophes of an alphabetic

poem.

Working back afresh from the initial p in

X. 12 we find at the beginning of the twentieth

line before it the letter 3 (in x. 3 b),^ i.e. 3 stands

at the exact interval before p at which it should

stand in an alphabetic poem of four-lined strophes.

On the other hand, if we count downwards from

the initial ^ in ix. 18, or the h in x. 1, it occurs

two fines too soon. Moreover the initial d,

1 For the justification of following the Greek as against the Hebrew
tradition in beginning the hne with ytc, see note above, p. 275.
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which should precede it, and the d, which should

follow, arc not found in the present text. Having

regard to these facts alone, we might consider

the position of 3 in relation to p accidental. But

when we connect this with oiir previous conclu-

sion, such an explanation becomes difficult ; for

D occurs at the correct interval before not only

p but also before d and s. I recall further at

this point that the fifth hne after the 3 (x. 5 b),

where initial d should stand, is suspicious, though

perhaps not impossible, in style, and that the

substitution of a similar word beginning with d

appears to be a considerable improvement. The

case of the missing initial d may be taken with a

consideration of the first part of the poem ; and

this may be brief, for opinion differs less seriously

here.

Of late it has never been seriously questioned

that Psalm ix. was originally alphabeticXand this

being so it is unnecessary to discuss a\ length

whether the i and n strophes were shorter than

the rest in the original poem. No reason or sound

analogy can be given for such abbreviation, and

we have not the slightest ground for assuming

that the author was such a bungler as without

reason to have failed in the very simple art of

writing an alphabetic poem. It follows that the

equivalent of about four lines has fallen out of

the text between ix. 6 and ix. 10.

But if this has certainly happened at one point
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in the poem, it is not improbable that it has

happened elsewhere. If, therefore, the alplia-

betic strueture can be traced down to the h

strophe and from the d strophe to the end, the

most probable explanation of the facts that in

the present text six lines only instead of eight

stand between initial h and initial 3 and that

initial d is absent must surely be that two lines

have fallen out of the text, one of which contained

the missing initial.

The only strophes now left for consideration

are those with the initials ^ and d. The ^ strophe

clearly begins ^\'ith ix. 18, for the initial ^ occurs

here and at the correct interval after js ; but

where did it end ? The data appear to me
somewhat ambiguous. But the question is obvi-

ously connected with another : Does the original

D occur in the present text ; if so, where ? One
suggestion may be decisively dismissed, for it

too implicitly charges the author with bungling.

It has been said that the p with which ix. 20

begins was intentionally substituted for D because

the two letters had some resemblance in sound !

This is as if the composer of an English acrostic

should find it beyond his powers to discover a

suitable w^ord beginning ^\qth C and should use

instead a word beginning with G !

If the original D survives, it most probably

survives in the first w^ord of ix. 19 ; then the

present text would present a '• strophe of two
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followed by a D strophe of six lines. In that

case we must suppose that a couplet has shifted

from the "• into the 3 strophe, and we may, with

Duhm, place ix. 21 immediately after ix. 18.

But this, though a possible, and indeed a not

improbable solution, is not certain, for though

ix. 21 follows ix. IS well enough, its connexion

with ix. 18 is by no means obviously better than

with ix. 20.

Others have suggested that ix. 20, 21 do not

belong to the original alphabetic poem but are

an independent close to Psalm ix. This theory

would be more probable if the verses were absent

from the Greek text ; but they are not, and the

theory requires the assumption that verses in-

tended to form an independent close to Psalm

ix. after it had been separated from Psalm x.

are present in a text which still treats Psalms ix.

and X. as continuous. \

One curious fact must not be concealed.

Psalm ix. 20 begins with p and the third line

following (ix. 21 a) with m. In this sequence

Baethgen detects the continuation, after a gap

of several strophes, of ix. 19. He also assumes

the loss of two lines after ix. 20. This particular

assumption is invalidated, if it be shown that the

original p strophe really occurs in Psalm x. It

is just possible, however, that, if ix. 20, 21 are

intrusive, they were derived from an alphabetic

poem of two-lined strophes ; but the sequence
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may quite well be accidental ; to be sure of

alphabetic structure we need a sequence of at

least three letters, for only so can we determine

the fixed interval between the letters which

gives the sequence its significance.

I conclude my discussion with a brief criticism

of certain theories as to the literary and textual

history of Psalms ix. and x.

Professor Kirkpatrick's ultimate conclusion

is that Psalm ix. " appears to be complete in

itself, and it seems preferable to regard Psalm x. as

a companion piece rather than as part of a

continuous whole." This appears to me highly

improbable, and it certainly does nothing to

alleviate the grave exegetical difficulties which

Baethgen attempts to remove ; but I will not

discuss it here, for it does not depend on any

conclusion as to the completeness of the alpha-

betic structure, since it would not be safe to

deny that a wTiter may have chosen to compose

two separate poems, one follo^^^ng the alphabetic

scheme to the eleventh letter, the other from the

twelfth to the twenty-second and last.

Some other theories which deny the unity

of Psalms ix. and x. have proceeded from the

assumption that parts of the two Psalms are

alphabetic, and parts non-alphabetic ; and that

x. 1-11 or X. 3-11 are the non-alphabetic part,

which is of different origin from the rest. Now
such theories must be so modified as to be scarcely
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worth miiiiitiiiiiing if my argument tliat even

in the present text the alphabetic structure can

be clearly traced back to x. 7 is sound ; and

they fall completely to the ground if my further

argument that the original initial 3 survives in

its original position in x. 3 is also admitted.

Baethgen's theory may be considered at

greater length, for it is based on weighty exegetical

considerations. I will cite his remarks somewhat

fully. After indicating the reasons for consider-

ing that Psalms ix. and x. were originally con-

nected, he continues :
" The reason for the

division adopted by the IMassoretes lies in the

difference of subject ; but the conclusion of

Psalm x. refers to the same circumstances that

form the subject of Psalm ix. ; moreover the

alphabetic scheme does not reach its close till

the end of Psalm x. Psalm ix. is a song of

thanksgiving and triumph over the\ defeat of

heathen foes. . . . With x. 1 ff. there begin

bitter complaints about the absence (Ausbleiben)

of divine help. But the oppressors are not the

same as in Psalm ix. ; they are not heathen,

but godless Israehtes. . . . Corresponding to this

remarkable change from triumph to bitter com-

plaint and to the entirely different historic

background which is presupposed is a break

in the alphabetic arrangement." Baethgen then

points out, as I have already done, how the

alphabetic scheme survives down to the ^ strophe
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in ix. 19 and then continues, " After this every-

thing is lost till p ix. 20, w ix. 21. In x. 1-11 there

is no alphabetic arrangement. In x. 12, 13 again

p, in X. 14 "1, in x. 15 f. w, and x. 17, 18 n. Since

X. 16-18 agree most excellently with the beginning,

and indeed with the entire contents of Psalm ix.,

but not in the slightest with the rest of Psalm x.,

the conjecture that x. 1-15 formed no original

part of the poem cannot be dismissed. The

verses x. 12-15 follow, it is true, an alphabetic

arrangement, but their subject matter and lan-

guage connect them with x. 1-11 ; cf. x. 13 with

X. 3, 4, 11, X. 14 with x. 8-10 (rr^hn), x. 15 with

X. 4. The language of x. 1-15 is harder and more

peculiar than that of ix. 1-21, x. 16-18
; yet

between both parts there are links, cf. x. 1

and ix. 10 (msi nini;^) : x. 12 with ix. 13, 19.

It is no longer possible to explain satisfactorily

all these remarkable phenomena. The interpola-

tion of X. 1-15 and the loss of the strophes from

D to ii between ix. 19 and ix. 20 may have been

accidental and perhaps due to a leaf getting

misplaced in binding. . . . But it is just as likely

that a later editor intentionally gave the Psalm

its present form by removing a section and

substituting another for it."

Certainly Baethgen's strongest argument is

drawn from the apparent difference of subject

in the present text—^in ix. and x. 16-18 the

nations, in x. 1-15 the wicked. Both Dr. Cheyne
u
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and Duhm, who maintain the substantial unity

of the whole, feel this so strongly that they

assimilate ix. and x. 16-18 to x. 1-15 by reading

where the term nations (n^'^i) oeeurs either the

treacherous (omn ; so Clieyne) or the proud

(d^ni ; so Duhm).

Baethgcn's argument from differenee of style

I believe to be fallaeious ; the style of x. 1-15

only appears harder when we treat what has

suffered eorruption and become unintelligible as

the original style of the writer. Doubtless parts

of X. 1-15, particularly x. 6-10, are in the present

text harder than most of Psalm ix. ; but they

are corrupt ; and in turn ix. 6, 7, which are also

corrupt, are harder than, for example, x. 1, 2 or

x. 7 (after hSn) to x. 9.

But the theory breaks down owing to the

improbabilities which it implies in\ connexion

with the alphabetic sequence. It will be suffi-

cient to consider what Baethgen, inXcommon

with every one else, admits, that x. 12-18

constitute a perfect sequence of four alpha-

betic strophes (n, », -i, p). Yet on Baethgen's

theory this perfect sequence is the result of

accident. The last strophe and a half belonged

to one poem, the remaining two and a half to

another ; in binding, a leaf fell out of place and

with it the original alphabetic order was broken,

and yet, marvellous to relate, the leaf which

accidentally took its place contained part of
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another alphabetic poem of precisely the same
structure which exactly dovetailed into the end
of the poem. The last hnes of the lost leaf

should have contained the four lines of a p strophe,

followed by four lines of a n strophe, followed by
two lines of a » strophe : the leaf which on the

hypothesis was accidentally substituted for it

actually contained four lines of a p strophe,

followed by four lines of a i strophe, followed

by two lines of a » strophe. Moreover the

accidentally substituted leaf so well dovetails

into the leaf that preceded that it commences
with h at the exact and correct interval of eight

lines from the initial \

The case is scarcely better if we accept Baeth-

gen's alternative suggestion that x. 1-15 were

intentionally substituted for a section of the

original alphabetic poem. For are we to suppose

that the editor selected these verses in particular

because he noticed that they contained the

suitable sequence », "i, p ? Are we to suppose

that in the passage thus chosen (x. 1-15) this

sequence of these three letters at the same fixed

interval was mere accident ? The latter sup-

position becomes even more improbable, impos-

sible indeed, when account is taken of the further

sequence d, s, which connects, as shown above,

with the sequence », *i, p.

The only modification of Baethgen's theory

which seems to me tenable is that x. 1-15 was
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throughout alphabetic, and was dchberately

written to be interpolated between ix. 21 and x.

IC by a later editor, who for some reason found

the v^erscs thus replaced unsuitable. This would

account for the admitted sequence m, ^, p, for the

further traces of alphabetic structure, for the

exact dovetailing of the inserted section, and for

the points of connexion in thought and style

between x. 1-15 and ix. + x. 16-18. But in this

form the theory cannot of course derive any

argument from the present alphabetic phenomena.

It must depend on the difference, apparent

certainly if not original, of subject. But why
should an editor, who thought it necessary to

interpolate a long section, have failed to make

the further slight changes necessary to assimilate

the subject throughout ?

Several of those who attribute "the present

incompleteness of the alphabetic structure to

textual corruption have sought to restore the

original text by transpositions. Some of these

transpositions are certainly questionable. For

the renmants of the alphabetic structure testify

not only to the fact of textual corruption, but

also to certain limitations within which that corrup-

tion has occurred ; they must therefore be treated

as regulating factors in any reconstruction of

the text. Thus treated, they go far to invalidate

not only theories of large interpolation of foreign

matter, but also theories of extensive transposi-
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tion and omission. In so far, therefore, as they

involve such transpositions I find the theories

of Bickell, Cheyne, and, in a less degree, of Duhm,
improbable. For example, on Bickell's theory,

among the textual corruptions are the following :

(1) ix. 20, 21 have been added to the original

poem
; (2) the original 3 strophe consisted of

x. 3 (now somewhat expanded) + x. 4 + x. 5 a,

and has shifted from its original position so as

to follow the h strophe, x. 1, 2
; (3) the 3 and d

strophes have fallen out clean after x. 5 b (from

D*nD), X. 6 which constitute the original o

strophe. But all this involves this rather im-

probable combination of accidents : (1) the posi-

tion of initial 3 in the present text at the correct

distance before initial nQ)-ipi;D is pure accident,

for on the theory it is not the original initial 3
;

(2) the b of X. 1 is the original initial, but it has

only retained its position at the correct interval

after initial "• by a lucky combination of changes :

the assumed intei'polation of ix. 20, 21 would

have removed it four lines too far from initial \

but this was neutralised by four lines exactly

of the D strophe getting misplaced after the h

strophe
; (3) by accident eight consecutive lines

(the 3 and d strophes) drop out between x. 6 and 7

without any such break in the sense as would

indicate so considerable a loss.

Dr. Cheyne's reconstruction assumes frequent

expansion of the text through the intrusion of
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variant readings of the same line and correspond-

ing losses of lines. AVith regard to the addition

of ix. 20, 21, the transpositions at the beginning

of Psalm X., and the loss of exactly the eight lines

of the 3 and d strophes he nearly agrees with

Biekell. But further, on his theory, the occur-

rence of initial d and i? at the correct interval

before the initial p is due to a lucky combination,

within the twelve lines concerned, of addition and

omission ; two lines have fallen out between

x. 10 and x. 11, but just this quantity of matter

by a curious freak of fortune has been added

within the same section by the expansion of two

original lines into the four lines 9 b and 10 a, d

of the present text. .

The text of Psalms ix. and x.\has certainly

suffered corruption. The LXX contains a few

more correct readings than the Hebrew text, and

preserves the correct division of lines in one case

where the INIassoretic text has destroyed it. But

even conjectural emendation is justified and

indeed demanded, and that to a somewhat gi'eater

extent than I have admitted in the provisional

translation given above for purposes of this

discussion. Exegesis that fails to take account

of this, that insists on interpreting everything in

the present text as the actual words of the author,

must go wrong. In addition to this general con-

elusion, the results, briefly summarised, which

an examination of the structure of the poem
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appears to me to offer as the starting-point of

sound exegesis, are these : Psalms ix. and x.

are a single poem ; the original poem consisted

of eighty-eight lines of three or four accented

words ; the equivalent of four or five of these

lines has been lost—^the equivalent of two or

three between ix. 6 and ix. 10, two lines exactly

between x. 1 and x. 4. On the other hand, at

no point between ix. 2-5 or ix. 10-17 or x. 6-18

has the text received addition or suffered loss

to the extent of more than a word or two, but

several such small losses or additions or corrup-

tions of words are indicated by the abnormal

length of the lines or the impossibility of the

style.

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON THE REPETITION OF
TERMS IN PARALLEL LINES

[See page 254, note 2.]

The clearest proof that some instances at least of repetition (in

the present Hebrew text) of the same term in the two parallel

hnes of a distich are due to scribal error is furnished by the

double text of Psalm xviii. = 2 Samuel xxii. Thus in v. 7 in

Samuel the verb nipk, / call, occurs in both lines ; but the

second Knpx is an error, and probably a relatively late eiTor, for

the LXX in Samuel has different verbs—eTrtKaAecro/zat in the

first, f^oT^crofiaL in the second line. The original Hebrew text is

preserved in the Psalm, Avhich has topttjicall, in the first, virx, Iay
for help, in the second line. Similarly in v. 32 nvVao, save, occurs

in Samuel in both lines, in the Psalm in the first line only, ^ixhv,

except, being used in the second line. Here the LXX has Trkrjy
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botli ill tlic I's.iliu and Samuel in boLli lines ; nevertheless the

Hebrew text of the Psahn, with dirterent prepositions in the

two lines, is the original text. A somewhat similar error to the

two just considered occurs in v. 47 : liere the Psalm has in the two

lines as synonymous terms "n*, my rock, and 'yp' •i'?**, the God of

nil/ sah'ation : through erroneous repetition of the term of the first

line Samuel agrees with the I'salm in the first line, but in the

second line has the conflate phrase, the God of the rock of my

salvation. In i-. 29 Samuel has Yahuch in both lines ; the Psalm,

Yahweh in the first, and my God in the second line : the text of

Samuel is wrong, but is perhaps not due to mere extrusion of a

differentiated term by a repetition of the same term. Somewhat

different, too, but worthy of consideration in this connexion, is

the loss of the undoubtedly correct naB-o, billows, of 2 Samuel

xxii. 5 in the Psalm through the substitution for it in the latter

passage of '^an, snares, which occurs in the next distich.

At times parallel terms in parallel lines suffered transposition :

where accidents of this kind have taken place, they cannot

generally be detected. It has been suggested that such an

accident befell the text of Nahum i. 4 (see p. 257, n. 1);

and there is one certain example of such ak accident in the

poem that occurs both in Isaiah ii. 2-4 and Micah i. 1-4 : in

Isaiah ii. 2 e, 3 a = Micah iv. 1 e, 2 a the parallel terms, cu, nations,

and c'cy, peoples, occur in this order in Isaiah, in the reverse

order in Micah.

A few further examples may be given of repetitions in the

present Hebrew text which there is some reason to suspect was

not in as original fact. In Job ix. 10 jniv occurs in both verses

;

but in the earlier occurrence of the verse in v. 9 we find the versa-

tion i'Ntj; . . i"Ki. In Job xii. 23 d'ij'? is repeated, but five MSS.

give d'en'? in the second line. In xiii. 7 ii^nn is repeated, but the

Lxp has XaXdTi. . . cfiSeyyeade ; the letters v b never renders -m,

except perhaps in Eccles. xiii. 22, but it renders van in Ps. Ixxvii.

2, Ixxiii. 4 : or should perhaps read ii"-n for the second nann.

Similarly the repeated my in Job viii. 3, ib' in Amos v. 9, i"io' in

Jer. xi. 22 are all represented by different words in the l^XP-
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INDEX II

OF MATTERS

Abu'l-Walid, 9

AcTostich. See Alphabetic poems
Alliteration, 128

Alphabetic poems, 8, 24, 88, 187-

189, chh. vii., viii.

Alternate parallelism, 63
Anapaests, 144, 150
Antithetic parallelism, 49
Assyrian, rhythmical unit in, 141

scansion in, 141, 144 n., 205
Astruc, 5 f.

Babylonian. See Assyrian, Poetry
Balance, rhythmical echo and, 131-

136, 157, 160, 169 f., 223
Baruch, Apocalypse of, 27, 33
Blessings and curses, metrical, 219
Budde's theory of kinah, 91 f.,

117 f., 118 n.

Caesura in 3 : 3 rhythm rare, 168 f.

in 4 : 4 rhythm, 160, 164, 169
in 4:3 and 4:2 rhythm, 169 f.,

234
in kinah, cp. 90 f.

Chasdai, 9

Complete parallelism, defined, 49,

59
examples of, 60-72, 94
in Lam. i.-iv. rare, 96-98, 115

Constructive parallelism= Synthe-
tic parallelism {q.i\)

Creation, rhythm in Babylonian
and Hebrew narratives of, 222

Curses. See Blessings

Dirges, 90 {see aho Kinah, Elegies)
Distich, the unit in paraUehsm,

158 f.

Duhm's theories of metre
strophe, 203 f., 225-236

Dunash ibn Labrat, 9

and

Echo, 169, 171, 176, 234 {see also

Balance)
sense and rhythmical, 171 f.

" Eighteen Blessings," the, 26
Elegies, 25, 89, 133

in the Talmud, 30 n. 1

Emendations, textual, in the Hght
of parallelism, 75 n., 80, 82 f.,

108, 110 n., 153 f., 274 f. n.,

276 n. {see also Repetition), 296
Eusebius, 11-13, 15

Genesis, Sievers' theory of metre
in, 47 f., 54, 203 f., 207-222

Sievers' theories of metrical
sources of J, E, P in, 209 f.

Hariri, Makdmdt of, 41 ff., 45, 63

Ibn Ezra, 9, 18

Incomplete parallelism, 49, 91, 98 f.,

104, 112, 123, 127

defined, 59
examples of, 72-82, 94

with compensation, defined, 74
examples of, 76-79

without compensation, defined,
74

examples of, 75 f., 94
Interpolations, 185 n., 258, 261 f.,

292

Jamnia, Jewish school of, 27
Jannai, 8

Jeremiah, Duhm's theory of metre
of, 229 ff.

301
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Job. rncsurii in lines of, W>H n.

Jose ibii Josi", H

Jo.s.phus, II, 15-17.21-23, 27

Jiiduh hul-Lcvi, 9

Kaliri, H

Kiinlii. 9, 17, 21 n. 1

kinah, Hf), 11« f., 110 f., 1:^2 f.,

1«0, 227, 229, -ilU r.

Kdster's theory of strophe, 192-

195

lamentations. Book of, eh. iii.

formal difft'rences between chh.

ii. and iv., 100, 105, 109 f.

2:2 rhythm in chh. i.-iv., IIH n.

rarity of !• :2 rhythm in, 171

Lowth, iff., 17, 32, 48-52, 88-91,

202 f.

Magnificat, the, 26

Makkeph, 138-1-W

Menahem ibn Saruk, 9

Mesha, inscription of, 205 ff.

Metheg, 142

Metre, 4, 8-17, 21, 26 n. 3, 47, 111

(see also Rhythm)
Metrical unit. See Unit

Nahum, interpolations in, 262

Nehi, 89

New Testament, Hebrew poems in,

^26, 26 n. 3
" Non-stop " Unes. /Se«" Run-on"

lines

Odes of Solomon, 31-33

Origen, 11-13, 15, 17, 18 n. 2, 136

Parallelism, chh. i.-iii.

in Babylonian, 38-40, 186 n.

in English, 38
in Finnish, 38 n.

in Arabic "rhymed prose," 40-

43, 46, 63 f.

in Jewish Greek, 32 f.

absence of, in Arabic poetry, 41

,

44
in relation to textual criticism.

See Emendations
influence of, on rhythm, 112 f.,

123, 126 f., 131, 239

See further under Alternate,

Antithetic, Complete, Incom-
plete, Secondary, Sectional,

Subsectional, Synonymous,
Synthetic

Particles, commonly toneless, 139-

142, 115 f., 150 f.

Philo. 10. 15 n.

J'itrs I'loiK/hmati, 12H f.

Poetry, extent of, in Old Testa-
ment, 7. 202 f.

mediaeval Jewish. 8, 23, 33, 45

Anglo-Saxon, 128-131. 136, 151

Aral)ic (classical), 8, 41, 43, 4.5

modern Palestinian (Arabic), 22

n. 1, 139, 145 n.

Babylonian (Assyrian), 39 f., 141,

185 n., 220
Syriac, 8

Prophetical writings, poetical form
of, 7, 14, 18 {see also Index I.

under Isaiah. Jeremiah, etc.)

Proverbs, types of parallelism in, 68

Psalms of Solomon, 26

Rabbinic interpretation, 19-21

Refrains, 189, 196

liijez, 45
Repetition of terms in parallel lines,

65 f., 153 f., 254 n. 2, 295 f,

(cp. 26 n. 3)

Revised Version, 7, 79 f., 95 n.,

110 n., 166, 174, 189 n., 191,

250 nn. 3 and 4, 273 n., 275 n.,

276 n., 277 n., 279 f.

Rhyme, in Hebrew, 4, 8, 45, 63,

236 f.

in Arabic, 41, 43, 45, 63
Rhymed prose {saf), 44 f., 219 n.

Rhythm, earliest," 239
differences of, within the same
poem, 134 f., 158, 160, 182 n. 2,

223 f., 228 f., 238
Rhji:hms

—

2 : 2, 120. 159 ff., 165, 169, 184 f.

(cp. 118 n.)

2:3. 176-183

2 : 4, 182 f.

3:2, 112, 120, 161, 169 f., 171,

175 f., 179, 185, 225 ff. (see

also Kinah)
3 : 3, 30' n., 112, 159 f., 168 f., 182

n. 2, 185, 225 ff. , 249 n. (cp. 92 f.

)

3:4, 176, 181 f.

4 : 4, 159, 165, 166 n., 168 f., 185,

220-222, 249 n.

4:3, 169 f., 171-176, 184, 234,

272 n., 279 n.

4 : 2, 169 f., 171 f., 176, 182-184

5 : 5. See 3 : 2 and Kinah
6 : 6, 168 (cp. 182-184)

Sievers' "sevens," 207-211, 213 f.,

220
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Rhythmical parallelism = Synthetic

parallelism (q.r.), 99

"Run-on" or "Non-stop" lines,

127, 207, 212

Saf. See Rhymed prose

Samuel, Sievcrs' metrical theory of

the Books of, 47 f., 203

Scansion in Assyrian, lU, 144 n.,

205
Secondary parallelism, 104, 163 f.,

27^2 n.

Sectional parallelism in Lamenta-
tions, 101-103

Sibylline oracles, 33

Sievers' theory of Hebrew metre,

47, 143-154, 184, 202-216

Soferim, 22 n.

Solomon ibn Gabirol, 9

Stichometry, 21 n. 2

Stichos, stichoi, 12, 95, 158 f.

" Stopped-line " verse, 127

Stressed syllable, words without,

138-142, 145 f., 150 f.

words with more than one, 137 f.,

142-144

concurrence of two, 139, 149

Strophe, 4, 186-197

Subsectional parallelism, 09, 102 n.,

103 f., 107 f.. Ill, 115

Synonymous parallelism, 49

Synthetic parallelism, 49-62, 98,

118, 193

Text and metre, 32, 182 n. 1

Tristichs, 105, 159, 162, 167, 182,

191

Unit, rhythmical, 12, 16, 141, 158 f.,

183 f.

of paralleUsm, 158 f.

Verse-paragraphs, 126 f., 190-192

Vetter's theory of caesura, 168 n.

VocaUsation, Sievers' theory of,

147-149

in Origen's Hexapla, 148

in Jerome, 148

Wisdom, Book of, 32, 33, 136

THE END
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